For samples, call Zip Chip, 1-800-524-0159 (in NJ, 1-800-624-3914).
Count on Formica Corporation to give you the competitive edge for your next design. This year, we're introducing a wide range of new patterns that will expand your creative horizons.

Work with the variety of stone textures in our American Granite collection. Create with the subtlety of our pointillist Dust and Clear Sand collections. Design with the realistic look of hand-made paper from our Papercraft collection. Embellish with the rich, natural beauty of our Woodgrains. Plus, all solid colors are available in a polished finish.

So if you're looking for tomorrow's ideas today, look to Formica Corporation. The first name in exciting surfaces.
SPECIFY THIS WINDOW OR SPECIFY A WALL.

For high performance and low maintenance in a commercial setting, the alternatives to a Marvin Magnum Tilt-Turn are somewhat limited. The only one we can recommend with absolute certainty is the one suggested above.

And even then there are drawbacks. A properly constructed wall may perform as well, but it certainly won't be nearly as beautiful.

THE WINDOW THAT SHATTERS COMMERCIAL STANDARDS.

When we tested a 48" x 64" Magnum Tilt-Turn, we found the results tested our imaginations. So we tested the window again. And again. Always with the same results:

Air infiltration: .01 cfm @ 25 mph (.02 @ 50 mph). Ten times lower than the toughest proposed commercial standards. Wind loads: 200 mph positive pressure. 256 mph negative pressure.

Water infiltration: 0 @ 66 mph.

U values: as low as .22.

R values: as high as 4.55.

A perfect design, superb materials and Marvin's meticulous craftsmanship make the Magnum Tilt-Turn the new commercial standard in windows.

SINGLE-MINDED QUALITY THAT OPENS TWO WAYS.

The Tilt-Turn swings into the room for cleaning. It also tilts in for ventilation. It's a technical feat other companies gladly let us perfect.

Because it took a commitment to quality. Every step of the way. From research and development, through start-up and on into full production.

We use only the best materials, starting with carefully selected western Ponderosa pine. Every piece is pressure treated with insecticide and water repellent solutions to protect against rot and decay.

And only the highest quality hardware will do. A window that performs this well must operate precisely.

Once we have a precise fit, we add a tight seal with weatherstripping that's welded at all four corners. We know of no window in production that's crafted as carefully as our Tilt-Turn.

QUALITY COMES STANDARD. NOW HERE ARE YOUR OPTIONS:

In addition to a beautiful standard unit, our Tilt-Turn comes in a Round Top
and a simulated double hung. Where you must consider security, there is a unit with keyed locks for maintenance access. Elsewhere in the Magnum line, you’ll find a tilt-only hopper and an authentic double hung.

The Magnum line also gives you a wide range of application options. They’re equally at home in high rise, low rise, renovation, new construction, hospitals, schools and office buildings. The only limitation is your imagination.

In glazings, your choices include 7/8” insulating, 1” insulating, solar bronze, solar gray, solar cool, Low-E or Low-E with Argon. And, for extra-low maintenance, you can specify a medium bronze cladding or Polycron.

WE’D LIKE TO OPEN A CONVERSATION.

We’d like to send you more information and give you the name of your nearest qualified Marvin Magnum distributor. Call us toll-free at 1-800-328-0268 (in Minnesota 1-612-854-1464). Or write Marvin Windows, 8043 24th Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55420.

Because we think this is the best window you can specify. And because we engineered it to open your mind.
SCANDINAVIAN DESIGN's limitless range of possibilities invites examination.

For those with a taste for elegance, an eye for quality and the desire for novelty, Partek presents a myriad of floor, wall and countertop tiles that add lifetime beauty to any milieu.

Our Scandinavian Design ceramic tile inspires. The palette has been carefully selected so the various series can be blended for eye-opening designs. Though the tiles have a refreshing and delicate appearance, they withstand decades of abuse from man, machine and nature.

Partek's collection of Scandinavian Design tile is now available for examination from our network of distributors. Imagine: your creative mind and Partek's Scandinavian Design tile. The results will be extraordinary.

Partek Tile U.S.A., Inc.
10412 Bluegrass Parkway
Louisville, Kentucky 40299
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Three reasonably priced wood ceiling systems for new construction or remodelling are designed for easy installation in a standard T-Bar grid. All have Class I fire rating. **Linear Wood Ceilings** offer a wide selection of woods and panel profiles, and simple clip on attachment. **Wood Panel Ceilings** and **Wood Coffer Ceilings** feature uncomplicated lay-in installation and plain or design faces in a wide selection of hardwood veneers.

**Forms + Surfaces** Ceilings Division  
Box 5215 Santa Barbara, CA 93150  
(805) 969-7721  
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As we find out the winners of this year’s major awards for architecture, it is reasonable to ask what the choices mean, and beyond that, who really benefits?

BY the time you read this issue, all of this year’s national awards for architecture will be publicly known—with the big exception of the AIA Gold Medal, which the institute keeps secret until its national convention in June. Those announced so far include the P/A Awards (January issue), the AIA Honor Awards (p. 29), and the AIA Firm Award (Feb. issue, p. 24). On the international scene, the winner has been announced for the American-sponsored Pritzker Prize (p. 29) and the RIBA Gold Medal (p. 30).

It is always tempting to try to read some trends into such choices. In the case of the P/A Awards, the jury itself observed that there was only one obviously Post-Modern winner among the 13 they selected for architectural design; and they hoped they were recognizing a renewed emphasis on socially responsible projects. Los Angeles Times critic Sam Hall Kaplan reported on their choices, quite thoughtfully, under the heading “Post-Mortem for Post-Modernism.” Like the numerous obituaries for P-M that have appeared, this autopsy may have been premature. Kaplan had not yet heard what had been chosen for AIA Honor Awards, a selection that P/A Senior Editor Daralice Boles calls “ecumenical” (page 29). Among those 20 works, after all, are two by Michael Graves, two for which the Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown firm shares credit, and one for which Charles Moore does.

This year’s selection of Kenzo Tange for the Pritzker Prize could be interpreted as an endorsement of Modernism, to which he has been an unwavering adherent. It would be a mistake, however, to look to this prize for indications of trends: sometimes it goes to orthodox elders like Tange or Pei, sometimes to mid-career innovators like Stirling or Meier or to iconoclasts like Holllein or Böhm. The pinnacle of AIA awards, the Gold Medal, is also bestowed on architects who fill different kinds of roles. This year, AIA may or may not be trying to tell us something by its appointment of Tange as honorary chairman of its convention; does this mean he is getting the medal? More likely, that several on the deciding board favored him, but they could not muster enough votes. His unusual convention billing could mean that nobody is going to receive the gold this year.

For the recipients of all these various awards, what are the benefits? After that moment in the spotlight, awards can be positive effects on getting new commissions, having more clout with clients, recruiting good staff members, being invited into competitions or onto juries. There are all manner of advantages, if the firm is able to exploit the honor—a nasty word, “exploit,” but it is accurate for the process of bringing that recognition to bear where it will count. No honor has sure-fire magic: Even winners of the AIA Gold Medal and the Pritzker Prize lose some commissions to firms with no such credentials.

For the profession, the awards set benchmarks, standards to strive for or rebel against. They should present case studies to examine and discuss. And they should bring the attention of the public to bear on the work of architects and how its quality is measured. That in turn should help the public to recognize good architecture, strive for it, and get it.

But there are serious weaknesses at the public benefit end of the sequence. These awards get moderate amounts of coverage in some of the big newspapers, a little on local TV and radio, maybe a mention in a national newsweekly. But that is just about the only exposure these honors get to people who neither attend awards presentations or read architecture magazines.

For impact on a broad public, we need events in the places where the architects work and the buildings stand, for instance, or commemorative programs on local TV, efforts that are hard for the local public to ignore. Activities such as these, of course, need funding; we cannot ask clients, even wealthy ones, to foot these bills, since they have already done their part. Funding would take some ingenuity, but it should be worked out by those with no direct interest in the project (local AIA chapters?). Whatever kind of event is staged, the main point is that some amount of money and imagination must be committed to publicizing these winners, if they are to be known to more than an informed few, if they are to have their intended effect on our levels of architectural expectation and achievement.

John M. Dietz
Reach the heights of good design with Atria. This sturdy fabric is on the fast track with built-in performance for extra mileage. Specify Atria, and other Ben Rose contract classics for upholstery, wall covering, drapery, and casement applications. And finish out front.

BEN ROSE INC. 6828 NORTH CLARK STREET CHICAGO, IL 60626
It's time to rethink.
New lighting technology makes the old answers obsolete.

Your first true impression of a building's interior comes when you leave the lobby and enter the corridors.

The picture below demonstrates the kind of impression a corridor can make. When you walk into this corridor, every part of it seems washed in a soft, even glow. An effect like this requires exceptionally consistent, comfortable illumination at a high enough level to make the corridor clearly "well lighted."

Contrast this image with the dozens of unfortunate corridors you've encountered over the years: the gloomy hotel corridor, the glaring hospital corridor, the bland office corridor. In each case, the blame falls on an outdated lighting system.

High illumination: up instead of down
Almost every corridor in America with a high illumination level uses a down light. If the floor is reflective, as in the hospital corridor, you find yourself staring into what amounts to a second set of light fixtures on the floor, throwing uncomfortable light over every surface.

If the floor has a medium to dark carpet, downlights won't reflect light back into the ceiling. The fixtures stand out as glaring spots on a dark surface. You end up with a half-lit space: well-lit floor and lower walls, under-lit ceiling and upper walls.

The corridor in the picture demonstrates a lighting concept developed in the early 1980s and now beginning to gain broad acceptance. A lensed indirect fixture with an unusually wide distribution turns the whole ceiling into a single light source, creating smoother, more pleasing illumination.

The secret to the distribution lies in the Peerless Softhine Optical System. The strip of visible lens at the sides of the fixture has a pleasant, low-brightness glow from a normal viewing angle. But from just above viewing angle, it throws great amounts of light out to the upper walls.

It also makes you feel the corridor is better lit. In a comparison study, Penn State University discovered that a visible lens like the one in the photo raises perceived light levels about 20%.

No other fixture in the world can deliver smooth illumination over vertical and horizontal surfaces so efficiently. As a result, no other fixture can light a corridor so successfully. Peerless invented and patented it. And only Peerless makes it.

It's the lighting of the future. If you'd like to see what else the future holds, just call.
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The inviting corridor: much of its personality comes from the soft, cheerful lighting. Note the absence of deep shadows and harsh highlights. The specialized Softhine Optical System of the lensed indirect fixture has an exceptional ability to fill a wide area with pleasant light.
To the Architects’ Credit

Your material, “Artist’s Renderings” (P/A, March 1987, p. 7), regarding the lack of recognition for architects is well taken. However, as public relations experts will attest, recognition is neither free nor easy. Your suggestion to “monitor the publications and write indignant letters” in a reactive, rather than proactive, approach to the problem, if individual architectural firms want to be recognized in the press, they need to initiate the contact themselves.

Public relations is an integral part of a firm’s marketing mix and is too often overlooked. Simply waiting for a publication to request art work or photos and then stamping a requirement on the back to get recognition is just wishful thinking. Architectural firms must start doing public relations for themselves—write press releases, send out pitch letters, do whatever is necessary.

If architects want the respect they deserve, they are going to have to work for it.

Michelle A. Brown
Marketing Director
S.I.L.O. Architects Ltd.
Denver, Colo.

[Good point. Architecture firms and organizations such as AIA chapters must, of course, take initiative to get effective, as well as accurate, press coverage.—Editor]

Architects: “Earnest Dreamers”?

In your February editorial, “Storybook Architects” (p. 7), you contrasted a rather unfaltering portrait of an architect in Donald Barthelme’s new novel, Paradise, with the portrait of architect William Rawn in Tracy Kidder’s nonfictional book, House. Although you correctly declare the “clammy-handed anxiety” involved in Rawn’s efforts, the rest of your remarks seem to express a large sympathy, even an admiration for his efforts at “adapting to this world.”

Although I sympathize with any architect who falls under a journalist’s microscope while working on an unfamiliar building type, my feelings after reading the book were starkly different from yours.

As an architect who came to the profession, like Rawn, after a liberal arts degree, I remember what it was like to be obsessed by architectural form and theory. This recollection helps me to communicate with and understand the wishes of normal people, i.e., nonarchitects. Therefore I was embarrassed by the depiction of an architect as presented in House. He typified the view held by many in the construction and development industry—the architect is a dreamer who is not technically adept, holds up the work with his obsession with relatively unimportant details, and in other ways expresses a subconscious disregard for the client’s wishes or potential mortgage payments.

As the principal in a small office, the largest problem I face is convincing potential clients of the value of an architect’s services versus that of engineers, contractors, lawyers, and even real estate agents. In other words our fees are too low.

Nonfictional best sellers that depict architects as “earnest . . . dreamers” certainly do not help all of our efforts to raise both the compensation of our profession and its image in the professional community.

David R. Weaver
Architect
DRW Associates
Los Angeles, Calif.

The Hague City Hall

Richard Meier, a participant in The Hague City Hall Competition (Koolhaas and OMA Win The Hague City Hall Competition, P/A, Apr. 1987, p. 27), has informed us that the actual award for the commission to design the building will not be determined until results are known of the City Council vote, which is to be held on May 10. We will keep you informed. The Editors.

Housing Acknowledgment

In the February issue of P/A (pp. 92–95), my article on industrialized housing in the Netherlands section was inadvertently submitted for publication without the acknowledgments. Last month, in Views, a brief note mentioned the contributions of Dr. William Coaldrake, Dr. Michael Joroff, and Yujiro Kaneko. This note, while accurate, is an inadequate reflection of their value to the article.

The characterizations of Japanese industrialized building practice are based, in part, on an excellent series of articles written by Bill Coaldrake for Japan Architect magazine (Aug.–Oct. 1986, Jan. 1987). His observations related to Japanese marketing and design techniques, and the similarity between the automotive and housing industries, are perspicacious. They were drawn upon to relay a vivid picture of the industrialized housing process. I inadvertently included direct quotations and several extensive paraphrasings from Dr. Coaldrake’s articles without adding the customary quotation marks and acknowledgment of direct derivation from another author’s work. This four-part series is a seminal expose on the roots and current status of the factory-built home industry in Japan. They are must reading for anyone with a serious interest in the Japanese home building industry. In addition, I would be remiss not to mention Dr. Coaldrake’s prowess as a tour guide and interpreter.

My time in Japan was made more rewarding by both his and Michael Joroff’s insights into the complex underpinnings of the home building industry. Further, on short notice, Dr. Joroff was instrumental in organizing a nonstop tour of some of the key home building facilities in Japan.

Finally, my thanks to Yujiro Kaneko of the Building Center of Japan, who orchestrated my tour. Mr. Kaneko provided myriad insights into the Japanese view of housing and encouraged a continued and expanded dialogue between our two industries.

Emmanuel Levy
The Levy Partnership, Inc.
New York

Product Clarification

This letter is in response to your article in the March issue of Progressive Architecture (pp. 108–113) regarding the Best Products Corporate Headquarters Phase II.

We at Tectum appreciate the recognition of the use of our products such as the wall panels used at Best Products. Although the photos were very flattering, the description missed the mark.

Tectum’s wood fiber products have been manufactured since 1959. In those early years, Tectum roof deck products were very well known and widely used in the building industry. Since those early days, a complete line of Interior Products has also been added. Today, Tectum Interior Wall & Ceiling panels account for a large percent of our total shipments. . . . They have been used in a wide variety of applications from office buildings such as Best Products to schools, restaurants, theaters, and many other public areas.

Mike Masara
Interior Products Manager
Tectum, Inc.
Newark, Ohio

Product Name Correction

The listing for Artemide in the Lighting World section of P/A (April, p. 45.5W) should have said “Aton Modular System.”

Photo correction

The photo of carpet, Products and Literature (April, p. 206), should have appeared with the write-up for Collins & Aikman’s Contessa from their Eligere group (p. 205).
From advanced technology to innovative styling,
American Standard faucets are running strong...
because our faucets are made to go the distance.

Making a beautiful faucet is an excellent achievement. Making a beautiful faucet that is also durable and efficient is achieving excellence. And at American Standard this excellence comes in a broad range of styles, finishes and prices. But no matter what the style, finish or price, every faucet is made of only the finest materials. And most, in fact, have cast brass bodies.

There's the innovative CeramiC-Disc Valving, the first faucet to take its own temperature, and give you a continuous readout, right on the handle. The beautifully designed Amarilis Faucet System in its Flex-Set packaging, which gives your customers the choice of a wide variety of spouts, finishes and handle styles, so they can create their own look. And gives you the convenience of component parts, so you can offer a wider selection of faucet styles, make product changes without repackaging and, at the same time, reduce overhead and inventory costs. Or the tough but sensitive Reliant, which in a series of independent tests, lasted three times longer than the nearest competition.

And that's just the beginning. Because to really appreciate the fine craftsmanship of an American Standard faucet, you have to look into it.

At the heart of every American Standard faucet is a unique valving system which provides years of trouble-free operation. Consider:

Ceramic-disk Valving, a pioneering technology invented and advanced by American Standard, consists of two alumina oxide discs that are fired and polished to an ultra-smooth finish. The result is two ceramic discs that are close to diamonds in hardness, and a valve that is unaffected by rust, silt and other debris and impurities. Amarilis, Dualux and Ceramix faucets are made with this valve and are backed by a lifetime drip-free warranty. Reliant and Ultra-Mix, also made with ceramic-disc valving, come with a ten-year drip-free warranty.

Aquaseal and Nu-Seal Valving with years of proven performance, use a system built on a non-rotating diaphragm that not only eliminates the grinding action between rubber components and metal parts, but also prevents water contact with the moving parts of the stem, thus assuring permanent lubrication and smooth handle operation. Roma, Ellisse, Lexington, Heritage and Ultrafont feature the Aquaseal valving. The Nu-Seal valve is in the Cadet and Regency faucet lines. All are backed by a five-year drip-free warranty.

Both of these unique valving systems give every American Standard faucet the kind of inner beauty that lasts and lasts. So whichever way you turn, an American Standard faucet is a step in the right direction.

To find out how you can earn valuable prizes in our Faucet Free-For-All, visit your American Standard wholesaler or write American Standard, Promotion Department, P.O. Box 6820, Piscataway, N.J. 08855-6820.
The fourth P/A Reader Poll found widespread dissatisfaction with the American Institute of Architects among members and nonmembers who faulted the AIA’s priorities and its performance.

Three previous P/A Polls have examined reader views on general issues of compensation, liability, and career satisfaction. This fourth Poll considered a more specific topic—the American Institute of Architects. While membership in the AIA is voluntary, no other organization plays so central a role for the architectural profession, as the arbiter of professional activities and public advocate for architects. Indeed, as this poll proved, all architects—AIA members and nonmembers alike—are acutely aware of the AIA’s powerful position.

Although nonmembers and former members tended on the whole to express more negative opinions of the AIA’s performance, the survey indicates that members too are far from satisfied. Indeed, more surprising than the differences of opinion between members and nonmembers are the many points of agreement, most significantly in the ranking of goals both groups would like to see the AIA pursue (see Priorities, below).

Responses paint the disturbing picture of an organization fundamentally at odds with its constituency. Nearly two-thirds of all respondents felt that the AIA is not a good value for the dues it collects. Only 15% of current AIA members reported that the organization had a positive effect on them as an individual professional, and 44% felt the AIA was not at all effective in helping them personally.

The Sample (Figure 1)
Over 1000 readers answered this poll. Most responses came from individuals in architectural or A/E firms (80%), of small (53%), medium (29%), or large (22%) size.

As has been the case for previous P/A Reader Polls, the largest category of returns represented firm owners or principals (59%). Project managers and staff architects were also represented (20% and 16% respectively), as were, to a lesser extent, designers or draftsmen (5%). Not surprisingly, architects with less than four years of experience in the profession (6%) were the least likely to respond to the poll while architects with 11 or more years experience (63%) were the most likely to reply.

Both AIA members (65% of the sample) and nonmembers (35%) responded to the survey. Morrison & Morrison, consultants for the P/A Reader Polls, consider this mix to be proof that architects in general are concerned about the organization and its impact on the profession, regardless of their own membership status.

The majority of current AIA members in the poll were full corporate members (85%). Half of all present or former AIA members report that they have been somewhat active in the organization; one quarter report they are or were very active, and one quarter are or were not active at all.

Non-AIA members fell more or less equally into three categories: former members (36%), nonmembers who expect to join the AIA in the future (31%), and nonmembers who have no interest in joining (33%). Although one quarter of the architects polled belong to one of four other professional organizations listed on the questionnaire, participation in these...
groups did not differ between AIA members and nonmembers. There is no evidence to suggest that other professional organizations—including local architecture associations not affiliated with the AIA—benefit by recruiting non-AIA members. The Morrisons conclude that architects regard membership in a professional organization as a “black-and-white” choice.

Priorities (Figure 2)
What issues should a professional organization of architects address? At the top of the readers’ agenda are improving the public image of architects (an average of 5.2 on a scale of 1 to 6) and publishing standard contract documents (5.2). These priorities are followed closely by increasing compensation levels (5.0), lobbying for laws benefiting architects (5.0), and promoting design excellence (4.9). Clustered together at the middle of the scale, in the order of their importance, are helping architects improve firm management (4.7); sponsoring professional seminars and continuing education (4.6); taking stands on public issues (4.5); supporting or stimulating architectural research (4.4); administering intern development programs (4.4); and combating competition from other professions. The two issues considered the least important for a professional organization are publishing an architectural magazine (3.7) and holding conventions (3.3).

The Morrisons observe that this ranking holds for all groups surveyed, regardless of membership status, position in firm, or size of firm. The single exception occurs in the case of staff architects who rank increasing compensation as their top priority. “As seen in other P/A polls,” the Morrisons comment, “this group is the most money-oriented segment of the profession, and their priorities generally revolve around achieving personal financial success.”

Performance (Figures 2–5)
How effective is the AIA in addressing these priorities? Fair to middling for most, with exceptions at both ends of the scale. Contract documents remain the AIA’s strong suit, compensation its Achilles heel.

With the notable exception of contract documents, however, AIA performance never matches reader priorities. The AIA earned only a weak 3.0 average for its effectiveness in improving the public image of architects, yet this issue was considered by readers to be the number one priority for a professional organization. The discrepancy is still greater in the category of compensation where the AIA’s abysmal 2.1 effectiveness rating falls a full 2.9 points short of the importance attached to the issue by readers (5.0).

Conversely, the AIA earned above-average marks for publishing an architecture magazine (4.5) and sponsoring conventions (4.2), yet these activities fall to the very bottom of the list of priorities. This seesaw effect suggests alarming discrepancies between the organization’s goals and those of its constituency. Only in the production of standard contract documents do reader priorities and AIA performance match (5.2 for importance, 5.1 for performance).

Publishing contract documents is also the one activity for which AIA ratings rise above 4.5. Ranked in order from there are conventions (4.2); seminars and continuing education (3.8); promoting design excellence (3.5); helping improve firm management (3.4); lobbying for relevant laws (3.4); speaking out on public issues (3.3); sponsoring intern development programs (3.3); promoting the public image of architects (3.0); sponsoring architectural research (3.0); combating competition (2.7); and increasing compensation (2.1). [The Justice Department’s interpretation of antitrust laws raises obstacles to concerted action in this area.] The average performance rating over 13 categories is a middling 3.5.

While nonmembers and former members tended to rate the AIA’s effectiveness slightly lower than did present members, both groups agree on the relative ranking of AIA efforts, as they did on the ranking of activities by importance. Moreover, the figures for AIA members show considerable division of opinion concerning the perceived effec-
There is little doubt why Profile is Lunstead's best selling furniture line. It combines the practicality of concealed wireways with enduring design. Three distinct edge details provide options to complement your office environment. Available through Lunstead’s quick-ship program, Profile is surprisingly affordable. Practicality, versatility, and affordability add up to make Profile an exceptional solution.

Lunstead
8655 S. 208th St.
Kent, WA 98031
206-872-8835
Fax: 320-935
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tiveness of the AIA. Members tended to agree that the AIA is most effective at producing standard contract documents and least effective at increasing compensation levels or combating competition from other professions.

They divided sharply, however, on the categories of improving firm management; lobbying; improving public image; sponsoring internship programs; speaking out on public issues; sponsoring architectural research; and promoting design excellence. In each of these categories, about half of the AIA members took a neutral position, giving the organization an average grade. The other half, however, split between opposite ends of the spectrum, with one quarter rating the AIA as highly effective and the other quarter as not effective at all.

The Morrisons consider these results unusual. "The AIA appears to contain what we may call radical segments among its members," they write. "While many members feel the organization is doing a moderate job at addressing issues, it cannot be ignored that the remainder seem to be divided between staunch advocates and strong critics. . . . The AIA must begin to settle internal differences before it can launch a united front against the profession's problems." The Morrisons also consider the unusually large number of unsolicited comments, delivered by over 5% of the sample, as proof that the AIA is indeed an emotional subject for architects.

Overall Ratings (Figures 6–9)
Statistics on the overall effectiveness of the AIA at national, state, local, and individual levels suggest a profound and widespread dissatisfaction. While members tended to rate the AIA's effectiveness slightly higher than did nonmembers, their lukewarm response is perhaps the most damaging of all statistics collected in this poll. Member approval ratings never rise above an average 3.7 out of 6.0 at the national level, sinking to 3.1 at the state level, and 3.0 at the local level.

Only 15% of the current members consider the AIA very effective in helping them as individual professionals, while 44% believe the AIA has no effect at all at that level. Former members and nonmembers are still more negative: 83% of the former and 72% of the latter consider the AIA to have no effect whatsoever on them as individual practitioners.

Perceptions (Figures 10–15)
What are the strengths of the AIA? Members and nonmembers alike regard the AIA as an effective information source. The majority (69%) agree that its staff is composed of competent, dedicated employees. Elected officials did not get quite the same vote of confidence, but earned a respectable enough approval rating (56%).

However, nearly 70% of the architects polled—and 50% of the AIA members—felt that the AIA was not a good value for the dues it collects. A full 72% of the readers polled consider the AIA slow to act on critical issues, while only 43% consider the AIA responsive to the changing needs of the profession.

Again, nonmembers tended to be most critical of the AIA, but their concerns were echoed in member replies. Less than 5% of the current members, for example, could strongly agree that the AIA is quick to respond to critical issues.

Conclusion
Overall, the AIA is not perceived to be particularly effective at any level of professional involvement. While nonmembers and former members are typically more critical of the AIA's performance, the statistics show considerable dissatisfaction among the AIA's own membership. All parts of the poll point to the same conclusions: The AIA is perceived as slow to act on critical issues and only moderately responsive to the changing needs of the profession. Improving the public image of architects, lobbying for laws benefiting them, and increasing compensation levels—these are the top items on the readers' agenda. The challenge to the AIA is to improve its performance in these categories, while maintaining those in which it currently excels. Daralice D. Boles
These cross corridor doors are a life safety necessity in the new St. Louis Omni International Hotel. Both the doors and their electronic controls are in perfect harmony with the rich, casual warmth of the architect’s design.

The closer/holder specified is the LCN 4110 SED Sentronic® with a heavy duty Smoothee® Closer. The SED features an adjustable, single point hold-open and a built-in ionization detector. If smoke is detected, or electric current is interrupted, hold-open is released, automatically closing the fire and smoke barrier doors.

For complete information, on these and other LCN door controls to meet your functional and aesthetic requirements, see Sweet’s Section 8.

Or, in U.S.A., contact LCN Closers, PO. Box 100, Princeton, IL 61356; (815) 875-3311.

In Canada, Ingersoll-Rand Door Hardware, Mississauga, Ontario LE5-1E4; (416) 278-6128.
Until now, about the only way you could reduce the heat of the sun was with windows that also reduced the light of the sun. That made for buildings that looked like mirrors on the outside, and a bit like caves from the inside.

Now, Andersen has developed a window that reduces the sun's heat 2 1/2 times better than ordinary single-pane glass, yet it lets in twice as much light as mirror-like reflective glass.

**ANOTHER DESIGN OPTION, WITH WINDOWS THAT WORK.**

Andersen® High-Performance Sun windows don't have the impenetrable and inscrutable look of most reflective glass. Yet for all their effectiveness against heat gain, they are able to provide more natural light, too. And, unlike most windows you find in commercial buildings, ours open and close.

**BETTER LOOKING FROM OUTSIDE. BETTER LOOKING FROM INSIDE.**

These Andersen windows have a soft bronze tint that looks handsome from the outside, yet it doesn't distort colors for the people looking out. In fact, it makes these colors look much richer. The greens are greener and the blues are bluer.
NEW WINDOWS TURN COOL DAYLIGHT.

WHERE AND HOW. (IT'S NOT DONE WITH MIRRORS.)

It takes a truly remarkable window to control the awesome power of the sun. We call it the Andersen High-Performance Sun window. You can find out more about what's available and how it works by calling your Andersen distributor. And by consulting Sweet's File 08610/AND. Or write Andersen Corp., Box 12, Bayport, MN 55003.

PLANTS FLOURISH, COLORS FADE LESS.

One more wonder. This window filters out 88% of the ultraviolet rays that fade fabrics, yet there's still plenty of visible light for people and plants to flourish. Add to all that two more pertinent points: these windows are eminently affordable and readily available off the shelf.
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After we install it's this man's job

Most of the time, when you finish something, it's finished.
And the last thing you want is somebody coming around to check up on you.

Unless, of course, you happen to be a certified Stevens Hi-Tuff roofing contractor. In which case, you'd expect that kind of treatment. Because part of being a Stevens applicator involves notifying our office every time a job's ready for warranty. We then send out our inspector. (That's him, checking the seam along the flashing.) He, in turn, does his damnest to find something wrong.

To make the grade, a Stevens roofer goes to school.

On the surface, we may appear to be a little tough on the folks who install our roofs. But, to us, the only way to make sure a roof is done right is to make sure it was done right.

So before a Stevens applicator goes up on your roof, we make sure he's done his homework. Which means he's been trained. Studied our procedures. And

our specifications. Like how to attach the Hi-Tuff membrane to a flat edge scupper. (Very, very carefully.)

In short, he's been given everything he needs to do the job. Properly. The very first time. So it'll last as long as it's intended to. Which happens to be a long time, indeed.

Now, once a Stevens applicator gets up on your roof, he doesn't

*Hyapolon is a registered trademark of DuPont.
your roof, to tear it apart.

checks the not-so-big things. Like the width of the weld on the sheet edge.
If our inspector approves the job, we issue the Stevens Hi-Tuff warranty. (It covers you in case our roof doesn't.) If not, the applicator stays up on the roof until he's done the job right. (Which generally doesn't take too long. It gets lonely up there.)

Don't turn that page.
Now if you'd like to know more about the Stevens Hi-Tuff single-ply, mechanically-attached, scrim-reinforced, Hypalon*-based roofing system, we'd like to tell you more.
But first, we'd like to give you a quick quiz.

Question: What's your name and what's your address?
To answer, just call 413/586-8750 and ask for Bruce Abbott or Dave Brown. Respond correctly, and you'll receive a free packet of information about the Stevens Hi-Tuff roofing system.
Respond incorrectly, and somebody else will.

CHWIG

CONSTELLATIONS
PEGASUS AURIGA LYRA
ANDROMEDA CAPELLA URSA
Superstars for contract.
Twenty-first century construction
combined with a history of
design integrity.
The tradition continues.

BRUNSWICH & FILS, INC
75 Virginia Road, North White Plains, NY 1060
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MBCI announces the most delicious, educational box lunch presentation you’ve ever had.

Our box lunch presentation entitled "The Reason for Metal", emphasizes one of the most versatile and flexible building materials available. If you do not agree after our presentation that metal can add beauty to your design, we’ll buy your dinner too. To schedule your box lunch program, call our Technical Consultant at our plant nearest you.

Houston 713/445-8555  
Lubbock 806/747-4291  
Oklahoma City 405/672-7676  
San Antonio 512/661-2409  
Dallas 214/998-3300  
Atlanta 404-948-7568  
Tampa 813/752-3474  
Richmond 804/826-3375
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Ecumenical Honor Awards

Twenty buildings from around the country have been selected to receive this year’s American Institute of Architects Honor Awards. The list includes three corporate headquarters, five private residences, three university laboratories or computer centers, three museums, two restoration projects, a library, a hotel, a bakery, and an airport terminal.

The projects awarded, listed alphabetically by architect, are:
- O'Hare International Airport Rapid Transit Extension, Chicago, by the City of Chicago Department of Public Works, Bureau of Architecture with Murphy/Jahn, associate architects; Murphy/Jahn, associate architects (P/A, May 1986, pp. 83–91);
- Porter County Courthouse, Valparaiso, Ind., by Alain de Botton, associate architect (P/A, Aug. 1986, pp. 88–95);
- Information and Computer Sciences/Engineering Research Facility, University of California at Irvine, by Frank O. Gehry (continued on page 32).

Le Corbusier in London

Following two years after a popular Lutyens exhibition, the Arts Council’s “Le Corbusier: Architect of the Century” (Hayward Gallery, through June 7) may seem to many a case of “Modernism strikes back.”

For as Adrian Forty writes in an accompanying essay on Le Corbusier’s British reputation, “Le Corbusier . . . is Modernism itself as far as the British are concerned.” In fact, a Corbusier exhibition was envisaged long ago for this, the centenary of his birth, and the principal organizers, Tim Benton and Chris Green (continued on page 30).

Tange Wins 1987 Pritzker

The jury for the nine-year-old Pritzker Prize continues its short history of surprising and unexpected choices. This year’s laureate, the 73-year-old Kenzo Tange of Tokyo, has more in common with the Pritzker’s first winner Philip Johnson than he does with his immediate predecessors, the younger Hans Hollein of Austria or the lesser-known Gottfried Boehm of West Germany. Like Johnson, Tange is an elder statesman, revered not only for his own work but for his influence on younger architects such as Arata Isozaki or Fumihiko Maki, a member of this year’s Pritzker jury. The jury explains its choice as follows: “Given talent, energy, and a sufficiently long career, one (continued on page 31).
**Pencil Points**

Ralph Erskine has been named 1987 Gold Medallist for the Royal Institute of British Architects. Erskine, a British architect who moved to Sweden in 1939, is best known for his housing projects and educational buildings including the Stockholm University library, student center and sports hall P/A, Aug. 1984, pp. 35–36.

Emilio Ambasz has won the International Interior Design Award for his Financial Guaranty Insurance office, New York. The $10,000 prize is to be presented in London this month. Also in the running were Henning Larsen, Copenhagen; Shin Takamatsu, Kyoto; and Leila and Massimo Vignelli, New York.

Gustav Peichl, Vienna, has won a competition to extend the Stadel Art Institute in Frankfurt a competition to extend the

The American Society of Architectural Perspectivists and the Van Nostrand Reinhold Company have established an annual award for excellence in architectural perspective drawing.

For information on the Hugh Ferriss Award, contact ASAP, 320 Newbury Street, Boston, Mass. 02115.

Steelcase, Inc., has acquired Metropolitan Furniture Corporation.

Herman Miller, Inc., will become the exclusive importer and distributor in the United States of B&B Italia products this June.

Six design professionals have been named 1987 Prix de Rome winners by the American Academy in Rome, Theodore Brown, Princeton, N.J.; Mary Ann Ray, Venice, Calif.; and George Queral, New York, were awarded fellowships in architecture.

Interior designer Joseph D'Urso, New York; architect Ralph Lerner, Princeton, and Thom Mayne, Los Angeles; and landscape architect Michael Van Valkenburgh, Cambridge, received Advanced Fellowships, supported by the National Endowment for the Arts.

The Art Institute of Chicago opens this month a permanent installation of over 50 building fragments tracing the history of Chicago architecture. Related panel discussions run from June through September.

**Corbusier (continued from page 29)**

The Architect as Artist explains the aesthetics of Purism and its objets types. The third section, “The Era of the Great Projects,” takes on those grand schemes such as the Palace of the Soviets, the Pavillon Suisse, and the Cité de Refuge. A relief of the Modular opens the second half of the exhibition, which is split into “Urbanism” on one side and on the other “The Sacred and the Search for Myths.” At this stage a more expansive and rhetorical tenor emerges, with reconstructions of the Ronchamp doors and a cloister screen from La Tourette, plus larger maps and perspectives illustrating the Ville Radieuse and Unité d’Habitation.

Sacred and profane are then joined in a study of the church and community buildings of Firminy. This is the only part of the exhibition to document the political and social context and aftermath of any Corbusier projects. As such, it seems intended to stand for what would in fact amount to another exhibition on the vicissitudes of Corbusier’s own work and his influence on others.

In the final section, “Le Corbusier in India,” the rhetorical and affirmative impulse is, perhaps understandably, at its strongest. Benton, who is elsewhere careful to maximize the explanatory rather than the persuasive element of his exhibition, describes this section as “rousing stuff, a chorus.” And so it is, with a marvelously rich, bazaarlike array of colored sculptures, tapestry studies, enamels, models, inspirational drawings, and vast color photographs.

Once again, I was reminded of the Lutyens exhibition with its climactic celebration of the great New Delhi works (which Le Corbusier apparently admired). But this dense and complex exhibition does something more important and more difficult than mere celebration: namely to represent to a wide audience at many levels the full scope of what remains the greatest modern attempt to reconcile in one continuous architectural vision mankind’s most centrifugal and contradictory needs, dreams, and aspirations. Brian Hatton

The author writes for the London-based publication Building Design.

**Eighty Pence for Eisenman**

Peter Eisenman’s apartment building near Checkpoint Charlie (P/A, March 1987, pp. 84–91) has been selected to appear on a West German stamp commemorating the 750th anniversary of the city of Berlin. The anniversary is being celebrated this year, as is the culmination of the IBA, the International Building Exhibition, for which Eisenman’s building was designed.

It is interesting to note that the stamp also unwittingly fulfills part of Eisenman’s philosophical agenda. In reducing the three-dimensional building to postage stamp size it reinforces the architect’s thesis of a unified theme crossing all scale boundaries. Susan Doubilet
Tange (continued from page 29)

may pass from being a breaker of new ground to being revered as a classic. This has been the happy fate of Kenzo Tange."

Educated at the University of Tokyo in the 1930s and 1940s, Tange is perhaps best known for his 1964 Olympic Complex and for his 1960 Plan for Tokyo, which filled the Tokyo Bay with manmade islands and megastructures. Tange designed master plans for parts of San Francisco and Baltimore in the late 1960s and early 1970s, but the architect has only one completed building in the United States: the 1975 expansion of the Minneapolis Art Museum.

Although his firm completed an astonishing amount of work in the Middle East and Asia over the past twenty years, Tange has been overshadowed in his own career and urges Japanese architects to secure their profession. His firm again returned to prominence last year, however, winning the prestigious Tokyo City Hall competition. Tange himself has just completed a fourteen-part series published by Japan Architect in which he reviews his own career and urges Japanese architects to secure their professional status, independent of the large construction conglomerates that now dominate building in Japan. The Pritzker thus comes at a peculiarly appropriate time for this architect.

Jane Holtz Kay

Church Crisis Continues in Boston

After eight months of "an unholy war" between the Jesuits who dismantled the interior of their historic church and Bostonians who want to save it, the Immaculate Conception Church comes up for landmarking this month.

In a dark-of-night attack unseen in recent years, the church leadership ravaged the 120-year-old church in order to make room for offices and apartments in the structure and on the adjacent site. Days before the original landmark petition was to be heard, the church leadership shut the doors and attacked the interior on Oct. 8. "Restoration" was the word they used to describe the assault.

When Boston Landmarks Commission members gained access and saw the rubble-strewn interior with its spraypainted "x's," splintered pews, mutilated chandeliers and paneling, they responded with outrage. Neighbors, worshippers and organ music enthusiasts rallied with preservationists who had collected 5000 signatures to send to Rome. All praised the elegance of the church's details and the majesty of their integration in the whole 1858–1861 design by Patrick Keely and Arthur Gilman.

Coverage of the destruction by the press was extensive. "Deception, disinformation and good old-fashioned lies," Harvard art professor Edward Goldberg was quoted as saying. The Jesuits were "caught with blood and dust on their hands and lies on their lips," said Leslie Larson, former head of the Society of Architectural Historians.

While preservationists collected signatures, a steering committee sat down to work towards an accommodation with the Jesuits. The committee met throughout the winter months and should issue a report just before the petition to landmark comes up for its hearing.

"They've got some real tough issues of renovation, and they've got some tough issues of artifacts versus religious freedom," consulting architect Simeon Bruner of Bruner/Cott comments. Project architect Michael Leu of The Architecture Team says he thinks a solution will be reached "that would serve the needs of the user and yet satisfy preservationists." Restoring the sanctuary to its original splendor is, however, not one of those solutions, he says.

Satisfying preservationists may therefore also not be an option. Still smarting from the destruction of St. Mary's, another Keely church, and disappointed by the compromises that turned the 19th Century Kennedy's and Exchange Buildings into mere facades for new glass towers, the Boston Preservation Alliance seems ready for this crusade. It has prepared its petitions for both Rome and the Landmarks Commission, enjoining battle on religious and political fronts to protect the church.

Jane Holtz Kay

Murphy, Pidgeon Honored by AIA

James A. Murphy, P/A Profession and Industry Editor, is one of 73 members of the American Institute of Architects advanced to the Institute's College of Fellows. Fellowship in the AIA is conferred on members of 10 years' good standing for their "notable contributions to the profession." It is the highest honor the AIA bestows on any member with the exception of the Gold Medal. The new Fellows will be invested in the College of Fellows at the AIA Convention in Orlando next month.

Monica Pidgeon, former editor of the Journal of the Royal Institute of British Architects and present London correspondent for P/A, has been named an honorary Fellow of the AIA. Pidgeon is recognized not only for her contributions as a journalist but for her tape and slide library on architects and architecture.
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Regionalism (continued from page 29)

cepts range from the Lakeside Delicatessen by ACE to the U.C. Santa Cruz Student Union by Fernau & Hartman.

The firms designed their own installations. Happily, the 3000 square feet of gallery space was not compartmented into tight little alcoves. Instead, the installations fed into each other. The viewer can see through each to the next stop. The potential collision of forms, colors, and materials was rescued from chaos by the curator's skillful refereeing.

If for the work is serious, its presentation has a madcap quality that could easily have got out of hand. If the exhibition gains fame as another example of California Crazy, it will be largely because of the ACE installation. There, plywood Holstein cows, which will enliven an ACE shop called "Country" at Pier 39, vaulted the walls. The viewer was greeted with agonized cries and moans issuing from a blind door at the back emblazoned with a skeleton. If this does not seem to be the stuff of this world, never mind this region, it did pique one's curiosity.

The message is that the region still inspires those who seek its roots. Moreover, the tradition is, above all, permissive. As Gregory aptly put it, it is "design without dogma." Sally Woodbridge

West Week '87: A Place in the Sun

The skies were clear, the sun warm, and the mood festive as 28,000 interior designers and architects converged upon the Pacific Design Center in Los Angeles for West Week, the March 23-27 furnishings market event. The conference, subtitled "Structures and Substance," had a strongly Modernist cast, and featured speakers such as architects Norman Foster, Emilio Ambasz, John Lautner, and Mario Botta, all of whom lectured to packed houses.

Those two megastars of French interior design, Andrée Putman and Philippe Starck, entertained an SRO crowd ("Average age about 19," cracked one observer). Malcolm Forbes, Jr., spoke on today's business climate, and other star-studded panels addressed such topics as hospitality design, lighting, visual language, creativity, and corporate communications.

On the showroom/product scene, however, many manufacturers were relatively quiet. The loudest buzz was about Steelcase's acquisition of Metropolitain Furniture, the San Francisco-based firm known for its high-design products. Metro's temporary showroom was pulled together with speed and style by designer Robert Arko, whose polyester-scrim "rooms" were illuminated from within by colored lights. Knoll International made a splash with its Mandarin chair, designed by Sottsass Associates, while Atelier International introduced the first of a series of products designed by Europeans but made in the U.S. Tapestry and damask fabrics were much in evidence at showrooms such as Brickle, Design Tex, Unika-Vaeve, SunarHauserman, Greeff, and Brunschwig. Formica, which has no showroom at the PDC, made its presence felt nonetheless with a gigantic piece of AZZ's "building jewelry," a necklace, made of new Formica laminate patterns, which was strung across the entrance to the building. Meanwhile, the steel was going up for the 175,000-square-foot first phase of the PDC expansion by Cesar Pelli with Gruen Associates. And, for the first time, showrooms in the neighborhood surrounding the PDC were included in the festivities, in the Avenues of Design program.

Pilar Viladas

Art and Life in Boston

"The Art that is Life" is the latest "total show" to turn its museum into a period showcase. The exhibition, subtitled "The Arts and Crafts Movement in America, 1875-1920" (Boston's Museum of Fine Arts through May 31), tries to do for its time and period what "The Machine Age in America" (P/A, Nov. 1986, pp. 110-115) or "Americans and the Aesthetic Movement" (P/A, Dec. 1986, p. 28) did for theirs.

Alas for architecture enthusiasts, or those looking for the integration and democratization of art suggested in the show's title, this exhibition skimps on architecture and its enhancement by objects. Organizer Wendy Kaplan has mined the crafts that emerged in the movement to present 225 exhibits. The show tries to show how the "Lamp of British precedence" lifted by John Ruskin and William Morris influenced Americans. By and large, it does so verbally rather than visually. Rich designs from the hands of H.H. Richardson to Frank Lloyd Wright glut the period, but not this exhibition.

There is nary a photograph of, say, Greene and Greene's Pasadena house—a seminal work of the period—and far too few photos suggesting how the objects on view were slotted into their original settings. One has no sense of how the radiant Low Art Tiles fitted into their architectural frame, or little notion of how the stained glass of La Farge and the ornament of Louis Sullivan appeared originally.

Perhaps the show simply overreaches itself, stretching improbably from the California bungalow community of Heinerman and Heinerman to Boston settlement houses of the early century to an unbuilt house of Irving Gill. This promising show is never whittled down or organized into the kind of seamless world its theme suggests.

Jane Holts Kay

Etherington Cottage, Biddeford, Maine, in "Art that is Life."
We named it on purpose. This is a tool for the entire architectural practice, combining automated design and drafting capabilities on industry-standard IBM* PC ATs and compatibles.

Use the Personal Architect to design buildings. While other systems work with lines and arcs, the Personal Architect lets you work with floors, walls, roofs, and rooms. In 3-D. In perspective. So you can create a true model of your building design.

Use the Personal Architect to present designs.

This system gives you the tools you need to make effective presentations. Like perspective views with hidden lines removed. Shaded pictures. And area takeoffs.

Use the Personal Architect to produce drawings. The system has expert drafting capability to get your production work done. And can edit drawings quickly too.

On-screen icon menus get you up and running fast. And a graphic symbol library of over 1,000 architectural symbols gives you great flexibility.

The Personal Architect. It can help you get more business and do more business. And isn't that the name of the game?

For more information on the Personal Architect write: Computervision Corporation, Personal Systems Business Unit, Building 16-2, 100 Crosby Drive, Bedford, MA 01730.
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Get more business. Shaded pictures (right screen) like this help clients see your vision clearly from any perspective. An invaluable selling tool. Drawing courtesy of Stephen Douglass, Architect, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
AIA (continued from page 32) the jury voted unanimously for the majority of awarded projects, he claims that "in current architectural practice both the achievement of quality and its recognition are matters that quietly transcend the noisy arena of theoretical and stylistic debate."

We are left, then, to imagine the discussion between such polar opposites as jurors Joseph Esherick and Robert Stern, George Hoover and Anthony Vidler. Also serving on the jury were Princeton University student Janet Abrams, architect Rebecca Binder, Associate AIA member Nora Klebow, and curator John Zukowsky of the Art Institute of Chicago. The 1987 AIA Honor Awards will be presented at the AIA Convention in Orlando next month.

Dara/ice D. Boles

Best Small House of 1987

Cosponsored by the American Wood Council and House Beautiful magazine, the Best Small House competition is now in its fourth year. Architect Walter Chatham of New York, selected from an invited list of young architects, designed this year's showcase, located in Blue Bell, Pa., with Richard Lowell Neas, interior designer.

Chatham's single-story 1500-square-foot residence attempts to suggest larger interior volumes through the use of high ceilings rising 16.5 feet, corner fireplaces and windows, skylights, and French doors opening to outdoor decks. Two single-car garages are separated from the house as freestanding pavilions and roofed, like the living room and bedroom wings, with a massive cedar-shingle form. Clapboard siding and wood pillars outside, beaded pine ceilings, pine moldings, and other interior details demonstrate wood's versatility.

Dara/ice D. Boles

Italian Stone in New York

In March, the Italian Trade Commission sponsored at the Puck Building in downtown New York an exhibition of works in marble and other stone, and a four-session seminar. One of the most interesting of those evening sessions was the first, which included New York Times architecture critic Paul Goldberger as moderator, with architects John Burgee, Henry Cobb, Malcolm Holzman, and Cesar Pelli—all of whom are particularly identified with works in stone. In this "Stone in Contemporary Architecture" session (others were on interiors, preservation, and landscape), Cesar Pelli asserted that "stone today is a thin veneer, which you can choose to make look thick, but for me I want to work with the nature of the material as a thin veneer, an exterior finish." John Burgee added, "We do it both ways... we can make it look the way we want... there's nothing wrong with making stone look like stone."

In the accompanying exhibit, over 50 extraordinary works in stone were shipped from Italy, including several furniture pieces by Ettore Sottsass, tables by Aldo Rossi and Paolo Portoghesi, and even some building segments by Marco Zanuso, Ignazio Gardella, and Carlo Scarpa. It is a shame that these weighty but very beautiful works were dispatched back to Italy after only ten days in New York.

David Morton
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Contextualism
Run Rampant: Stirling’s Tate

"Keep them together." J.M.W. Turner’s bequest to the British nation of his estate contained also this request: that all 300 oils and 20,000 watercolors be exhibited together. Only now, with the opening this spring of the Clore wing of the Tate Gallery in London, is this condition fulfilled. The center for Turner studies designed by James Stirling, Michael Wilford & Associates of London comprises 330 meters of gallery walls, plus lecture halls, studio, print room, and reading room.

Turner was always interested in how his paintings were viewed, and, like his friend Sir John Soane, designed top-lighted galleries for their display. After Turner's death, John Ruskin called for an elaborate Turner gallery, "each picture with its light properly disposed for it alone—in its little recess or chamber. Each drawing with its own golden case and closing doors—each room to see that these were always closed when no one was looking at that picture. ... The roof of double plate-glass of the finest kind."

In the new Turner galleries, automatic louvers and ultraviolet filters replace the guardians and double plate glass. It is a paradox that the greatest painter of light and sky should now be viewed in a kind of optical prison, into which the daylight funnels obliquely, as though into an underground greenhouse.

If the inner walls of these chambers are lighted with the most brilliant of Turner’s images, they set on their outer aspects the most severe terms for architectural discourse. It is to these terms—the articulation of blank public walls—that Stirling addressed himself. Indeed, Clore’s decorated walls seem to stand as direct rebuke to Colin Rowe's complaint, in his introduction to the recent Stirling monograph (Rizzoli), that the Stuttgart museum (P/A, Oct. 1984, pp. 67–85) "is a building with no face." The Clore wing is nothing but "facial" elevation.

The addition is intended to hold a “conversation,” as Stirling puts it, with the Neo-Palladian Tate. It is a conversation in the most mixed of idioms. Like Wittgenstein’s "Family Resemblances"—overlapping sets in which A resembles B and B (continued on page 44)
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Turner galleries prior to installation.

Stirling (continued from page 43)
resembles C, but A and C share
nothing in common—so the
Clore wing is set between the
main Tate building and a sepa-
rate red-brick Queen Anne-ish
lodge facing the Thames. Stir-
ling carries over traces of both
adjoining buildings into his col-
lage. And on the rear façade,
where it faces a 1960s office
building with glass curtain wall,
the Clore changes yet again to a
Modernist vocabulary of yellow
brick and strip windows.

If anything holds this "conver-
sation" together, it is the square
grid, outlined in the same light
stone as the portal entrance. Yet
even this rule seems to exist
purely for the pleasure of excep-
tions. Just as some of the base-
ment stones are "mislaid," so
windows are "misligned" like
axonometric strays forward or
aft of the wall plane and off the
grid. Most of the grid panels are
filled with yellow roughcast, but
towards the corner facing the
red-brick lodge, bricks of like
color begin to occupy its cells, as
if the lodge were somehow exert-
ing a mutiny influence.

This heavy-handedly humor-
os subversion of the Clore
wing's own integrity is perhaps a
deliberate and ironic exaggera-
tion of a very English predica-
ment: namely, the futility of
trying to be all things to all men.
It is also an ironic exaggeration,
amounting to a mockery, of the
present English prejudice that
all new buildings remain "in
keeping" with whatever genteel
objects of sentiment lie within
eyesight. This inane passion for
the insipid "blending" of old and
new—a familiar picturesque
to "townscaping" idea fallen among
burglers and planning commit-
tees—and Stirling's satire
thereon, is a joke that is probably
comprehensible only to an Eng-
ish public.

For others it will remain just
another, and especially elusive
Stirling farrago, to be enjoyed or
rejected according to one's Post-
Modernist taste. Yet this particu-
larly singleminded attempt at
architecture parlante fails ulti-
mately to come off. In the end,
the "play of signifiers" borrowed
from other buildings is no substi-
tute for formal or plastic inven-
tion—or "Vision and Design," as
Roger Fry once wrote. The Clore
remains a sophisticated riposte
to a depressing cultural condi-
tion, rather than a visionary con-
tribution towards the transcend-
ing of that condition. That, given
Stirling's great talent, is a great
disappointment.

The author writes for the London-based
publication Building Design.
While everyone else is introducing their first affordable plain paper reader/printers, Canon already offers you a choice of four.

Like the PC 70 and PC 80, with our virtually maintenance-free PC cartridge technology. And our versatile new NP 680 or our top-of-the-line NP 780, also available in an FS model for even faster information retrieval.

As a leader in micrographics since 1962, Canon has consistently applied advanced optics, microengineering and electronics technologies to provide high-quality, low-cost information management solutions.

It's the reason why our plain paper reader/printers are plainly affordable. And the best reason we know for making Canon your first choice in reader/printers.

For more information, check the Yellow Pages for your nearest authorized Canon dealer. Or call toll-free 1-800-453-9000, and ask for Canon Micrographics.

From left to right: NP 680, PC 80, PC 70, NP 780FS

Canon MICROGRAPHICS READER PRINTER
Making the very best out of a small thing.
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To give everyone a view of the lake, the building shape had to repeat itself. So Pella was chosen to say “quality” over and over.

The people of Excelsior, Minnesota, have long held a sentimental attachment to a historic parcel of land on the shore of Lake Minnetonka. That’s why they made waves any time anyone proposed to develop it. And now — where streetcars from Minneapolis dropped vacationers from around the world, where a landmark amusement park had stood — stands Excelsior Bay Gables.

Miller Hanson Westerbeck Bell Architects have succeeded admirably in recalling the excitement, texture and scale of the community’s past in this luxury condominium development. For this upscale market and this beloved site, nothing but the best would do. And that meant Pella Windows and Doors. Through double-hung bay windows and sliding glass doors, each of the 52 units is afforded equal orientation to the lake.

The creative interlocking of dwellings resembles a New England fishing village in its traditional materials, forms and colors. While reminiscent of grand old Excelsior resort hotels, mass is broken into a residential scale that is sympathetic with this quaint community of wood frame houses.

**Pella standard and custom windows and doors.**

Pella offers a range of standard and custom windows to suit almost any new or retrofit project, with a variety of glazing and shading options. At the Gables, Pella Double-Hung Windows are arranged in bays, while custom Pella springline quarter circle windows light up third story lofts.

Here, custom height Pella Sliding Glass Doors help hold in the heat from fin/tube radiation below the sill. The sliding door panel is mounted to the outside, so the harder the north wind blows off the lake, the tighter the weatherstripping seals. Pella doors are among the industry’s best performers for air and water infiltration, so there will be no damp carpeting under the grand pianos at the Gables. And those doors offer excellent security, either locked closed or open about three inches for ventilation.

**Pella says quality in custom colors.**

MHWB specified Pella Clad Windows and Doors for the Gables. No matter what color a project calls for, Pella’s low-maintenance, aluminum cladding with baked enameled finish assures exceptional color stability, resistance to chemical attack, chalking, erosion, chipping, peeling and cracking.

Pella’s warm wood interiors enhance the traditional feel at the Gables. And removable wood muntins and pivoting sash make Pella Double-Hung Windows easy to wash from indoors.

Your Pella distributor can tell you more about it. For information, look for Pella in the Yellow Pages under “Windows”, call Sweet’s BUYLINE or see Sweet’s General Building File. Or, send the coupon below.

---

**This coupon answered in 24 hours.**

Mail to: Pella Windows and Doors, Commercial Division, Dept. T35E7, 100 Main Street, Pella, IA 50219. Also available throughout Canada.

© 1987 Rolscreen Co.
The new Sheraton Hotel in Tyson's Corner, Virginia, is a striking example of our work in custom colors. The architect, L B C & W of Falls Church, Virginia, designed the project to incorporate extensive metalwork, including more than 50,000 square feet of metal roofing.

The color, Rikyu Grey, was selected to be an exact match to the spray-coated extrusions of the curtainwall system. The result: uniformity of color throughout the project.

PAC-CLAD is a full Kynar 500® product available in twelve standard colors on 24 ga. G-90 galvanized steel and six standard colors on aluminum .032 ga. to .080 ga. Non-standard colors are available on projects of 15,000 square feet or larger.

Our staff is prepared to discuss job costing, feasibility and information regarding finish and color selection. For more information regarding the Petersen product line, please call us toll free (1-800-PAC-CLAD) or contact our local representative.

Petersen Aluminum Corporation

955 Estes Avenue
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
Outside Illinois: 800-PAC-CLAD
In Illinois: 800-942-8203
or 312-228-7150
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1 Business School and Housing, Frederiksberg, Copenhagen, Denmark. Architects: Henning Larsen, Copenhagen. This new business school and its 475 units of housing occupy the site of a former cable and wire production plant. The three-storied business school block is organized along an internal skylighted street. Two U-shaped housing blocks contain 238 housing units, with the remainder in "high-rise villas," which mediate between the campus and adjacent residential neighborhoods. The complex is to be completed in 1989.

2 Royal Danish Embassy, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. Architects: Henning Larsen, Copenhagen, Denmark. The decision by the Saudi Arabian government to transfer the capital from Jeddah to Riyadh made this new embassy necessary. The walled compound consists of four buildings—the chancery on the main boulevard, two residential blocks, and the ambassador's residence—grouped around a common courtyard. The chancery itself centers on a two-story, skylighted octagonal hall.

(continued on page 51)
Capability

Economy and high quality in a black & white 3/4" Vidicon tube for general monitoring.

High resolution for monitoring clarity.

The Visible Difference

Ikegami's advanced technology and skill build responsive capacity and performance into every one of its high quality black and white video cameras. There's a reliable, economical Ikegami camera designed and engineered to fulfill the requirements of any monitoring application.

The easy-to-install ITC-410 featured above, for example, with horizontal resolution of 650 lines or better. ALC of 100,000:1. Automatic beam control for consistent operation, 2:1 interlace and synchronization for compatibility with auxiliary TV equipment. A low-light level version is available. Auto-iris is standard on all models.

There's an Ikegami ultra-miniature ICD-200 solid state chip camera available. Shock- and vibration-resistant, it provides steady, distortion-free performance even in strong magnetic or electrical fields. The ICD-200 even resists sensor burn for long, operational life. Also available in 24 volt AC, line-lock, phase-adjustable configuration.

Need remote capability? Consider the ITC-420 3/4" Vidicon camera, which adds low-cost installation to economical price. A single coaxial cable transmits both power and video signals. Automatic beam control circuit assures consistent operation, while a cable length compensation switch provides accurate control.

For excellent performance in a compact, lightweight unit, see the ITC-400, with an ALC range of 20000:1. Plus auto-iris control. Automatic beam control. DC and low-light level options. Vertical phase-adjustable.

And for cost-savings on ultra-high sensitivity and high resolution, Ikegami offers the ITC-510 1-inch video camera. Featuring resolution of 850 lines or better for magnificently clear images. Rugged, heat-dissipating aluminum enclosure. Featuring line-lock and genlock. Low-Light version available, too.

Examine the unique combination of value and performance offered by each Ikegami video camera. And discover how Ikegami capability makes a visible difference in every monitoring application.
American Radio Relay League Museum and Visitor Center, Newington, Conn. Architects: Tai Soo Kim Associates, Hartford, Conn. The League’s historic station is the centerpiece of its new museum, which will chronicle the history of amateur radio operation. The 13,500-square-foot, white limestone building surrounds the smaller red brick station with galleries, auditorium, shop, and members’ library.

Hudson River Center, New York. Architects: Gruzen Samton Steinglass, New York. Winner of a select competition between three developer/architect teams, this scheme includes three hotels, two apartment buildings, a marina, retail, and arts center, all constructed on a platform. Also included is an extension of New York’s new convention center and a new municipal car pound replacing that now on the site.

(continued on page 53)

HOW DO YOU FIND ANY ONE OF 20,000 RANDOMLY FILED PERSONNEL RECORDS? IN A SNAP!

A major government agency was faced with a monumental task. Consolidating all regional personnel files into one office. Alphabetizing 20,000 names. Hand-entering them into computer records. Not to mention finding the storage space all those files would require.

Enter “The Kardex Solution.” The 20,000 files didn’t even have to be alphabetized! And the office staff, which includes two learning disabled employees, can find any file they need, instantly.

THE KARDEX SOLUTION.

Find out how Kardex brought space- and time-savings to this office. Mail this coupon for free information on THE KARDEX SOLUTION.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>TITLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPANY NAME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADDRESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CITY</th>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>ZIP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KARDEx

THE Leader in Filing Systems

Marketing Dept.
KARDEx, P.O. Box 171, Marietta, OH 45750.
Or call 1-800-848-9761 Ext. 330 (In Ohio 1-800-282-9556)
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THE OWNERS OF CAESARS PALACE WOULDN'T GAMBLE ON THEIR ROOF

U.S. INTEC/BRAI

Proven consistent quality. Quick installation with minimum inconvenience to business. Brai modified asphalt roofing membranes are being installed all over the nation. U.S. Intec is the world's largest producer of A.P.P. modified bitumen. Our Brai products withstand time and virtually all climatic conditions. And with Brai you get more than a tough roof. Pre-job conferences. Free warranties. And technical information a free phone call away. Do we make several roofing membranes for different applications and preferences? You bet.
5 St. Paul’s Roman Catholic Church, Cambridge, Mass. Architects: Koetter, Kim & Associates, Boston. This 32,000-square-foot program organizes a variety of diverse elements—parish facilities, rectory, Archdiocesan Choir School, Harvard Radcliffe Catholic Student Center, and parking for 26 cars—to shape two connected, public courtyards bounded on one edge by the 1925 Italian Romanesque revival St. Paul’s Church. A bridge connection from the new building to the church defines the courtyards’ shared edge, with a chapel below. Design and materials—red brick, cast stone, stucco, and wood windows—complement both the old church and its Cambridge setting.

HOW TO KEEP $40 MILLION IN MORTGAGES READY TO MOVE EVERY MONTH.

Seafirst Mortgage Corporation’s real estate group markets mortgage loans to investors, processing $30-40 million in loan shipments each month. Logging all the files by hand and keeping track of their circulation through other departments was becoming cumbersome with increased volumes. Greater efficiency and sophistication were sought by Seafirst.

“The Kardex Solution” met their criteria, with a records control system that tracks all files through all departments—from one work station. And Seafirst got an added benefit. Almost 30% savings in the floor space needed for their files.

THE KARDEX SOLUTION.

Find out how Kardex brought efficient records control and storage to this office. Send for free information on the THE KARDEX SOLUTION.
Trusswall from Kawneer introduces the rounded look to the high span entrance. Trusswall spans the clear story entrance area with the structural strength and the desirable aesthetic appeal of the rounded mullion. Formed by circular extruded aluminum chords connected by a separating web that adds stability, strength, and variety, Trusswall becomes a real design alternative.

There are two sides to every story.

On the outside, Trusswall presents a number of faces. One is the innovative circular cover for the sculpted look. Another is the more austere approach, silicone glazing, for an uninterrupted line. And the rectangular cover presents a third more traditional light.

On the inside, Trusswall offers a customization limited only to the imagination. The two-piece construction allows the exterior finish to mix or mate with the building exterior while the interior chords can complement the interior attitudes. The color palette of Fluropon® finishes suggests even more design alternatives.

With four web options to choose from, design flexibility increases. The choices are offered. The choices are yours.

But while the design options offer flexibility, the integrity of the structure remains inflexible. A thermal break, and the flexibility of either 1/4” or 1” glass attest to Trusswall being ready and willing to take on nature’s harshest elements.

Trusswall. Further evidence of Kawneer’s commitment to space.

For product information on Trusswall contact:
Kawneer Company, Inc.  Department C
Technology Park—Atlanta  555 Guthridge Court  Norcross, GA 30092
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More and more, local ordinances require use of sprinklers with operating times well below standard response times. To meet this need, Viking has developed the Microfast Sprinkler.

Perfect for use where fast sprinkler response times are required, the new Microfast is small, attractive, effective, and considerably less costly than similar sprinklers.

A new slender bulb element developed for Viking gives the Microfast Sprinkler a sensitivity 6-times greater than standard sprinklers. Although visually much smaller than other sprinkler actuating mechanisms, this new element is as resistant to damage as any other.

The Microfast line includes a quick/response model (Microfast Q/R) available in pendent and upright; and an extended coverage sidewall model. Microfast sprinklers come in 1/8", 7/16", 1/2", and 17/32" orifice sizes in satin or polished chrome, natural or polished brass, and white polyester and are available with color-matched flat or special adjustable escutcheons.

For more detailed information on Viking's new Microfast Sprinkler, contact your Viking Distributor, call, or write The Viking Corporation, Hastings, Michigan.

Viking

THE VIKING CORPORATION
210 N. INDUSTRIAL PARK ROAD
HASTINGS, MICH., U.S.A. 49058
TELEPHONE (616) 945-9501
CABLE: VIKING TELEX: 22-6400
Exhibitions

Through May 23
Room in the City, proposals for tenement housing in New York. The City Gallery, New York.

Through May 24

Through May 24

Through June 7

Through June 8

Through June 8

Through June 9

Through June 28

Through June 28

Through June 30

Through July 17

Through July 19

Through July 28

Through July 28

Competitions

June 1
Deadline, Work Space Design Competition. Contact LIMN Company, 821 Sansome St., San Francisco, Calif. 94133 (415) 397-7471.

(continued on page 58)
Look at the environmental impact of a Roto roof window. It extends daylight. Creates and enhances space. And Roto is mostly glass—high efficiency Low-E glass. Lets in lots more sunlight. Holds in more heat than triple-glazed windows. Eliminates over 70% of fabric-fading ultra violet rays. For details on fixed and venting models, plus options, see Sweeet's 708 ROT. Roto Frank of America, Inc., 1-800-243-0893.
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“Overall the best frequent flyer program of any major airline.”

We couldn’t have said it better ourselves.

Actually, we’ve been saying this for years, but somehow it’s a lot more credible coming from a third party.

So it’s not hard to speculate why “What to Buy for Business,” the only independent report for business consumers, came to their conclusion in the August 1986 issue.

For one thing, TWA offers unlimited free upgrades once you’ve accumulated minimal mileage levels. 5,000* for unlimited Business Class domestic upgrades, 30,000* for unlimited First Class domestic upgrades and International Business Class upgrades. And unlike many other airlines, you can take advantage of these upgrades without cashing in your bonus miles.

If you’re not yet a member in TWA’s Frequent Flyer program, call 1-800-325-4815 to enroll.

The Ultimate Award.

After only 10,000 miles, you’re eligible for free travel. After 40,000, Hawaii.

Or save up for our ultimate award: two free First Class tickets around the world. An award no other airline offers.

Our Platinum Program.

Our Platinum Program will have you earning awards almost twice as fast.

When you fly overseas on TWA, you’ll get your anticipated Frequent Flyer Bonus miles. Then, in addition, you’ll receive “Platinum Points” which allow you to claim additional awards without ever having to cash in on your bonus mileage.

TWA’s Personal Service Commitment.

TWA is determined to bring you the best personal service in the airline industry. So we’ve assigned an In-Flight Service Manager to every flight to make sure your trip is as hassle-free as possible.

In addition, our Chairman of the Board has put together a Quality Control Team. A group of 30 very picky people who fly TWA, assessing the service they receive, on a checklist of over 100 service items. They report directly back to him with their comments, good and bad. And if anything needs improvement, it gets improved.

Because at TWA, great service is a top priority.

*Actual TWA miles within a twelve month qualifying period.

TODAY’S TWA.

FIND OUT HOW GOOD WE REALLY ARE.
It's a simple equation.  
Add Spectra 3700 to your specs,  
and get spectacular results.

**THE REASON?**

Spectra 3700 Designer Ceiling System is based on simple arithmetic.  
Start with its exposed 9/16" narrow face dimension, and subtract 3/16"  
due to the center regress. That gives Spectra a 60% reduction in the  
amount of visible metal at the ceiling plane as compared to conventional  
grid with a wider 15/16" face.  

Next add Spectra's uniquely engineered components which allow for  
the automatic centering of ceiling panels and light fixtures for perfect  
placement every time. (Don't forget to carry over Spectra's compatibility  
with NEMA Type G lay-in fixtures, a variety of air diffusers, and  
standard square-edge ceiling panels.)

Now divide it all with the installation efficiency, modular flexibility, and  
economy previously found in conventional exposed systems. Then  
figure in Spectra's 18 available colors, including reflective metal  
finishes.
SPECTACULAR CEILINGS

Spectacular ceilings from a system that adds creative diversity and economy for the look of far more expensive narrow face systems.

It takes a special ceiling system to create spectacular ceilings. Add up the benefits of Spectra 3700, and see your savings multiply.

STANDARD GRID with its wide 15/16" exposed face provides for a ceiling design that is coarse by today's standards.

Shown above with standard square-edge lay-in panels.

SPECTRA'S narrow 9/16" exposed face, cut by a 1/16" regress, offers 60% less visible metal at the ceiling plane for a refined look.

Shown above with standard square-edge lay-in panels.

THE RESULT!
Spectra 3700 Designer Ceiling System. The simple solution to spectacular ceilings.

MERCHANT & MAIN BAR & GRILL, VACAVILLE, CALIFORNIA
DESIGNERS: JAMES and ROBERT TOOKE
Spectra 3700 in a brasscoat finish with contrasting white scored ceiling tiles.

See Spectra 3700 in Sweet's 9.2 Cha.

Chicago Metallic Corporation
Chicago, Illinois 312-563-4600 • Los Angeles, California 213-582-1100 • Baltimore, Maryland 301-796-8220
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INTRODUCING THE ANDERSEN CADD-ITM PROGRAM.

At Andersen, we have long been committed to bringing you the very finest windows and patio doors. Now, we're driven to making them even easier for you to work with.

Because our new Andersen CADD-ITM Computerized Detail File draws windows and patio doors so you don't have to. And removes the burden of post-design production.

No more repetitive, time-consuming drawing of details. No more counting and listing windows and options.

Developed by architects for architects, the Andersen CADD-ITM program is IBM PC-compatible and runs on AUTO CAD 2.52, with other PC CAD programs soon to come.

LESS TIME DRAWING, MORE TIME DESIGNING.

The more complicated the project, the more you'll appreciate the Andersen CADD-ITM program. It allows you to easily draw elevations and floor plans with the simple use of a tablet or a few keystrokes.

Without having to constantly refer to a separate index.

The Andersen CADD-ITM program is very user-friendly too. It's menu-driven, presenting you with a series of simple questions and choices on-screen. Asking you, for example, whether you are working on a plan or elevation drawing. Then, asking about the type of window, subtype, size, venting operation and options. And it makes moving and duplicating windows as easy as the push of a button.

Windows are entered as a "unit" not a series of lines, which ends the tedium of drawing each window line by line.
200,000 WINDOWS TAKE UP VERY LITTLE SPACE.

You can fit nearly every window we make in your office. Because the Andersen CADD-I™ program contains virtually every Andersen® product and option on 5 1/4" diskettes. Or 200,000 window and patio door variations.

So, when you're working on a design, you'll be able to instantly choose options like extension jambs, screens, color, grilles, glass type (High-Performance or double-pane) and more.

STILL WORKING AFTER THE DESIGN IS DONE.

The convenience of the Andersen CADD-I™ program doesn't end with the finished design. It actually prepares detailed schedule and data reports listing all the Andersen products you've used. Including code numbers, sizes, quantities, and options chosen.

After all, we created the new Andersen CADD-I™ Computerized Detail File on the theory that it is far more rewarding to design with windows than to merely draw windows.

But see for yourself. Make an appointment for an in-office Andersen CADD-I™ program test drive today. Call your Andersen distributor. Or for more information, write Andersen Corporation, Box 12, Bayport, Minnesota 55003, Attn: Andersen CADD-I™ Program Marketing.
Which one would you choose
Finally, the silver slicks system gives architects and engineers a cost-competitive alternative to diazo for document reproduction—but, as you can see from the above, with the quality of silver films.

Diazo films can be cloudy or have shadows and textures. But silver slicks are clear. Their high clarity permits more layers per composite for complete bid sets. It also reduces the chance of misinterpretation.

And your drawings reproduced on silver slicks won't fade, yellow or smear. In fact, they'll have an archival life over 100 years—even in convenient filing sizes.

New DuPont Silver Slicks: a cost-competitive alternative to diazo, with the quality of silver. Get choice without compromise.

Call 800-527-2601 for complete information. Or write DuPont Company, Silver Slicks, Room G50661, Wilmington, DE 19898.
By Joseph Sugarman

I am about to tell you a true story. If you believe me, you will be well rewarded. If you don’t believe me, I will make it worth your while to change your mind. Let me explain.

Len is a friend of mine who has an eye for good products. One day he called excited about a pair of sunglasses he owned. “It’s so incredible,” he said, “when you first look through a pair, you won’t believe it.”

“What will I see?” I asked. “What could be so incredible?”

Len continued, “When you put on these glasses, your vision improves. Objects appear sharper, more defined. Everything takes on an enhanced 3-D effect. And it’s not my imagination. I just want you to see for yourself.”

COULDN’T BELIEVE EYES

When I received the sunglasses and put them on I couldn’t believe my eyes. I kept them off and on to see if indeed what I was seeing was real. I have actually sharper or if my imagination was playing tricks on me. But my vision improved. It was obvious. I kept putting on my cherished $100 pair of sunglasses and comparing them. They didn’t compare. I was very impressed.

But what really surprised me was the effect in conventional sunglasses. Our pupils close in bright light to limit the light entering the eye and open wider at night like the lens of an automatic camera. So when we put on sunglasses, although we reduce the amount of light that enters our eyes, our pupils open wider and we allow more of the harmful blue and ultraviolet light into our eyes.

DON’T BE CONFUSED

I’m often asked by people who read this, “Do those Blu-Blockers really work?” They really do and please give me the opportunity to prove it. I guarantee each pair of Blu-Blockers to perform exactly as I described.

Blu-Blocker sunglasses use ophthalmic-quality CR-39 lenses with a hard anti-scratch coating. Over 85 percent of all doctors’ prescriptions are now filled with CR-39. I have taken no shortcuts.

The black, light-weight anodized aluminum frame is one of the most comfortable I have ever worn and compares with many of the $200 pairs you can buy from France or Italy.

The weakest link in any pair of glasses is the hinge. So I have designed a screwless precision two-way tension hinge that not only bends when you close the pair, but spring-loaded to bend outward too. You get a completely flexible frame that will comfortably contour to your face.

I also have two other exciting models. One is a clip-on pair that weighs less than one ounce and fits over prescription lenses and the second is a precision-molded plastic frame that looks identical to the aluminum model but without the tension hinge. All models include a padded carrying case and my personal one-year nonsense limited warranty.

I urge you to order a pair and experience your improved vision. Then take your old sunglasses and compare them to the Blu-Blocker sunglasses. See how much clearer and sharper objects appear with the Blu-Blocker pair. And see if your night vision doesn’t improve as a direct result. If you don’t see a dramatic difference in your vision—one so noticeable that you can tell immediately, then send them back anytime within 30 days and I will send you a prompt and courteous refund.

DRAMATIC DIFFERENCE

But from what I’ve personally witnessed, once you wear a pair, there will be no way you’ll want to return it.

Pilots, golfers, hunters, athletes and anyone who spends a great deal of time in the sun, who drives a car or who just wants to protect their vision—all will find Blu-Blocker sunglasses indispensable.

Our eyes are very important to us. Protect them and at the same time improve your vision with the most incredible breakthrough in sunglasses since they were first introduced. Order a pair or two at no obligation, today.

Credit card holders call toll free and order by product number below or send a check plus $3 for postage and handling.

Pilots, golfers, hunters, athletes and anyone who spends a great deal of time in the sun, who drives a car or who just wants to protect their vision—all will find Blu-Blocker sunglasses indispensable.

Our eyes are very important to us. Protect them and at the same time improve your vision with the most incredible breakthrough in sunglasses since they were first introduced. Order a pair or two at no obligation, today.

Credit card holders call toll free and order by product number below or send a check plus $3 for postage and handling.

One JS&A Plaza, Northbrook, IL 60062
CALL TOLL FREE 800 228-5000
IL residents add 7% sales tax. © JS&A Group, Inc., 1987
In just six years, IAC/Laufen has made ceramic tile a more practical, dependable design solution in America. For floors and walls. Interiors and exteriors. For commercial and residential use.

**HIGH-STYLE TILE**

Choose from fashionably larger IAC floor tiles that are faster, easier and less expensive to install. Contrasting colors that create checkerboards and borders. With INCEPA wall tile by IAC in 6x6, 6x8 and 6x10 sizes you have a choice of over 100 fresh colors, textures and twists — from decorative insets and murals to coordinated trim.

**TOUGH-AS-NAILS TILE**

IAC's hardness rating is legendary. With nearly twice the breaking strength, three times the abrasion resistance, and nearly five times the bonding strength of industry standards.

**ON-TIME TILE**

IAC tile is yours right when you want it. Not early. Not late. With no surprises. We’re here to deliver exactly what you’re after. For details or the distributor near you; call IAC toll-free 1-800-331-3651. Or write us at P.O. Box 6600, Tulsa, OK 74156. And see where our tile can take you.
Specifications: Working Relationships

Coordinating the work of the various trades in the specifications is one of the specifier’s most important tasks. Done well, it prevents duplication of effort and overlapping of responsibilities (so the owner doesn’t pay for the same work twice), and it prevents unintentional omissions in which neither of two trades has included necessary items (so the owner doesn’t pay extra later on).

Yet whenever something is written about this responsibility to sort out the work of different trades, architects are quick to respond that it’s not their job. The AIA General Conditions (A201) say so:

1.2.4 “The organization of the Specifications into divisions, sections and articles, and the arrangement of Drawings shall not control the Contractor in dividing the Work among Sub-contractors or in establishing the extent of work to be performed by any trade.” and

4.3.1 “The Contractor . . . shall be solely responsible . . . for coordinating all portions of the Work under the Contract.”

While it’s unquestionably true that the actual performance of work is under the contractor’s control, and should be, the project manual cannot be presented to bidders or builders as an amorphous mass of disorganized instructions. Long traditions of documentation as well as the 16-division format developed by the Construction Specifications Institute clearly indicate that specifications are organized on a trade-by-trade basis. Though the decision as to who will actually do the work is the contractor’s, the decision as to what section it will appear in is the specifier’s. And it’s equally clear from experience that where the work is specified can significantly influence which trade does it.

None of the objecting architects would put electric wiring in the masonry section or lavatory sinks in the carpeting section; doing things like that would make them appear totally out of touch with the realities of construction documentation and industry practice. So the question they raise is not one of principle but merely one of degree.

The need to assign each item of work to some specific section is clear in the minds of specifiers, and the appropriate location is usually obvious; but there are often gray areas in which informed judgments must be made. Among the things to be considered are: labor cost (Do tile setters or masons set interior brick paving?), labor jurisdiction agreements (How thick is the “brick” to be set?), local traditions, statutory requirements for public work, and the need to unify responsibility for several related items under one trade.

Beyond establishing the need and the responsibility, what practical techniques can the specifier use to make this complex task a little easier and the intention more understandable to bidders? Here are three.

1. Assignment: The work is directly assigned by including it in one section rather than another.
2. Scope: The work to be done is described in a separate paragraph listing related work items in a project section or a simple trade item it’s usually cumbersome and redundant. Many specifiers just make a general statement about the section’s work and don’t spell out each item in Part 1.
3. Related work: A separate paragraph listing related work to be done under other sections is written for each section. This very useful technique is often underestimated or even overlooked by less experienced specifiers, though it is much valued by sub-bidders trying to determine the limits of their responsibilities. Knowing what you don’t have to do because someone else is doing it is obviously a great help when you are

(continued on page 74)
Specifications (continued from p. 73)

It's best to write very short descriptions of such related work, and not really necessary to pinpoint each location elsewhere in the project manual. Just knowing an item isn't included is usually enough; but if bidders do want to check the indicated relationship further, the project manual's table of contents will generally lead them to it.

The Related Work paragraph can be expanded, if need be, to include related work to be done by the owner or by separate contractors. Where only a few such items are involved, a parenthetical explanation will probably do; if there are many, separate paragraphs for "Work to be done by Owner" or "Related Work under other Contracts" can be developed. And work under allowances and alternates can be signaled here as well.

While contractors are very much aware that they ultimately control who gets subcontracts for any items of work and often use their own judgment and experience to combine two or more specification sections into one inclusive subcontract, the specifier doesn't have to guess exactly what's going to happen later on in the process in order to be effective. Preparing clear contract documents with the work properly sorted out for consistency and completeness presents the best opportunity for the architect to promote precise bids and economical construction. Having the work of each trade clearly defined, accurately described, and carefully related to the work of other trades is essential to producing a good project manual and to eliminating confusion over responsibility and cost which may later result in delay, extra expense, and conflict on the job.

Walter Rosenfeld, AIA, CSI
The author is an architect and specifications consultant in Newton, Mass.

Law (continued from page 73)

New York, for example, the prevailing rule of law appears to be that only a licensed architect can offer to provide architectural services as well as actually furnish them. The design-build concept appears to afford that principle. Nevertheless, the AIA made the forms available.

From the ethical point of view, opponents of the design-build concept contend that the architect, as subcontractor, may be required to subordinate his professional judgments to the economic objectives of the developer, thereby leaving the owner unprotected and jeopardizing the interests of the general public. Proponents of the concept argue that this is not a realistic concern and that an architect, even though part of a design-build team, is still in a position to make appropriate professional decisions. Ethical and legal considerations aside, however, there is a real risk that the design-build concept can increase the potential liability of architects who participate in such an approach. An example of such risk is reflected in the recent decision of the United States Court of Appeals in the case of Arkansas Rice Growers' Cooperative Association v. Alchemy Industries, Inc. et al.

This case involved the claim of an owner for damages arising from the failure of a design-builder to achieve performance criteria for which it had contracted in connection with the construction of a processing plant. The design-builder, in addition to constructing the project, was to provide the necessary engineering plant layout and equipment design, on-site engineering supervision, and start-up engineering services. The design objective was to produce a plant that would use no fuel other than rice hulls. More specifically, the design goal was to provide a hull-by-product facility capable of reducing a minimum of 7.5 tons of rice hulls to an ash, and producing 48...
New additions to the Sun-Tex® and Sunwall 54™ collections: a spectrum of neutral colors.

Available in a variety of subtle backgrounds. And in textures so pronounced your eye feels the depth of the embossing.

All in durable, fabric-backed vinyls, in 27- and 54-inch widths. Scrubbable, strippable. Meeting or exceeding all architectural specifications.

Explore what’s new in neutrals. From the energetic source.

Contact your local representative for further information on the Sun-Tex Acclaim sample book and the new Sunwall 54 neutrals.
YOU'RE WITNESSING A REVOLUTION IN BUSINESS SECURITY UNLIKE ANYTHING YOU'VE SEEN.

Introducing Pinkerton's sophisticated proprietary control and security systems for industry and government: totally integrated, high-tech electronic systems coupled with highly trained security personnel.

Our computer-based Access Control systems include proximity recognition, perimeter control, data sourcing and facilities management. User-definable access and reporting functions are a part of this flexible and modular Pinkerton system.

We offer complete turnkey capability, from operations analysis to integration engineering and computer software development. You've never seen anything like it. Call us for a complimentary consultation, (213) 638-0400.

Pinkerton
PINKERTON CONTROLS SYSTEMS CORPORATION
1123 E. Walnut Street, Carson, California 90746

What is a Best Western?

"My home office wherever I travel."

The right place at the right price.

Make reservations at any Best Western, see your travel agent, or call toll-free 1-800-528-1234

"World's largest chain of independently owned and operated hotels, motor inns and resorts."

Pinkerton
PINKERTON CONTROLS SYSTEMS CORPORATION
1123 E. Walnut Street, Carson, California 90746

Law (continued from page 74)

million BTU's per hour of steam at 200 pounds pressure.

When the plant was constructed, it failed to satisfy the foregoing criteria when the outside temperature was less than 50 degrees. As a consequence, the owner sued the design-builder for breach of warranty under the design-build contract and also sued the engineer as a third party beneficiary of the contract between the builder and the engineer. In finding liability against both the builder and the engineer, the Court concluded that the engineer was responsible to the builder, under the contract between them, for an appropriate and adequate design and that the owner was entitled to redress from the engineer as a beneficiary of that contract. The Court treated the engineer as if he was responsible for breach of warranty under the design-build contract, even though he was not a party to that contract and had provided no direct warranty to the owner.

In concluding that the builder and engineer were equally culpable for the failure to satisfy the requirements of the design-build contract, the engineer was held to a level of responsibility not generally assumed in traditional practice. A professional designer is not normally subject to liability unless he failed to exercise due care in the performance of his function. Architects and engineers do not usually warrant their performance or guarantee a particular result. In general, third parties are not considered to be beneficiaries of the architectural or engineering contract. By ruling that the owner was a third party beneficiary of the contract between the design-builder and the engineer, and in subjecting the engineer to a standard of liability based upon breach of warranty rather than negligence, the Court, in the above case, not only put the engineer at risk beyond that usually and normally assumed in the performance of professional design services, but charged him with a responsibility not usually covered by liability insurance.

This case would seem to suggest that, if an architect is to participate in a design-build arrangement, he exercise caution so that the contractual relationships do not subject him to an abnormal potential liability.

Norman Coplan, Hon. AIA

The author is a member of the law firm Bernstein, Weiss, Coplan, Weinstein & Lake, New York.
CLEAN CUT.

There's a new look from Monarch Tile. It's clean. It's sharp. It's ground to look better. And to fit better. It's Precision Quarry. And it's only from Monarch Tile. This durable, versatile tile will make almost any high-traffic application keep a clean look. For a long time.

For complete information, see your Sweets Catalogue, General Building, File Section 09300/MON. Or call (915) 655-9193 for the name of the Monarch location nearest you. For the cleanest, freshest cut around, remember Monarch Tile.
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Workaholics

THE GENICOM
3000 SERIES

Printers that don't know
when to quit

Business success
demands hard work. That's
why more and more busi-
nesses depend on the
Genicom 3000 series. Six
hardworking, reliable
printers that make life easier.

You name it.
The 3000s can handle it.

No matter what you
need in a rugged business
printer—3000's your num-
ber. Just look at these job
qualifications. Data proces-
sing printing at a blazing
400 cps. Letter quality at an
unmatched 180 cps. And
reliable paper handling for
even the most demanding
applications.

Need a
trained specialist? The 3000s
are ready. With
extra quiet
printers that
crank the work out at under
55 dBA. Printers with seven
color capability for presen-
tation quality business
graphics. Even printers for
bar codes.

Best of all, there's a
3000 series printer built
specifically for your office.
For dependable printing
with everything from a
single PC to a multi-terminal
information system.

Real team players.
The 3000 series
printers make fast friends
with their co-workers.
Because they're compatible
with any computer worth
mentioning. And software
packages like Lotus 1-2-3®,
Symphony® and WordStar®

So, don't waste time
with a clockwatching
printer. Hire one of the work-
aholics. A Genicom 3000
series printer. For more
information, contact your
nearby Genicom dealer.

Or call 1-800-437-7468.
In Virginia, call
1-703-949-1170.

Lotus 1-2-3 and Symphony
are registered trademarks
of Lotus Development
Corporation. WordStar is
a registered trademark of
MicroPro International.

GENICOM
The Printers That Mean Business.
Genicom Drive, Waynesboro, VA 22980
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Build R/26 structural roof systems in one step with TUPS™: the smarter, faster way to build.

Smart architects have discovered an intelligent way to stay on top of current demands for higher energy ratings and lower costs.

They go to the very top and choose a structural, insulating roof system panel that can save energy, reduce cost, eliminate labor-intensive steps and cut time.

They choose TUPS.

Only TUPS features a load bearing, stress skin panel integrating structural Homasote 440 Boards with an insulating core of rigid polyisocyanurate foam.

In just one step, you can install an interior ceiling ready for paint or other finish. And an energy efficient layer of insulation. Plus a structural nailbase ready for shingles, slate, tile, BUR or single-ply membrane roofing system.

All with one-step TUPS roofing panels. That's intelligence at the top level.

For full details, call (609) 883-3300. Or write The Homasote Company directly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panels sizes, nominal 4' x 8', 10' and 12' with T &amp; G Long Edges</th>
<th>Nominal Thickness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R-FACTOR AGED</td>
<td>20.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-FACTOR SYSTEM*</td>
<td>20.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lbs. per sq. ft.</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foam Thickness (nominal)</td>
<td>25.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Includes air film and asphalt shingles.</td>
<td>25.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PO. Box 7240, West Trenton, New Jersey 08628-0240
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If this is the sign of success in your business, then consider that more and more signs are pointing to Marvin Windows as the window of choice in distinctive home designs. Not just because we have higher standards than other window companies. Which we do. (In fact, we have over 5,000 standard sizes or we'll custom build to your specifications.) But because we set many of the standards now found throughout the industry.

**THE WINDOW THAT LASTS HAS A HISTORY OF FIRSTS.**

You should know that Marvin was the first national manufacturer to offer Round Top windows. We were the first major manufacturer to offer Trapezoids and Triangles as complete units. The first manufacturer to ship factory-installed extension jambs and completely assembled set-up windows. First to bring wood bead glazing to the market on a

**MARVIN WINDOWS SELL ANY HOUSE. NO MATTER WHAT SHAPE IT'S IN.**
First with its own nationwide trucking fleet, cutting delivery time from weeks to days.

We were the first to offer Low-E glass on its entire line.

And the list goes on.

WHY NEW IDEAS TAKE SHAPE FIRST AT MARVIN.

When you make a window to order, and word gets around, you start getting some pretty wild requests. Like factory applied jamb extensions that are 20" wide. Or Round Tops that are eight feet across.

All of which get our research guys thinking on an even bigger and grander scale.

But as our list of innovations shows, they're not just thinking shapes and sizes.

Up here in Warroad, temperatures can plunge to 40° or 50° below. So we've been building triple-glazed, double weather-stripped windows for a long time. And living with them comfortably through freezing winters and blistering summers. Because every window is made to order, we're able to offer state-of-the-art manufacturing and options, like deep-treated vacuum penetration processes for protection against rot and decay, and different metal and Polycron® finishes for maintenance-free exteriors.

FIRST IN AVAILABILITY AND SERVICE, TOO.

Of course you can't sell any shape house if your windows haven't arrived on time. So we had another innovative idea: no matter what size, no matter what options, we can usually ship in 3 weeks or less from the time we get your order. (Round Tops and special glazing take longer.)

Your Marvin dealer has all the information and advice you need to help your greatest designs take shape. He's specially trained in back-up support and timely service.

For more information on the shape of things to come, call 1-800-346-5128 (in Minnesota, 1-800-552-1167), or write, Marvin Windows, Warroad, MN 56763.

MARVIN WINDOWS ARE MADE TO ORDER.
TIN CEILINGS

- 24 patterns
- 10 cornice moulding styles
- Fast and easy installation
- Shipped anywhere
- Brochure available. Please send $1.00 for postage and handling.

AA-ABBINGDON AFFILIATES, INC.
Dept. PA 2149 Utica Ave.
Brooklyn, NY 11234 718/258-8333

BOOKS ON ARCHITECTURE 1987 CATALOG

- Our annual catalog is now ready. More than 3500 titles described and in stock, call, write, or come in for your copy.
- We also have out of print titles and buy architectural libraries.

THE PRAIRIE AVENUE BOOK SHOP
711 SOUTH DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO, IL 60605 312-922-8311
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Prepainted Galvalume sheet steel.
The marriage of aesthetic and economic sense.
You are invited to participate in an open, international two-stage design competition for the City of West Hollywood's First City Hall and Civic Center.

Eligibility
First stage is anonymous and open to any interested party. Up to five finalists will be invited to compete in the second stage.

Submission
First stage seeks conceptual ideas for the civic center. Two 30" x 40" boards required.

Schedule

Awards
$47,500 in prizes plus opportunity for commission.

Registration
To register and receive a registration kit and video cassette, send name(s), address, telephone number, and U.S. $95. to:
WEST HOLLYWOOD CIVIC CENTER COMPETITION
8611 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood, California 90069

Professional Jury
- Diana Balmori, Landscape Architect (Architect/Educator)
- Dean Robert Harris, Educator/Architect (Educator/Architect)
- Ricardo Legorreta, Architect (Architect)
- Charles Moore, Architect (Architect)
- Cesar Pelli, Architect/Educator
- Deborah Sussman, Designer (Educator/Architect)
- Peter Walker, Urban Designer
- Michael John Pittas, Competition Advisor

Information:
Debbie Trunkendiz 213-854-7475

Prepainted Galvalume aluminum-zinc alloy-coated sheet steel presents you with an opportunity to do what architects always want to do: Save money and look good doing it.

Since building panels of Galvalume sheet can be produced in a wide range of colors, patterns and finishes, prepainted Galvalume sheet can contrast with stone, complement cedar, and blend with brick or glass.

But there’s nothing exotic about Galvalume sheet itself. It’s spent years standing up so well to tough service in roofing applications. And the base material is guaranteed for twenty years and six months.

We can put you in touch with people who can provide numbers on installed costs of Galvalume sheet versus competitive materials.

Frankly though, there really aren’t too many other choices. Talk to someone about prepainted Galvalume sheet, toll-free (800) 352-5700, Ext. 400. Or write Bethlehem Steel Corporation, Industry Marketing Division, Bethlehem, PA 18016.

Building design concept by Michael J. Fitzpatrick, A.I.A., Architectural Alliance, Columbus, Ohio. "Galvalume" is a trademark of BIEC International, Inc.

Bethlehem
Exciting designs take shape with steel.
Any Room Becomes A Meeting Room With DA-LITE®

Touch a switch and the big Da-Lite Executive Electrol® projection screen glides smoothly and silently down from its storage compartment hidden in the ceiling, to provide a picture-perfect image of whatever’s projected. There’s even a tamper-proof locking switch cover to make sure it doesn’t come down until it’s needed.

Now, move in the Da-Lite/Oravisual® lectern. It’s easy because it can be moved along on its own wheels. It may have its own built-in sound system that the speaker controls from the lectern where there’s also a silent, countdown timer. And some models adjust to the speaker’s height, electrically. All this, plus options including multiple microphones and auxiliary speakers. Or choose a tabletop or convertible lectern that moves easily from tabletop to its own handsome pedestal; it may even have an integral sound system that lets it speak for itself.

And when the applause dies away, it all hides away as quickly and easily as it appeared so you can put the room to other uses.

DA-LITE® A Heritage Communications Company

For complete information, contact your Da-Lite dealer or Da-Lite Screen Company, Inc., P.O. Box 137 Warsaw, IN 46580 219-267-8101 Telex 23-2649
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And now, ECLIPSE® reflective from LOF.

You design a structure with certain basic elements in mind. • Now there is a powerful—almost elemental—new design material to consider: ECLIPSE reflective from LOF. • Until now, pyrolytically coated glass has lacked presence. It was designed to blend with any architecture. Any materials. Any surroundings. • But ECLIPSE reflective is bold. Dramatic. Without the milky, yellowish cast of some other architectural glass. • Yes, there are other, more practical reasons to choose ECLIPSE glass. Reasons like solar control. Post-temperability. A remarkably low absorption characteristic. And availability that verges on the immediate. • Not to mention the fact that ECLIPSE reflective can be used in low, mid or high rise structures, with the coating glazed to either the first or second surface. • Still, the best reason to choose ECLIPSE glass is the simplest: It looks so beautiful on a building.

ECLIPSE®
Reflective Glass
Libbey
Owens
Ford
A member of the Pilkington Group

Philadelphia (800) 523-0133
Chicago (800) 262-4787
San Francisco (800) 843-8552
Kansas City (800) 351-9094
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BRILLIANT ACHIEVEMENT

A new and unique line of porcelain tiles with mirror-finishes polished to a lustrous sheen never before achieved... tile of extraordinary physical properties... available in 16 vibrant colors for today's designer market.

Opaline Keramik™, a brilliant achievement born of advanced ceramics technology.

KERAVEM
Keravem/Ceramica del Verbano SPA
The museum designed by Renzo Piano for a major collection of Modern Art is an unpretentious response to a requirement for well-illuminated galleries, along with research, storage, and work spaces.
IN terms of the world of art, the collection assembled by Dominique de Menil and her late husband John is one of the richest intact embodiments of a mid-century intellectual position. As a piece of architecture, the museum designed by Renzo Piano and developed with Ove Arup & Partners and the joint venture team of Piano & Fitzgerald (formed from the Building Workshop of Genoa, Italy, and Houston-based Richard Fitzgerald & Partners) is a statement whose visual character stands in opposition to much of present design. In the context of Houston, the way the Menil Collection will conduct its business and house its collection suggests alternatives that demand consideration in a city whose mood has changed from that of the halcyon days of the early 1970s. Finally, as an institution, the Menil Collection presents an ascetic image that is demanding of the individual and is intended to be enlightening about the true meaning of the art it is designed to support.

The Menil Collection opens in early June as a showcase for the major elements of the de Menils' lifetime as collectors, and nothing is to be included beyond John de Menil's period (1904–1973) or as Director Walter Hopps characterizes it, his "regard." Its four primary areas comprise Antiquities, Tribal Arts, "Modern" (School of Paris, Surrealism), and American 1960s–1970s. The mandate was to provide a secure but accessible home for the over 10,000 pieces in various media, accommodating functions of storage and curatorial maintenance, scholastic resources, and didactic exhibition. Each of these purposes was given a special definition reflecting the specific point of view of Dominique de Menil and her colleagues, making the museum design a response to a clear intellectual, humanistic position.

The basic issue was the perceived living nature of the collection. Its sheer size meant that exhibition spaces would continually change and that only a percentage of objects would be on display. Inevitably, the Menil Collection will be a part of the national cultural network, lending pieces and also borrowing pieces, initiating shows and participating in shows, so that the museum will handle external materials. Storage of art was conceived as being largely another issue of accessibility, for Dominique de Menil wanted pieces to be viewed readily and also brought out for direct experience, either for scholars or classes from local universities.

The Museum and its Neighborhood

The idea of the museum has been developed over a decade and a half, beginning with the intention of remaining in Houston, where John de Menil is buried and where he and his wife had spent their lives. At one point there was a rumor that the Getty was interested in the collection, but the response was for Houston contributors, ultimately including the Cullen and Brown Foundations, to ensure its remaining. Early on, a site was offered near the Museum of Fine Arts and the Contemporary Arts Museum, a "cultural corner" that has been reinforced by completion of the Cullen Sculpture Garden (see P/A, July 1986, pp. 25–26). The chosen site, however, is near the small University of Saint Thomas, on whose Board the de Menils had sat when its campus was developed in the mid-1950s to the designs of Philip Johnson. The principal property adjoins the Rothko Chapel, another de Menil project completed in 1971 with Houston architects Barnstone & Aubry.

The site lies in the heart of Houston's Montrose Area, the most diverse mixed-use community in the city, as well as the most culturally permissive. Dominique de Menil clearly saw the location in relation to alternative communities, including the black enclave of the nearby Fourth Ward. She was sympathetic to its landscape of 1910–1940 cottages, which had succeeded in coexisting with local institutions and other uses. To this end, a program of acquisition was gradually undertaken whereby the final museum site of some three acres would be part of a network of parcels over 20 acres. Years before the museum was begun, the surrounding cottages began to sport a color scheme of gray paint and white trim, with several cottages becoming administrative and service functions and featuring the black canvas awnings; this became the de Menil "look," and the area was affectionately and knowingly dubbed "Do-ville," after its patron.
The Menil Collection

An Image of Industry
The Menil Collection was conceived not only as a teaching collection but also as a place of work; it was to project a conscious image, as Walter Hopps has suggested, "a little bit like a shop, or light industry." Dominique de Menil wanted to suggest direct access, with certain curatorial functions located so that visitors "could peek through windows." She was concerned about illumination by controlled daylight, as well as to consciously getting a certain distance from "architecture," particularly its more elitist qualities. Her close friend Pontus Hulten, Director of the art museum at the Pompidou Center, first suggested Renzo Piano, realizing that what would be of ultimate importance would be the collaboration between her and the museum's designer. Hulten also called to her attention a small provincial museum in Israel that had successful use of daylight, and in late November 1980 she and Piano visited it. The trip was less useful as a search for a prototype than for the architect-client communication that resulted.

What appealed to Dominique de Menil was Piano's elegant clean-industry aesthetic. His minimalist use of technological components revealed their inner nature, an approach with which she was in sympathy, and his use of "soft" technology for conservation and rehabilitation, as with the UNESCO workshop for Otranto (1979) or the Commune of Turin (1981) reflected attitudes compatible with the progressive liberalism that the de Menils had represented in Houston. It was logical to expect that Piano could respond sympathetically to the existing urban context being maintained under the site acquisition procedure.

Piano's interest in an aesthetic of minimalism clearly runs counter to prevalent surface-ornamented and figurative compositions, that he refers to as "... fake creativity and sterile showiness ... " and "... ineffective and nostalgic operations." He has spoken of "making architecture," and his particular European technological milieu has facilitated a rapport between design and technology, between craftsmanship and mass production. As has been said of his mentor Franco Albini, for whom "every work is a unique object, constructed with pieces that can be reproduced," so Piano has stated, "Each design constitutes a separate history instead of just being a stage in a consistent artistic development." The process of "making" is for Piano a hands-on design activity, conditioned by a European production system that fostered his evolution as a kind of an industrial artisan.

Piano's design disposition would appear well suited to a program where the principal issues were a degree of spatial neutrality responsive to change, and a rigorously controlled interior environment. Yet here the lightweight, clear-span, high-tech, visibly serviced exoticism of Piano's previous work has been replaced, or at least bypassed, by a more understated and visually neutral environment. Certainly, the Pompidou Center (in partnership with Richard Rogers; see P/A, May 1977, pp. 84–89) was the rhetorical culmination of ideas that had gained strength in the mid-1960s, but other examples of Piano's work, up to the early 1980s, demonstrate an interest in clear-span, space-frame enclosures where the means of fabrication becomes the medium of expression.

Development of the Museum Design
Although modified since the first proposal of 1981, the design concepts developed by Renzo Piano, with Peter Rice and Tom Barker of Ove Arup & Partners, were process-oriented from the beginning. Research and development of components were critical to the design solution. As Piano has stated, "It is frequently a mistake to start from the general and so descend to the particular." The Richard Fitzgerald & Partners office team, which has previously associated with architects such as I.M. Pei, Johnson-Burgee, and Charles Moore, found itself doing complementary research, translating and coordinating European and American processes. Their joint venture was a request of the client, and all construction documents were produced by the Houston firm. Richard Fitzgerald characterized the experience as "a lot more time spent on thinking out the building," with the client wanting to look at all options, including studying elements in mock-up.
Special consultants in Texas ultimately refined the wall section in relation to hurricane forces, a common Gulf Coast problem (a plywood sheet was added to the outer face of steel studs in an otherwise conventional dry-wall system), and a Toronto research group analyzed severe wind loads on the leaf shapes (actual uplift forces were reduced by the shape). Every three to six months, design development sets were subjected to pricing by the general contractor, E.G. Lowry Company, who were involved from the beginning, and went to Piano and the Arup team for review; the final drawings were printed by four-color offset, so that integrated systems could be seen in direct relationship.

The charge given by Dominique de Menil was to be “big inside, small outside”; at 402 feet by 142 feet, with a maximum height of 45 feet, there is no mistaking the museum for a cottage. Occupying an entire city block, the museum is clearly the most dominant form. Its module of a 40’ x 20’ bay organizes the basic mass; the 40-foot dimension is the span of the composite leaf elements and, being the principal measure on North and South elevations, loosely refers to the proportions of the cottages that line the East-West streets. The city grid and its subdivisions were conscious references in the ordering of the building. Piano was also intrigued by the potential for establishing context rather than having to make a fine-grain response, observing that in America “historical memory of the past is not necessarily related to place.”

Actually, a number of houses were relocated, and selected program elements were decentralized, in order to enhance a complex use pattern within the overall site. Part of this strategy involves design of two new facilities, called “the Twins,” which will be located among the cottages on the North site and loosely recall their forms; these will contain an auditorium, and a bookshop/restaurant. The building’s mechanical plant, dubbed the “Energy House,” was pulled out of the museum building, and its administration offices will continue to be in a cottage renovated by Houston architect Anthony E. Frederick, as is a library for The Image of the Black in Western Art (a special long-term project by Dominique de Menil).

The visual theme of gray clapboard, white trim, and black canvas awnings was a “given” for The Menil Collection, with the wood siding specifically requested by the client. The complex theme of decentralization continues through scattered-site parking for visitors, and in a recently completed renovation by Anthony E. Frederick, a 1930s supermarket located a block away was restored and converted to a 10,000-square-foot alternative space for performances and special exhibits. The color themes continue in this component as well. The outcome is not a single object, but a complex network of uses, of which the museum may be centerpiece, but it ultimately suggests the feeling of “a village green,” as Tom Barker characterized it, with the Rothko Chapel implicitly read as part of the grouping.

The Menil Among Piano’s Works
In contrast to other Piano projects, The Menil Collection appears conventional. To an extent, elements such as the clapboard infill and the color scheme reinforce this image. Its main structure is a simple trabeated grid of standard proportions. To an extent, Piano felt the conventionality had an ideological basis, for in an era of cultural mystification, art could be seen as inaccessible, and the purpose of the design was to break down such barriers.

In the design parti uses are clearly articulated in both horizontal and vertical zones. The metaphor of the urban grid is combined with the image of an interior pedestrian street running East-West, divided by a cross-axis marking the principal entrances. This spine also suggests a division into “back of the house” and “front of the house” functions, with gallery spaces facing North and support components facing South. The cross-axis divides galleries into temporary on the West, more permanent thematic installations toward the East.

Vertically, the design provides a partial basement for storage, fabricating shops, photography, staff facilities, and mechanical spaces for the lower zone. The ground floor contains galleries, public access, and selected curatorial elements (registrar, framing,
All galleries are in a one-story portion of the museum (plans and building section), with the "treasure house" of accessible art storage in a penthouse over first-floor service areas. This upper volume is separated from the main one by a six-foot gap, some of which is used for air-conditioning units. Most of the gallery area is skylighted, but some rooms have conventional, unpierced roofs to allow for specially lighted installations (see roof portion of upper floor plan). Horizontally, galleries are separated from service areas by an access spine (facing page, bottom); in a reading alcove here an 18th-Century Peruvian Virgin of Belem is displayed. Where the leaf system meets the wall, a "false nose" partially duplicates the contour of a leaf—and fulfills its light-blocking function. The primitive galleries surround a tropical garden (top and middle, facing page), unroofed but shaded by "leaves." Works placed in these galleries for photographs include (top) a New Hebrides split drum, (middle, left to right) a bird sculpture from the Ivory Coast, Ernst's Heaven Marries the Earth, and a serpent figure from Guinea (middle photo). The sunlight-control system (drawing, right) is composed of ferrocement "leaves" suspended on ductile iron trusses, both cast with contours and textures to yield diffused, shadow-free light.
The Menil Collection

conservation, exhibition planning, and library); the offset placement on the site provides primary public access from the north, across a lawn into the deeply recessed porch, while staff entry is directly across the street from the cottage containing administration. In cross-section, there is a series of secondary mezzanine spaces related to ground-floor uses.

The principal articulation occurs in the expressive representation of the other primary function of the Menil Collection, which is "visible storage." The greater bulk of objects is intended to be accessible and occupy a continuous penthouse over the service elements, taking the form of a raised "Treasure House," where primary scholarly and curatorial research is conducted. A physical gap exists in section, some six feet from its slab to the platform roof; a portion of this zone contains mechanical rooms that service the "Treasure House." Its being raised as a penthouse is both pragmatic (Houston is subject to extremes of street flooding; see P/A News Report, December 1976, pp. 32-34) and symbolic, emphasizing both the serious purposes of a working collection and the bulk of materials yet to be seen in the galleries.

Within the galleries, some of which are modulated by lines of structural columns, the relationship between the objects in the collection and the enclosure would seem to be based on their independence. The extent to which interior exhibition partitioning as it develops allows an autonomous reading of the architectural enclosure will be a measure of the extent to which the client comprehends Piano's design intent.

The Canopy of "Leaves"
The one dominant visual element is the platform roof. This is what makes the Menil Collection more than just a box. The extruded roof leaf-shapes offer an elegant counterplay to the severity of the gridoded container, their variable cross section and delicate curve throwing life into the simple forms, and the texture of shadows rendering a volumetric density and constantly changing character to the building exterior.

The delicate shapes evolved primarily as a device that would allow continual, evenly distributed natural illumination without glare. At the same time, their profile is such that one may look up beyond the pattern of baffles and catch a glimpse both of structure and the sky beyond. Dominique de Menil was particularly keen on being able to catch views, which is why the galleries also have windows in addition to the overhead system. Tom Barker sees the image as the "sophistication of the Twentieth Century laid over a fundamental building."

The roof system is composed of ferrocement leaf elements and ductile iron components as principal structure; the ductile iron was chosen not only for assembly, but also because the elements could be thin enough to prevent interior shadows caused by focused sunlight. The ductile iron truss elements are bolted to the ferrocement leaves, and in turn are joined together by a clamping system employing a metal-filled epoxy resin. Their finish, resulting from a sand-casting process, helps in diffusing spectral light, as does the finish of the ferrocement leaves, which is likewise as removed from their molds.

By excluding direct sunlight and eliminating ultraviolet rays, designers were able to maintain a fairly bright level of light in the galleries, while allowing them to reflect changes in weather and time of day. The gradient across wall areas remains fairly even because of the control of diffusion, but both subtle light changes and the visual connections to the exterior give a "life" to the natural light here.

The shape of the leaves evolved from months of study, involving specific properties of materials, structural behavior, and optimization of lighting angles. The initial concept was of leaves in the form of flattened quarter circles, connected by a truss derived from the Arvedi tubular system; the final shapes were developed by computer-generated modeling and actual physical mockups. Ultimately, a prototype room was built near the building site and "tested" with pieces from the actual collection (see P/A News Report, September 1982, p. 40).
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Strict attention was paid to long-term performance of materials, even to the bonding agents used in specific components such as plywood sheathing (formaldehyde was avoided). The mechanical system is a minimum fresh air, constant volume, recirculating system in order to minimize the intake of polluted air and to mitigate against Houston’s humidity. The floor is a raised wood plank system with all services running below, including air conditioning, which is released through low-velocity continuous wood grilles at nearly room temperature. The shading function of the leaves moderates solar gain by reflecting the heat back outside and forming a barrier above which the heated air collects. Return air ducts are threaded through the open trusses, vertically down exterior walls and through the interstitial floor.

Piano’s original idea of the platform roof as the great mediator in controlling the protected environment included adjustable baffles that could also be set to shut off light, making a series of “black rooms.” These darkened spaces were to be used for shows demanding an ambience of their own, more theatrical in intent. Ultimately, the decision was made to have two gallery spaces on either side of the entry (twelve bays total) permanently dark, with conventional construction and a built-up roof. Another bay of skylight glazing is deleted for an interior tropical garden that punctuates the Tribal Arts galleries, although the leaf structure is left exposed to filter light.

It should also be noted that the exterior expression is not quite a pure representation of construction. While the building’s perimeter arcade is supported by structural wide-flange columns, the “frame and infill” appearance of the enclosing wall depends, in reality, on decorative exterior architectural steel channels clipped onto square interior tube columns.

Not for Technology’s Sake

Close examination of the Menil Collection shows it to be less of a systematic high-tech solution than it is a circumstantially adjusted one. Piano has criticized the high-tech approach as being one in which the problem is invented and made complex in order to solve it, thereby making it the “language” of the solution. His design for the Menil Collection deals with its real problems, not translating them rhetorically. He saw Dominique de Menil’s desire for contemplation, and as Richard Fitzgerald observed, to “take inherent qualities and see their beauty.” Piano further qualifies his approach that “if you are precise, you are conventional.”

The Menil Collection also recalls other dispositions from the client. Its organization, for those who have had the experience, is like Dominique de Menil’s own home designed by Philip Johnson. Walter Hopps had been the director for the Pasadena Museum. Its organization, for those who have had the experience, is like Dominique de Menil’s own home designed by Philip Johnson. Walter Hopps had been the director for the Pasadena Museum, and his sensibilities were conditioned by the California Case Study Program: exhibition galleries, art storage, library and rare books storage, research areas, labs, shops, and staff facilities. Total gross area: 106,304 sq ft. Total usable area: 77,251 sq ft. Net exhibition space: 23,956 sq ft.

Structural system: steel and concrete composite frame; ductile iron and ferrocement space frame.

Major materials: red express siding, insulated glass skylight and windows, built-up roofing (see Building Materials, p. 198).

Mechanical system: hot water, chilled water, and electrical power delivered to museum HVAC units from off-site mechanical plant.


General contractor: E.G. Lowry.

Costs: not available.

Photos: Paul Hester.

Details of leaf canopy are revealed at ends of the building (elevation above and photo, facing page). Main gutters occur along column lines, and outriggers pick up the ductile iron trusses that support the ferrocement leaves. For a detail view at a right angle to these, see Cover.

Project: The Menil Collection, Houston, Texas.

Architects: Piano & Fitzgerald, a joint venture of Building Workshop, Genoa, Italy, and Richard Fitzgerald & Partners, Houston (Renzo Piano, partner in charge of design; Shunji Ishida, Mark Carroll, D. Michael Downs, Ed Huchaby, Leland Turner, Chandra Patel, Bernard Platter, Thomas Hartman, project design team; D. Michael Downs, project manager, construction phase).

Client: The Menil Foundation, Inc./The Menil Collection.

Site: 2.9-acre city block in a neighborhood near downtown, composed mainly of 1920s bungalows.

Program: exhibition galleries, art storage, library and rare books storage, research areas, labs, shops, and

Peter C. Papademetriou
The Fittest Survive

The marketing strategy of the healthcare industry calls for a "user-friendly" image, and architects gladly comply. For the new Center for Women's Health at Cottonwood Hospital, Utah (above, right, and p. 100), Kaplan/McLaughlin/Diaz designed a villagelike complex in brick, with care taken in the details.

In the new world of healthcare cost containment, hospital administrators use marketing techniques to compete for patients. And architects help.
BETWEEN 1965 (when Medicare and Medicaid were created) and 1985, the total expenditures on healthcare in the United States rose from under $50 billion to over $400 billion. And as every consumer of healthcare cannot have failed to notice, the payers with clout—insurance companies and the government—observed an aging population, envisioned a future of increasingly escalating costs, and took drastic action. Let hospitals, doctors, and patients beware, they seem to have declared, costs are to be contained.

The result has greatly altered the way hospitals operate and doctors manage their practices, and this has had a major impact on the building and retrofitting of healthcare facilities. With capital cost containment, pessimists predicted a severe reduction in work for architects specializing in healthcare facilities; but they were wrong. Both healthcare administrators and their architects have had to learn the Darwinian principle: The fittest survive. The hospitals have had to reposition themselves to meet the new conditions; and they have needed architects to help them.

**DRG's and the Shorter Hospital Stay**

The most noticeable move to limit costs came with the introduction (federally in 1983) of a system, called Diagnosis-Related Groups (DRG), by which Medicare reimbursement would be made. Rather than paying individually for all tests and procedures a doctor saw fit to order, and paying for hospital stays on a per-diem basis, this system in general pays a lump sum for a given problem—a gall bladder operation, say—based on the usual cost for this problem's solution. If the patient has fewer complications than average and can leave the hospital sooner than predicted, and if the hospital is efficient, the hospital makes a profit. If the opposite occurs, the hospital sheds out. Insurance companies also introduced methods to limit expenses.

The effects on hospitals were extensive. Their administrators obviously wanted to shorten stays in the hospital. Yet if they serve only the same number of patients as before, their facilities, built up in the profitable 1960s and 1970s, would remain partly empty. An empty bed does not make money, and for both nonprofit and for-profit hospitals, the line between red and black is fine.

What did the hospitals need to do? Attract new patients. How could they do this? As every good American knows, the answer lies in marketing; meet demands, create new demands, advertise your product.

**Meeting Market Needs**

It benefits the community when needs are met efficiently and without unnecessary duplication. It also benefits the healthcare consumers when new demands mean improved standards, and as the population finds it difficult to judge medical standards, the obvious improvements tend to be environmental. Hospital administrators have found that user-friendly architecture is a good advertising tool. Hospitals are revamping to look less forbidding than they used to, and it is easier to find your way into and around them. In the stampede to attract patients, healthcare facilities are bending to meet popular tastes, and some are even organizing in shopping mall-like configurations, with retail shops intermixed. Thus the familiar American drug of shopping can be administered to distract and pacify the anxiously waiting patient, who is given a beeper so that he can be called back to the doctor when his turn is reached. The mall configuration also responds to the increasing demand for parking space.

**Factors in the Equation**

There is a further factor in the reimbursement equation. Certain procedures are considered losers in the DRG game, and where possible, hospitals avoid these like (excuse the expression) the plague. Transplants and open-heart surgery are said to be losers, for example. The well-publicized cases of those procedures were probably carried out for that very purpose—publicity. While market studies identify needs, fiscal studies determine whether these needs are met. It is up to the government to adjust inequities.

**HMO's and the Trend Towards Ambulatory Care**

Reimbursement policies by Health Maintenance Organizations (HMOs), which levy a fixed annual fee from participants for health coverage, and by insurance companies, have forced hospitals to become more competitive in terms of price as well as image. If a hospital charges more than what the insurance company considers appropriate, the patient himself pays the difference; so the patient shops around for a cheaper facility.

These companies have had an additional, profound effect on healthcare. As they pay for procedures for which they approve (in terms of how, where, and how much), they, like Medicare, have encouraged the dependence on outpatient treatment, even for numerous surgical procedures, rather than hospitalization. Clearly it costs less to treat a patient by day and then send him home rather than hospitalize him. All hospitals have had to increase their outpatient facilities markedly in order to keep patients.

Studies have shown that the increase in outpatient care is a sound tendency. There is less chance of infection if hospitalization is avoided, patients tend to get better more quickly in familiar surroundings, and the cost to society is less. But as Richard Sonder of Russo + Sonder Architects, specialists in the design of healthcare and research facilities, points out, the shortness of hospital stays has to bottom out at some point. As patients are being sent home sooner and sicker, the need for professional home-care providers is increasing, especially as the number of traditional stay-home wives is dwindling. Home-care proprietary chains are already proliferating. Thus the overall savings to society in shortening hospitalization becomes debatable after a certain point.

**Community Hospitals**

Rumors abound that the community hospital is on the way out, to be replaced on the one hand by outpatient clinics in shopping mall settings, and on the other by high-powered university centers.
But news of the death of the community hospital is premature, says Sonder. The few hospitals that closed were probably marginal, and did not offer a “differentiated product.” The successful ones streamline their act; increase their outpatient facilities; and study and respond to their market.

Streamlining their act means keeping patients in hospital beds a shorter time. The patient receives intense, concentrated attention, somewhat akin to the intensive-care patient of old, with numerous diagnostic procedures to eliminate unnecessary invasive procedures. Movement through the system must be efficient and quick, and architectural intervention can help, where necessary and possible, by reconfiguring inefficient buildings.

Close to 40 percent of all surgical procedures in a community hospital can be performed on an outpatient basis, says Sonder. It is no wonder, then, that community hospitals include in their plans the addition of large ambulatory facilities.

Differentiating the product requires examining the market to see what medical procedures are needed in the community, and then responding by building the necessary facilities. The facilities and equipment must be of a caliber to attract well-educated, young, productive doctors, so that the hospital gains a reputation in the field and can attract the desired patients. The buzz-word here is “Centers of Excellence,” and this is what hospital administrators want to create and accentuate.

Cottonwood Hospital in the Salt Lake Valley of Utah is an extreme example of a center of excellence created in order to achieve a competitive edge. Community interest in the alternative birthing movement prompted Cottonwood to “reconsider its role and how it could contribute to the objectives of its parent corporation, Intermountain Health Care,” noted Kaplan/McLaughlin/Diaz, its architects. Its Center for Women’s Health (above) has increased market share by more than 30 percent since it opened two years ago, and the hospital has increased its number of births, which is significant in that the birth rate in the area has been declining. The facility’s program and its warm architectural image have both contributed to its notable success.

Saint Barnabas Medical Center in Livingston, N.J. (facing page, top), is an example of a very large community hospital that took itself in hand in order to improve its competitive position vis-à-vis neighboring institutions. It had a master plan prepared in 1984 by Russo+Sonder, with short-range plans to emphasize centers of excellence, and long-range plans for expansion.

University Hospitals

University hospitals not only have to compete for patients as the community hospitals do, they also have to wage a fierce battle to attract the superstar physicians. The key to this lies in well-equipped research facilities, but comfortable and convenient offices count as well. And convenience for doctors is sometimes in conflict with the needs for patient convenience. A professor of immunology, say, wants his own office to be next to his departmental office and his examining room, and near the related inpatient beds and his research lab. This traditional organization along departmental lines, explains Thomas Payette of Payette Associates, makes it difficult for the patient who comes in to see one doctor and must be referred to another specialist at the other end of the campus.

Payette explains that there is now a tendency towards more interaction among diverse specialists. University doctors are getting the better research labs they ask for, and along with the up-to-date equipment they get labs that are more open and more flexible, and that encourage interaction and communication among the various researchers. In Payette Associates’ Genetics Institute, an offshoot of Harvard University, the labs are built around an atrium, which the users claim is the soul of the building.

At the same time, says Payette, physicians at some university centers are being forced to move out of the traditional department-related office to
Community Hospital
The Master Plan for Saint Barnabas Medical Center (above) in Livingston, N.J., by Russo + Sonder, Architects, lays out short- and long-range plans that aim to reduce the present bed count of 700, increase ambulatory care, and build on its strengths with centers of excellence. With only 20 percent of its 65-acre site left to develop, the long-range plan calls for a modular expansion to the south, shedding in phases the most obsolete wings on the north. According to the master plan statement, the linear expansion, with a clear circulation spine, is the key to a "flexible and open-ended scheme."

The short-range plan calls for building a new outpatient wing, consolidating the high-tech services—a relocated burn center and clinical technology, a new Intensive Care and Cancer Care Unit, and a renal center—in one floor, and improving the Women’s Health Center. A daycare center for employees’ children is proposed. And the inpatient setting will be improved by reducing the number of beds.

central ambulatory care buildings. Payette is currently preparing plans for Johns Hopkins University Ambulatory Center, in which there will be a central corridor with all the various specialists along it. This will not only be more convenient for the patients, it will also provide better medical care, says Payette, as necessary medical overlaps will more easily occur. If an ear-nose-and-throat patient is found to have an eye problem, an ophthalmology resident may be nearby and available.

But not all university hospitals can meet the growing need for ambulatory facilities. At the University of Washington Hospital in Seattle (p. 105), another tack is being considered: to refer some outpatients to other facilities. The hospital is the primary medical education facility in the Northwest, and is already linked to a system of hospitals in Seattle and in several nearby states. Students move from hospital to hospital for their education, notably to receive training and experience in the Family Practice specialty. And patients are referred from hospital to hospital for certain specialties.

The University of Washington Hospital supports the region in primary care (intensive care, major surgery, traumatic care including major burns) and has recently undergone a major phased renovation and expansion designed by CRS Surrine, with Robert Douglas Associates as programmer. Now, with outpatient needs already outstripping the projections made five years ago in the original master plan, and with the medical center’s somewhat constrained site, the architects, in a POE study, pose the possibility of looking for opportunities for decentralization of functions to affiliate hospitals, thereby “freeing up” new opportunities at the University Hospital campus.

Indianapolis University Medical Center is another example of a university hospital intensifying its center of excellence. Already known for pediatric work, the hospital decided to build an extension to its center for children with complex medical problems. The James Whitcomb Riley Hospital for Children expansion (p. 104), designed by Ellerbe Associates, opened last fall, effectively doubling the size of the original facility.

Ellerbe Associates also designed a new medical research center for Indiana University. John Gaunt of Ellerbe points out that research has once again become an area of dramatic growth, offering opportunities for architectural work. Air handling is an especially important consideration in designing research laboratories, and the plan usually works best with labs surrounding a central service core. In the Indiana University lab, as in Payette Associates’ Genetics Institute, the central core is expanded and used for architectural advantage as an atrium.

Sharing Facilities
Some hospitals link together to share specialties, as in the case of the University of Washington Hospital. Another way in which sharing is proving economical is with the use of portable technological units. Units carrying lithotripters, magnetic resonance imaging scanners, and even catheterization labs move several hundred miles a week, being driven up to loading docks at each of the hospitals in the consortium. Freestanding catheterization labs, nonportable, can also be shared by a group of neighboring hospitals, each of which does not then need to build its own.

The Doctors’ Initiative
“Physicians always have had an ambivalent relationship with hospitals,” says Robert D. Brooks, a consultant who advises doctors on the economics of their practice. In relying upon hospitals to grant them operating privileges, the doctors have had to give up a certain amount of control. Now, says Brooks, doctors have been able to regain their autonomy thanks to the recent laws that permit some surgical procedures to be performed on an outpatient basis. Doctors have been able to bypass hospitals by forming small groups and building their own surgical clinics. With small, independent outpatient clinics they are able to charge lower fees.
University Hospital Indiana University Medical Center in Indianapolis recently added a new pediatric wing to its James Whitcomb Riley Hospital for Children (above). Already known for its pediatrics, this expansion by Ellerbe Associates allowed it to intensify its "center of excellence."

The four-story expansion addressed the need for an increase in intensive care beds for newborns, infants, and older children. In doing so, it expanded the state's only comprehensive Level III Newborn Intensive Care Unit, created a Nurture Center for critically ill infants facing extended hospital stays, and doubled the pediatric intensive care beds to 36. Beds for adolescents with chronic diseases were added. Improved, larger radiology and nuclear medicine and surgical suites were part of the expansion.

The architecture strives to look as homey and noninstitutional as possible. Landscaped terraces and a large atrium introduce natural lighting and planting.

than hospitals with huge overhead—even lower than ambulatory clinics associated with hospitals—and they have thus gained the patronage of HMO patients, for example. With less bureaucracy to deal with, it seems, doctors can process more patients, make more money despite lower fees, and still have more time to play golf. The opportunity was not lost on numerous doctors. And there were architects ready to serve this new group of clients.

Patients feel that a hospital is where you go to die, says one such architect. An independent surgical clinic, possibly located next to or in a shopping mall, has no such connotation. Audio-visual rooms can be important ingredients of these clinics, both to distract the patient while waiting and prepare him for the medical experience that awaits him. One architect feels that not only the environment but also the medical service is improved, as the arrangement is more efficient, and medical tests—e.g. mammographies—can be done on the spot, rather than prescribed and then ignored by the patient. Some surgicenters (especially for plastic surgery) have motel-like units nearby, so practically the full service can be offered (privately reimbursed, of course).

Oral and plastic surgeons first developed surgicenters, ophthalmologists have been prominent users (cataracts pay well), and ear-nose-and-throat doctors and orthopedic surgeons are predicted to be ripe for surgicenter growth. Some predict that groups of various specialists will join together to form mini-hospitals of their own. Others wonder about the control of medical quality in such independent groups.

New Planning Tools

"Now more than ever, incisive tools are needed for healthcare planning," says Philip Allsopp of Center Research Incorporated, a Princeton-based not-for-profit research group (P/A, June 1986, p. 108). "The healthcare environment is beginning to buckle due to runaway costs, and federal programs are being cut." Last year, for example, the decision was made, federally, to do away with Health System Agencies, which on a local level had been meant to ensure equitable distribution of healthcare. "If planning is done statewide rather than locally," explains Allsopp, "data must be especially carefully built up and organized." To do this, CRI is using the McDonnell Douglas GDS CAD system to layer DRG data with census, Medicaid, Medicare, infrastructure, and boundary data, currently unrelated databases (see maps, p. 99). The challenge is to create a computing environment that allows an efficient and useful accessing of a wide range of data, and to ensure that the data are "clean," or valid. Objectives include the determination of areas that are defined as "medically underserved"; and the investigation of other issues, such as the correlation of traffic accidents to geographical locations, and the effects of competition on health facilities.

The New Jersey State Department of Health has commissioned CRI to apply its tools to medical planning and to the investigation of issues of epidemiology. Using morbidity and mortality statistics from hospital admission data, the group is able to display emerging patterns of disease at a very high level of detail. It raises important issues by relating the incidence of specific diseases to location, for example, socio-economic factors, and environmental conditions.

CRI also uses its research tools to assist individual healthcare facilities to increase their efficiency. By integrating functional and financial strategies, they can help the facility to develop a compromise plan allowing objectives to be reached without necessarily demolishing existing physical plants. CRI's principals, all of whom are architects, feel that architects can have a major impact on trimming healthcare costs by reducing rampant inefficiencies in hospital traffic patterns. They have carried out systematic studies of interactions within and between departments and have been able to reduce misspent staff time for their clients, who include Christ Hospital and Medical Center in Chicago and Jordan Health Center in Rochester, N.Y.
That optimizes the one-to-one double-triangle floor plan was accommodated in a unit concept of patient care. Laboratories and supply relationships were expanded to 500 beds. The primary care nursing thorough post-occupancy facilities as originally signed by CRS Sirrine, with Robert Douglas Associates. Underground areas contain warehouses. On the upper levels are the patient rooms (plan above), taking advantage of views of Mount Rainier and the surrounding area. The "primary care nursing unit" concept of patient care was accommodated in a double-triangle floor plan that optimizes the one-to-one patient relationship.

The architects prepared a thorough post-occupancy evaluation study after the first phase of the work was complete. One of the significant points it made was that, rather than adding outpatient facilities as originally planned, the hospital might depend on affiliate hospitals for these functions, and use its limited site for other, more specialized purposes.

**Other Problems, Other Directions**

With the changing nature of the healthcare industry, architects listen for predictions of where the action is likely to be. With HMOs and the insurance companies controlling the business, experts predict that development will be in HMO offices and specialty clinics with high-tech facilities. The "winners" as far as DRGs go change cyclically. At this time, Robert E. Mikrut of The Ritchie Corporation points out that rehabilitative medicine pays well DRG-wise and is relatively untouched. Geriatric healthcare is still a growing field.

Putting big buck opportunities aside, there are problems—old and new—that must be met. Jim Diaz of Kaplan/Mclaughlin/Diaz discusses the problems of the indigent (those with no coverage at all) and of AIDS patients. The former, not desired by any hospital, are cared for in, for example, county hospitals. His firm is working on a couple of such hospitals, including Santa Clara County Hospital in San Jose, where there is economic hope for the institution because it has centers of excellence—newborn intensive care, rehab, and trauma and burn centers—and is making additions in the acute care and psychiatric areas. Diaz points out that the treatment of AIDS is still a highly politicized issue, especially in terms of separation of patients.

**Marketing**

Architects, gladly accommodating to the "user-friendly" image of the health industry's marketing strategy, have responded in fairly predictable ways. Warm materials are preferred—brick on the exterior is a favorite, carpet where possible as flooring on the interior, while glass is used plentifully to allow sunlight to pour in. Color is bright, but not too bright, to give a cheerful, "noninstitutional" look. Where space permits, buildings are broken down to give the appearance of a residential community—as at Cottonwood (p. 100) and at Riley (p. 102). Outdoor terraces and gardens are favored, as are playgrounds where applicable. To replace the lack of, or supplement, outdoor spaces, atriums are highly favored. Atriums also recall the popular shopping mall image, where Americans feel happy, according to marketing wisdom. Parking is kept as close as possible to the healthcare facility and, where necessary, is connected by a bridge to it. A very few hospital administrators are beginning to notice that all of this can have a formulaic look, and in isolated incidents to achieve a fresh image they have hired, generally to work along with hospital experts, big-name design architects not known for hospital work—for example, Cesar Pelli for the Cleveland Clinic, Frank Gehry for Yale University's adolescent schizophrenic center, and Moore Ruble Yudell for the University of California, San Diego, Medical Facility.

But generally, as Thomas Payette points out, it is enormously difficult to convince doctors and hospital administrators to allow architects to do leading edge design. The medical industry is technologically driven, it is conservative, and few architects, even "specialists," understand the technology well enough to see where its needs can be met in a new way that still permits a humane environment.

For architects in the healthcare field, there is another side to marketing they must consider: marketing their own services. They must promote services to an industry that, last year, spent half a billion dollars on advertising and over a billion to pay marketing consultants. Architects find they must speak the language to play the game. Some, in the field a long time, say they have a nagging feeling that their professional status is being compromised. But as far as marketing goes, healthcare is big time. **Susan Doubilet**
The Poetics of Revealed Construction

The philosophy of organic architecture espoused by Fay Jones finds full expression in this pine forest pavilion.
Seen from the highway, the timbered Crosby Arboretum Interpretive Center hovers gracefully in a landscape of native grasses, shrubs, and pine trees.
FIFTY miles north of New Orleans and 45 miles south of Hattiesburg, Miss., is Picayune, a little town most people pass by. The completion of the Crosby Arboretum Interpretive Center, called Pinecote by its architect E. Fay Jones, puts Picayune on the map of small towns with significant examples of contemporary architecture.

Surprisingly accessible—physically as well as visually—the pavilion is sited in a stand of slash pines, a landscape that looks deceptively simple and even unremarkable to the untrained eye. This pine savanna, however, is actually a landscape of great subtlety and sophistication. Eight years ago, Lynn Crosby Gammmill and her brother L.O. Crosby III took steps to preserve it, founding the Crosby Arboretum as a tribute to their late father, L.O. Crosby, Jr., a philanthropist and pioneer in the South Mississippi lumber industry.

From its inception, the Arboretum has sponsored an ambitious program of exhibits, lectures, and field trips to educate the people of South Mississippi about their ecological heritage. Consultants from other parts of the country (notably Andropogon Associates of Philadelphia, who devised a master land use plan for the 64-acre preserve) as well as from the three major universities in Mississippi were engaged to guide the process, and in 1984 landscape architect Edward Blake, Jr., was hired as the Arboretum’s director.

The Arboretum and its newly dedicated Interpretive Center are part of a network of ten self-contained yet interrelated environmental systems covering 1600 acres in four counties in South Mississippi. These natural habitats are preserved, maintained, and enhanced to give plant scientists, ecologists, students, and the general public an extraordinary opportunity to, in the words of Crosby’s brochure, “enjoy the rich diversity of the region’s botanical heritage and to investigate the larger questions of man’s evolving relationship with the environment.” This custodial approach reflects the current notion that cultural facilities, especially zoos and nature centers, should interpret local conditions, not foreign ones. Rather than a collection of exotics in the 19th-Century style of arboretums, the Crosby Arboretum offers an opportunity to observe what grows on this site naturally and to study how native plants might be used in contemporary landscapes.

The choice of Fay Jones and Maurice Jennings as architects was felicitous. A protégé of Frank Lloyd Wright, Jones is known primarily for Thorncrown Chapel in Eureka Springs, Ark., as well as for residential structures throughout his native state of Arkansas. Herefore, Jones has designed for dramatic sites with natural rock outcroppings and significant changes of level—natural grist for his Wrightian mill. Yet the Center’s flat site proved to be as rich a source of inspiration for Jones as anything in the Ozarks. The results make us realize once again how architecture can grow organically from its site as well as from its function.

The pavilion, much like the celebrated Thorncrown Chapel, is not a complicated structure but a simple idea executed with consummate skill and sensitivity. The rectangular shed rises from a base of earth-toned brick. Surrounded by native vegetation (pine trees as well as wild flowers and shrubby undergrowth) on three sides and water on the fourth, the all-wood structure is built of an indigenous material—
Furnished only with wooden benches and light standards, the pavilion provides a flexible space for nature talks, concerts, exhibits, and other events (facing page). At the dedication ceremony last fall, the space was filled with folding chairs for speeches and performances by a chamber orchestra and local gospel choir. The slender columns, echoing pine tree trunks, frame strange and wonderful views of the surrounding landscape.

As at Thorncrow, every element—columns, beams, braces, and connections—performs an essential structural function. Vertical members rise from the brick pavement and spread out like trees to support the roof. The roof surface, too, thins at the edge, disappearing into the woods that surround it. On another level, the roof expresses the natural process of "organic unfolding, or blossoming," in Jones's words. Its wood shingles "emulate and recall many of nature's surfaces—the bark of trees and the wings of birds."

This is a bare-bones building, ornamented only by the intricacies of its structure and the interplay of light and shadow through the cycle of day and night and the seasons of the year. It is a timeless building, a structure that captures the spirit of its place and purpose. In a part of the country that shows little evidence of the influence of the Prairie School or its leader Frank Lloyd Wright (there is but one residence by Wright in Mississippi) the pavilion irrefutably reaffirms Wrightian notions about architecture and place. More important, however, is the success with which this building captures the charge of the client to create a place to celebrate the native flora of this environment and to explore our relationship to it.

William Lake Douglas

The author, a landscape architect, is Director of Public Art for the Arts Council of New Orleans.
Fixtures set in the brick pavement provide dramatic night lighting of the pavilion’s skeletal structure, its hovering roof and Wrightian skylight outlining what Jones calls the “poetics of revealed construction” (above and facing page). Four large light standards (left) are placed where the roof edges nearly touch the ground. While related to the architect’s well-known Thorncrown Chapel, Pinecote is larger and lower than that structure, its design reflecting the flat landscape of the Mississippi pine savanna.

Project: Crosby Arboretum Interpretive Center, Picayune, Miss.
Architects: Fay Jones and Maurice Jennings, Architects, Fayetteville, Ark. (E. Fay Jones, Maurice Jennings, David McKee, Leroy Sharfenberg, Larry Fox, project team).
Client: Lynn Crosby Gammill, Crosby Arboretum, Hattiesburg, Miss. (Edward Blake, Jr., director).
Site: 64 flat, wooded acres, with predominantly pine trees.
Program: 4000-square-foot, open-air pavilion used for nature talks, exhibits, performances, and social gatherings.
Structural system: reinforced concrete foundation walls; brick paving over concrete slab; wood columns, beams, bracing, and decking.
Major materials: concrete, brick, yellow pine, glass (see Building Materials, p. 198).
Consultants: Andropogon Associates and Edward Blake, Jr., landscape.
Costs: withheld at client’s request.
Two new buildings in Saudi Arabia take some inspiration from traditional architectural form, yet both reinterpret those forms in widely varying ways to produce buildings that show no historical pastiche but are clearly representative of contemporary architectural form.

The new Diplomatic Club on the outskirts of Riyadh was designed by the international consortium of Frei Otto, Buro Happold, and Omrania under the name of OHO Joint Venture, but this collaboration was not formed in the usual way.

In the spring of 1980, the Riyadh Development Authority held a competition for a social club for foreign diplomats, which was to be located in the new diplomatic quarter being developed in the desert just out of town. Both the Otto Partnership and Omrania submitted entries. Otto's was a free-form, organic solution that blended into the site. Omrania's was an orthogonal response composed of horizontal layers and interconnecting volumes that became an extension of the wind-swept, rock-carved desert plateau. At the request of the client, the two firms agreed to collaborate, and they were later joined by Buro Happold, who acted in primary engineering capacities.

Some clear principles were set forth for the design of the club. Primary was respect for the outstanding natural qualities of the site, as well as clear acknowledgment of the harsh climate. Since the club is also to be used by the local community, respect for Saudi social and cultural traditions was also to be seriously considered.

Other primary concerns of the client stipulated that since the building would become a landmark by virtue of its outstanding site, it should be interpreted as a building in the desert, with particular regard given to the silhouette it would create on the plateau. Finally, any form of revival or copying of traditional patterns or details was to be absolutely avoided, although materials, proportions, and dimensions were to respect the type, nature, and details of the local environment.

The resulting building, which is four stories high, is a 12-foot-thick undulating concrete form that follows topographical features of the site and encloses an inner courtyard of terraces and gardens. With a series of appended Teflon-coated glass-fiber tents, a wide range of facilities, lounges, and guest rooms are provided for the foreign diplomat.

**Project:** Diplomatic Club, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.

**Architects:** OHO Joint Venture (Frei Otto, Wannbron, West Germany; Buro Happold, Bath, England; Omrania, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia).

**Client:** Riyadh Development Authority.

**Site:** barren and exposed limestone plateau of 20 acres outside city.

**Program:** a club and hotel accommodations of 240,000 sq ft for foreign diplomats.

**Structural system:** cast-in-place concrete walls with precast stub girder beams supporting in situ concrete floor slabs founded on concrete strip footings. Tension structures with Teflon-coated glass fiber fabric and ceramic tile clad cable nets anchored by rock anchors.

**Major materials:** concrete with rigid closed cell insulation board on outer face; Riyadh limestone; smooth plaster painted; travertine, terrazzo, and carpet floors; ceilings surfaced in hardwood.

**Mechanical system:** fully air conditioned by air-cooled chillers and mechanically ventilated.

**Consultants:** Omrania, landscape; OHO Joint Venture separate contract with Omrania design responsibility, interiors; Buro Happold, structural, mechanical.

**Costs:** $32,000,000; $133.00 per sq ft.

**Photos:** Crispin Boyle, except bottom, p. 110, Ward Thompson.
The new Ministry of Foreign Affairs, like the Diplomatic Club, was also born of an international design competition, this one held in the late 1970s. Renzo Piano, Ricardo Bofill, Arata Isozaki, and Kenzo Tange participated, among others, but the commission was given to Danish architect Henning Larsen. This building, like the Diplomatic Club, also participates in a very sophisticated, abstracted synthesis of local architectural form. But where the Club looks to the desert models of stone and tent structures, the Ministry takes inspiration from the massing, organization, detailing, and decoration of traditional Islamic urban architecture.

The Ministry is in a new section of Riyadh that was begun in the 1950s and is being constructed along the lines of modern western urban planning principles. Consequently, unlike the close-knit, tightly packed buildings of the traditional Arab community, it is a freestanding structure surrounded by broad boulevards. Its uniqueness is intensified by its elevation on a parking podium. Nevertheless, even with such conditions, the architect was able to realize a building that is intensely Arabic in all of its most important aspects.

Like all Arab urban structures, the exterior is severe, with almost no openings or decoration. In this case, the severity is reinforced by the building's size: it contains almost one million square feet of space; and from the front one sees a building almost 800 feet wide. Within these vast dimensions, however, Larsen has created what is not a normal building at all, but virtually an entire Islamic city, occupied by over 1000 daily inhabitants.

The outer walls of the building are of cast-in-place hollow cavity construction faced with Carrara marble to form a heavy barrier against temperature variations. Beyond this barren, almost fortresslike enclosure, the interior offers an environment of quiet repose where the gentle splash of fountains is often the only sound heard in the cool courtyards.

The building parti is basically a square, where one corner has been severed to create space for a massive, monumental entry. Beyond this, the plan turns into a triangular organization where, at its first encounter, the sides of the triangle form the major circulation routes, as "streets" (or souks) that terminate in three octagonal light towers. Surrounding these, in the three outermost quadrants of the building, are the office spaces. Interspersed between them are three open interior courtyards, each articulated with a different type of Persian garden. Windows facing the courtyards, as is common in Muslim architecture where both privacy and the free passage of air are desired, are covered with the traditional wooden grille.
contained within the perimeters of the main circulation spine, but congruent to it, is the central atrium, a soaring space that rises through the full height of the building. Although not a vast space compared to the Portman-type atrium, the volume is made to seem enormous through the use of underscaled openings and windows, and through the blank whiteness of the simple gypsum-board walls.

Suspended, almost literally, above the atrium is its ceiling, which gives the distinct impression of floating above the space. Except for a few horizontal braces, the white triangular plane is entirely surrounded by an unseen natural light trough that sends an even flow of daylight down through the space. Like the smaller courtyard gardens in the outer quadrants of this vast structure, this atrium is not made for wandering about or strolling through. It, and they, are primarily places of repose and contemplation. They are, as is traditional in all Arabic urban architecture, places where one can get away from the hectic activity of the outside world. In Riyadh, where some of the most unfortunate principles of modern western urban planning have now become realized, such places are needed more than ever.

David Morton

Project: Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.
Architect: Henning Larsen, Copenhagen, Denmark.
Client: The Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
Site: flat 326,000 sq ft.
Program: offices, meeting rooms, and lounges totaling 915,000 sq ft on four levels for 1000 civil servants.
Structural system: prefabricated columns and beams; exterior walls of reinforced concrete.
Major materials: cast-in-place concrete; marble-clad exterior; stuccoed courtyards; marble and composite floors; gypsum board interior walls; suspended gypsum board and acoustic plaster ceilings.

Mechanical system: fully air conditioned.
Consultants: Brian Clouston & Partners, landscape; M. Folmer Andersen A/S, structural, mechanical.
Costs: not available.
Photos: Richard Bryant.
"Actually, we haven’t picked anything that is furniture." Thus juror Michael Kalil sums up in a single sentence the general design climate of this year’s P/A International Furniture Competition. Out of a field of 720 entries from 16 countries, the jury saw fit to premiate only five. And of those five, none received awards: three were given citations and two got honorable mentions.

Lest we paint too gloomy a picture of this year’s entries, it must be said that the jurors admired the wit and delicacy of the designs they did single out. They also noted a strong consciousness of materials among the entries (even if no breakthroughs were made in new applications), and that there were significantly more submissions in the lighting category than in previous years, with an encouragingly higher level of quality as well. But much as they liked the pieces they chose, the jurors regretted that what seemed the best of the lot were “art pieces” rather than production-oriented designs.

The jury also lamented an alarming ignorance of design history, a fault that produced a high number of plainly derivative (and plainly unwittingly so) entries. They were equally chagrined at a general unwillingness to address technological issues; many designers submitted ironic one-liners on technology rather than resourceful suggestions on how to incorporate it into the objects that are so much a part of our immediate surroundings.

Presentation was another issue that raised discussion (and hackles). The jury found relatively few entries that offered cogent visual or verbal explanations of the ideas they contained; the winning submissions had articulate presentations that quickly communicated the essence of their designs.

As was the case in past years, the overwhelming majority of submissions was for chairs and tables, reminding us once again that few architects or designers actually understand the real issues involved in designing these objects; it isn’t as easy as it looks. The jury found time and time again that the most eloquent submissions were those that offered some kind of commentary on design, rather than real innovation.

But that brings up a larger, ever-present question: Can we expect innovation to be an annual event, with a new crop of ideas springing up like corn in a field? Obviously not, agreed the jurors. They did, however, suggest a solution, which they describe at the end of the general comments (next page). This year, by overwhelming popular demand, we are also presenting 14 of the submissions that did not win. These designs, while not premiated by the jury, offer valuable insights into the issues that currently fascinate designers and architects. They invite the inevitable question: Isn’t it time to ponder a few new issues? Technology, innovation, and the world at large will continue to evolve, with or without the help of the design professions. And even if they can’t always lead the pack, they have got to stay in the running. Pilar Viladas
General comments

Burdick: We've seen a number of things on the edges [of innovation] but a number of opportunities have been lost. We always come prepared to choose from wonderful things.

Jiricna: One reason that we were forced to decide on [so few] entries is that there was really nothing strong enough.

Burdick: Two things come through very strongly. The majority of the solutions are driven by fashion, to an amazing extent. The other is a lack of intellectual context for their solutions. This says a lot about education. The most sophisticated resolution of a design problem finally squeezes form, function, and pleasure together in such a way that you don't separate them.

Jiricna: What is interesting is that most of these entries cannot really present their ideas. You really have to look at them and dig out the essence. So we got stuck in the finals on things that were reasonably acceptable in terms of presentation, as well as the ideas behind them.

Haigh: Two of the boards have only one photograph on them. If the idea is explicit in the object, then you don't need any more. Many entries, in fact, suffered from being overintellectualized.

Burdick: But I don't think anything was discarded on the basis of presentation.

Jiricna: I don't think so. Someone with a strong idea is usually capable of presenting it in a way that hits you. . . But if someone doesn't know how to present the idea, you can't look at it.

Burdick: There is a sense of material in all these presentations. One of the things about products of our time is that there aren't any new materials to be explored; the new ones are too expensive.

Jiricna: I would actually disagree with that. There are millions of materials that haven't been explored and people just don't look for them. In a competition like this, you would expect people to come up with an idea that says, "If I had the chance, I would do such and such."

Haigh: Much of the teaching today has to do with composition or metaphor, unlike 25 years ago, when all of the ideas were based on materials or technique. We have moved completely away from that, because the culture has become disillusioned.

Kail: Actually, we haven't picked anything that is furniture. To me, the screen is more of a musical instrument.

Osborne: When you look at the different categories, everyone is using old materials to try to get new forms. The fact is that the highest level of what we saw was the metaphorical object.

Burdick: Part of this is because, in the main, architects don't have a strong sense of materials and the way they can be used. Then you fall back to a formal game. And from a formal point, that quickly takes you to fashion, and then the form is resolved within the current fashion. In which case these pieces are reasonably fashionable because we are in this period of reconsidering. But they do ask larger questions, even though they may not be able to answer them. . . One thing that comes across loud and clear is that the schools are not teaching design history. Maybe 80 percent of the entries are repeats of existing designs. They're designing in a vacuum.

Haigh: What's frightening is that they haven't even discovered the history of the chair.

Kail: But they're also not asking the larger question of the chair, which is that of sitting. They take it to a certain place and stop. Similarly, everything I've seen in the table category has nothing to do with the surface of the table, only with the base. The top is just "glued" onto it. The thing that seems to be missing is the ability to realize that the person designing the object has to use it also. The person's hand isn't involved in the object, which is designed for mass production. It's not designed for the idea of sitting in after that. We've shifted our egos into technology and say that it represents humanity.

Jiricna: And not a single attempt to use technology. People try to reject it instead, with no attempt to humanize it. In the 1930s, they tried to use the new techniques the best ways they could.

Kail: In the 1930s we were celebrating the technologies and materials that were there for us to work with. We are now frightened of them.

Osborne: The whole idea of architects designing furniture is an idea based on what used to be. If I'm an architect in this time, I should do furniture too, so I can put my stamp on something other than architecture.

Jiricna: But most of the time, architects get involved with furniture design not because they want to, but because they cannot find the product that will go with the image they have designed. . . But then it goes further and someone puts it in production and it becomes a standard product. And then, of course, it doesn't function as such.

Burdick: We are selecting by default, but when you discuss this, how do you handle it? I just want to encourage people to enter the competition; it isn't an impossible dream.

Osborne: The question comes back to P/A that a lot of your works come from student projects and students don't have a sense of history or the people are naive about product design. So you see work presented that we've already seen in production. How do you attract professionals to contribute? You should limit the discussion by taking two or three categories and asking people to come up with definitive solutions. Focus the competition; change the topic each year. You'll get stronger solutions. It wouldn't be an invited competition, just limited in focus. You have to get people to think through the same problem. Then you can compare the entries.

Burdick: And you would also obtain something from the signals you would be giving out about what is acceptable. These aren't accidents, they are responses to what's been published over the last x number of years.
Scot Laughton, Tom Deacon
Toronto, Ontario

Project: This floor lamp is 69 1/2 inches tall, with a halogen bulb that is turned on and dimmed by the rotating sphere. The spun aluminum cone, steel tube, and formed sheet base are finished in matte black, powder-coated epoxy; the brass sphere is patinated and sealed with wax. The designers' intention was to create an object which, while respecting concerns for function and potential production, begins to evoke, through the juxtaposition of forms and materials, a number of images that evoke ritual, totems, and wizardry. The Anglo-Saxon strata means a ray of light, a javelin or spear.

Jury comments
Burdick: This is just pure, delicious sculpture, beautifully and simply resolved.
Haigh: It has symbolic content but also considers technology to strengthen it; and it at least attempts a synthesis of the two. The fact that the sphere is also a switch makes for a double reading, and makes it a far more interesting object visually and technologically. It's the only one of the winners that addresses both issues.
Kali: For me it is a fantasy about moonlight, and about reflected light and dreams, not about "light bulbs." It also has a real delicacy.

Jiricna: It's a sensible thing, not pretentious, a very simple light fitting. It isn't innovative from a technological point of view, but it is a very pleasant object. The sphere is a beautiful object when the light hits it. The lamp is quite sensitive, done with a great deal of simplicity, modesty, and design skill.
Osborne: I really like its proportions, and it has a real formal elegance. Seeing a multitude of these would be nice. . . . But it's light as sculpture, not light as light.
P/A Furniture Awards

CITATION

Light & Space Associates, Ltd.
New York

Project: A light source, consisting of a very used 13-inch diagonal television, a rabbit-ear antenna, two 30-gallon, three-ply, 1.01 mm white trash bags, and twist ties. A corner is cut off the trash bags to accommodate the television cord, and the twist ties are used to attach the bags to the antenna. The light source is operated by turning the television set on and off. The flicker rate is adjusted with the channel selector as follows: Rapid—MTV; Average—news; Slow—PBS. The designers’ intention is to provide the company of fire for daydreams.

Jury comments
Osborne: It’s really theater. You want to see it not only as a single piece, but as a multiple. Its comment on design is that it’s “bagging it” in a literal sense.
Jiriena: The impressive thing is that it is, in a way, a joke, almost painfully related to everyday life. But it certainly can’t be considered as a useful object. It’s just a very sharp comment on the environment in which we’re all living.
Haigh: This is typical of a non-design attitude current in design; it used to be called ad hocism. Its idea is to turn a dying industrial object into a cerebral object. These are “art” ideas rather than “design” ideas—a reaction against technology, rather than an attempt to synthesize technology and meaning, which many industrial objects have lost.
Kalil: This is rather dynamic. It’s somewhere between product and art, and the t.v. actually belongs to a constantly changing visual system. It participates in the viewer’s activities, it doesn’t just sit there. It seems to belong to the hearth.
Burlick: When form does not follow function, can it be design? The more we look at this combination of found objects, the more we like it. It obliterates original functions and transforms them into a new use.
Paul Ludick
New York

Project: A two-panel screen of unfinished pine, with each panel measuring 72 inches high, 18 inches wide, and 1½ inches deep. Two panels hinged together form one unit (photo shows two units). The structure of the bottom portion is intended to contain the wood, while the top portion is unconstrained, so that the wood can move naturally.

Jury comments
Kalil: It really belongs to sound, the opportunity for which is implied in the structure. But it also has a silence that I respect. It is also the one piece that everyone responded to totally. It has a very strong transparency. It is something that doesn't need a title or a name attached to it in order to be valid; it has a certain timelessness.
Burdick: It is a perfect combination of materials and function all coming together in one product. The act of screening is rarely done with such three-dimensional simplicity.

Jiricna: A screen is a useful object in any environment. There have been many designed, but this is designed with a tremendous amount of simplicity. It isn't quite up to the standards of an award winner, but it relates to the way that people move. It's a brilliant idea but I find the detailing lacking.
Osborne: It works as a single unit, but is even better when there are several. The design implies movement. It's a very sensual piece, and the combination of several at once could create an extremely sensual environment.

Haigh: It is elegant to a degree; it has a quality found in some of Harry Bertoia's sculpture. But its lower half is not as elegantly resolved as its upper half, which relies on the natural occurrences of materials in an elegant way. On a functional level, I don't think a bifold screen will work. Usually, you have several narrow panels for stability; two wide ones are potentially unstable.
Sheila Kennedy
Boston, Mass.

Project: Analog clock with quartz crystal mechanism. It measures 20 inches in diameter, is made of white-enameded iron, and runs on one nine-volt and one 1.5-volt battery. No domestic furnishing has changed more dramatically than the clock. Severed from its traditional mechanical movement, the clock face becomes arbitrary, dependent only on the dictates of fashion and public taste. These changes have raised questions that pertain to the entire field of industrial design. This project addresses the problem of form and its meaning over time, and questions the prevalence of nostalgia in contemporary design. It accommodates the economic and production demands of the quartz mechanism, yet recognizes that the circular clock face is no longer germane to the form of the clock. The overlap and crossing of these two contexts occurs on the face of the clock as well as from front to back, and speaks of the curious condition in which we find ourselves today.

Jury comments
Kalil: Maybe there are better examples of this idea, but this one seems to be looking at time not just from the point of view of changing technology, but it seems to imply a language shift, in the way we communicate about things. However, it did go back to the fact that hands turn in a circle, and that's where it fails. But it implies something else.
Osborne: It's very much an artifact. I like its scale, and the presence of digital and analog juxtaposed with the asymmetrical placement of the hands, breaking the old conception of time. This and the television are commentaries as much as they are designs.
Jirina: I actually like it. It's very nicely presented, with a great deal of design skill. One is always living in a period of time when new ideas are overlapping the old, but are still dependent on them, so we can't introduce digital clocks exclusively and are now living with both. But the idea of two different approaches is well presented.
Burack: The clock tower at Cooper Union, where we are judging, made us aware of how much we would miss the "hands of time." This clock reveals and expresses technological change.
Haigh: I've seen this idea before, both in Franco Albini's 1956 radio, in which the works were contained in a clear box, and in Daniel Weil's 1982 Morbid Clock, which was contained in a plastic bag. This clock addresses two ways of reading time, which is a comment on technology. The digital clock is non-linear; it destroys the sense of past or future, which puts it right into the Post-Modern discussion. But it's not a new discussion. It's elegantly done, and a nice object. That puts it in the same category as the television in the bag. It chooses not to comment on technology, and is very much a one-off, ad-hoc thing. While it's fun to have, it worries me, because if all we had were commentary objects, our culture wouldn't produce anything new.
Alexander Fischer
Zurich, Switzerland

Project: A drawer tower, 89.4 inches high, 26.6 inches deep, and 19.7 inches wide, with a structure of right-angled and square-section steel, and 16 fir drawers of the same length but different heights. The drawers are held by angle irons and can be moved back and forth without a locking device. Two steel struts—on the lateral axis in front, and the longitudinal axis in back—stiffen the structure. The drawers form small volumes that can be arranged in different rhythms within the structure.

Jury comments
Haigh: I like it as an object. It falls into the “domestic totem” category—casegoods moved away from the wall as an object to be approached from any side. It understands the idea of totem by the addition of the finials. I worry that the designer doesn’t understand the idea of drawer-making, in that he doesn’t address the side of the drawer in the sense of developing it decoratively. Maybe he didn’t want to do that, but it was a missed opportunity.
Kalil: This is a funny piece. I respond to it, again, because of its delicacy. Its mass becomes weightless. It doesn’t have a front, back, or side; it’s totally three-dimensional. It could have been a very heavy piece, but instead it comes off as a sort of Giacommetti figure, with a sense of movement. It isn’t just standing still.
Osborne: This is the least interesting to me. Charles Eames did this at another scale back in the 50s, and Shiro Kuramata made it a contemporary focal point [in his “swaying” chest of drawers]. I don’t dislike it, but I don’t love it. It’s also hard to justify because it needs a certain amount of space in order to be seen as freestanding.
Jiricna: I don’t really think it was done with a great deal of design skill. It’s an idea that has been done before. I find it rather difficult to defend. It is an attempt to make an object, but there are similar designs that have already been done that are better in terms of detail and idea.
Burdick: This appeals to our love of small drawers, each containing special items that we all seem to have, but have no place to place.
Other entries in this year’s competition proved to be as valuable as what did win, in providing insights into the current issues facing those who design furniture.

One of the questions most frequently asked about P/A’s International Furniture Competition is, “Why don’t you publish some of the other entries?” While it is impossible to show a substantial portion of this year’s 715 other submissions, the 14 illustrated here seem to point, in an exemplary way, to a number of identifiable currents of thought in contemporary furniture design. Some of these designs were created for a specific client, while others are purely hypothetical explorations. What made them stand out for us, even if they were not premiated by the jury, was the skill with which they addressed the questions they raised—even if they didn’t answer them.

Quite a few of this year’s entries displayed a concern for expressing structure, usually in metal. The form can evoke images of High Tech, as in Troughton McAsland Architects’ standing lamp (1); it can comment on traditional forms, as in Radoslav Opacic and Anaïs Missakian’s grandfather clock (3); or can create purely sculptural forms, as in Erick K. Williams’s graceful black steel chair (4).

Two examples of the current tendency to romanticize the machine are found in a complex wood and metal arm lamp (5) by Johannes Marinus Knoops, a 1986 P/A Furniture Award winner, and in David Zelman’s Hyperion suspended lamp (2), a rather otherworldly creation of steel and aluminum.

As in past years, the competition has seen quite a few elegant reinterpretations of existing designs models. The sleek lacquer-finished desk system by Charles Pfister & Associates (6), the Art Moderne-inspired wood chairs and table (7) by Alan Wanzenberg and Bruce Bananto of Johnson, Wanzenberg & Associates, and Bruce Aaron Parker’s beautifully detailed, Craftsman-inspired wood desk (8) are three of the most notable examples, while David J. Olson’s update of the traditional “snowshoe” chair (9) examines the question in a lighter vein. This year there were, again, many entries that explored the issue of furniture as sculptural object. Richard Deutsch’s slate table (10) is made of stone slabs that seem to balance almost impossibly on one another, while the wire-mesh-covered steel chair (11) by Cockrell Design explores sculptural tension in another manner.

Finally, designers’ interest in the creation of “commentary” furniture and designs created from “found objects” continues to be strong, as demonstrated in the “dog table” (13), by Lake/Flato Architects Inc., which transforms a piece of folk art into a six-legged table. The telephone stand by Martin Roy Marvel/SLAB (14) seems to have been a surveyor’s tripod in its previous incarnation, and Michael Pinkus’s improbable combination of Old Master reproductions into a chair (12) offers a wry comment on the idea of functional art.

As is the case with this year’s winners, very few of these designs are intended for production; instead, most are one-off designs, reinforcing the jury’s observation that the current state of furniture design has more to do with furniture as art than with furniture as product.
The most common ceiling for the general office remains mineral fiber acoustical tile laid in a 2' x 4' suspended grid (1). Its popularity rests on its low cost and the accessibility it gives to the plenum space, although its relatively high transmission of sound requires that some sort of sound barrier or masking system be installed in a plenum space for the adequate isolation of enclosed rooms. Concealed spline acoustical tiles offer a more monolithic appearance but less access to the plenum space, a problem overcome by Booth/Hansen & Associates in their placement of plenum openings among the clusters of acoustical tiles in the Chicago offices for Helene Curtis Industries (2).

Corporate meeting rooms require a more reverberant, acoustically isolated space than that of the typical office. In the meeting room for the Continental Corporation by Duffy Incorporated in New York City (3), a wood paneled ceiling provides the necessary sound reflection and resistance to sound transmission. The at-home office, such as that in the Powell apartment by Powell/Klein-schmidt Architects in Chicago (4), also allows the use of a more monolithic, reverberant ceiling of gypsum board because of the few services in the plenum and the few sources of distracting noise in most residences.

CEILINGS rarely attract our attention unless they are somehow unusual or dysfunctional. It's not hard to imagine an unusual ceiling, but what of one that doesn't work? What does that mean and how is the problem avoided?

A ceiling is obviously dysfunctional if it falls down, usually the result of some flaw in its manufacture or installation. A more common and less obvious failure is the ceiling that doesn't meet people's needs, by being too costly, or too reverberant, or simply too hard to maintain. While architects have some say over both the selection and installation of ceilings, the former remains a prime responsibility and one that is more difficult than it may at first appear.

What makes ceiling selection so difficult is both the number of available options and the variety of possible applications. There are at least two dozen generic types of ceiling systems and well over two dozen different building types, each of which has its own ceiling requirements. The possible combinations quickly become unmanageable without some basis for evaluation.

One approach bases the evaluation of ceilings on five criteria: cost, aesthetics, acoustics, flexibility or accessibility, and durability or maintainability. The five criteria apply to almost every building, although their relationship and relative importance vary considerably among different types of buildings. Such an approach has little prescriptive value; it will rarely narrow the options down to a single product. But it does help eliminate the inappropriate options and, perhaps more important, put the emphasis where it belongs: on evaluating the problem to be solved before any product is selected.

Offices

Among the criteria that dominate the selection of the typical office ceiling—cost, acoustics, and flexibility or accessibility—several conflicts exist. For example, the acoustical goals in open offices include both reducing the reverberation of sound within a space and the transmission of sound into adjacent spaces. Noise reduction in a space largely depends upon the use of absorptive ceiling and partition materials and the avoidance of hard surfaces, such as prismatic lenses on lighting fixtures, in locations that would bounce sound from one workstation to another. (The recommended noise reduction coefficient or NRC of office ceilings is .65 to .75.) Providing background noise (up to a noise criterion or NC of around 35 to 40) with masking sound from the HVAC system or a sound system also helps reduce the intelligibility of overhead conversations.

The least costly and most common ceiling solution in such cases is a suspended mineral fiber lay-in system. But a better option, argues...
Mark Holden of Jaffe Acoustics, "is a fiberglass lay-in system, which has a higher NRC and is more acoustically transparent, letting more masking sound through from the plenum." The problem, notes Holden, is that fiberglass "can cost more than mineral fiber."

The acoustics of the typical office ceiling also can conflict with its flexibility and accessibility. Whatever suspended acoustical tile ceilings may achieve in the reduction of noise in a space, most offer little resistance to the transmission of sound from one enclosed space to another. Masking sound can alleviate the problem somewhat. But a more complete acoustical privacy comes only with the use of a ceiling material such as gypsum board, which has a higher sound transmission class (or STC) rating; the use of barriers such as quilted fiberglass batts in the plenum around every room; or the continuation of partitions up to the floor or roof deck above, with transfer silencers at all duct penetrations to reduce HVAC-borne sound. (An option that does little to reduce sound transmission, claim some acousticians, is the placement of fiberglass batts on top of the acoustical tile ceiling. "It only makes the plenum a lot less reverberant," observes Mark Holden.) Each of these efforts at reducing sound transmission among offices, though, results in higher costs and some reduction either in the accessibility of the ceiling plenum or the flexibility of office arrangements.

Aesthetics has become a more important factor in the selection of office ceilings in recent years. That is due, in part, to the competition for tenants in overbuilt office markets, where a slightly higher quality office standard can become a real incentive for the renting of space. But it also is due to a concerted effort among acoustical tile manufacturers to improve the appearance of their products. Where white furred or perforated tiles used to dominate, there now exists a wide range of patterned, textured, and colored tiles from which to choose—at only a slight increase in cost. The change is a result of new manufacturing techniques that involve the casting, molding, and integral coloring of mineral fiber panels. It also is the result of an increasingly consolidated and mature acoustical tile industry seeking new marketing strategies. "The functional performance of acoustical ceilings has become well established," says Connie Petersen of USG. "The new challenge is in the area of aesthetics."

Irrationally, as office ceilings have become more varied in appearance, their newfound role as a reflecting surface for the daylighting of buildings limits the colors and textures used. The whiter the color and smoother the surface of a ceiling, the more effective it is in reflecting natural light into a space and in reducing a building's dependence on artificial illumination.

The criteria for selecting ceilings change somewhat in the executive office. Acoustical privacy and a memorable image often become more important than in the general office, while the cost of the ceiling, the flexibility of room arrangements, and the accessibility to the plenum become less important. The result is considerably more freedom in the selection of ceiling systems. Plaster or gypsum board ceilings, with their resistance to sound transmission, provide the desired acoustical privacy and a monolithic appearance at a modest cost; the major drawback is their poor sound absorption capacity. With added sound absorption placed on the walls of a room, however, it becomes possible to reduce the reverberation in a room even with such reverberant ceilings. (The walls in smaller rooms also offer more surface area and sometimes a more effective place for acoustical treatment.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors in ceiling selection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Building type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cost</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Acoustics</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aesthetics</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flexibility</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Durability/ Maintainability</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In executive offices and board rooms, aesthetics and sound isolation are usually the most important factors in the selection of ceilings. The concrete barrel vault ceiling in the board room of the Museum of Contemporary Art in Los Angeles by Arata Isozaki & Associates (5), while poor in noise reduction, creates a stunning image, as well as a durable, easily maintained ceiling. If more sound absorption is desired, perforated metal tiles, such as those used by Rivkin/Weisman in their design for the offices of the Généralé Bank in New York (6), offer one option. Sound penetrates the perforations in the surface of the tiles' reflective aluminum face and is absorbed by the tiles' porous backing material.

In a conference room for McKone & Company in Los Colinas, Texas, designed by Deborah Natsois of Natsios & Lee Associates (7), the ceiling consists of 1/4-inch sheets of plywood faced with plastic laminate and held in compression by turnbuckles and yacht rigging, creating a sound reflective surface within a larger, less reverberant room that has a ceiling of acoustical tile. Another version of this double-ceiling idea is employed by Duffy Incorporated in the executive offices of the Continental Corporation in New York (8). There, a hanging wood baffle system conceals lighting fixtures and creates a more intimate scale, while a second, acoustical tile ceiling reduces sound reflections within the space.
Factors in ceiling selection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building Type</th>
<th>General retail</th>
<th>High end retail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>Low to moderate</td>
<td>Moderate to high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acoustics</td>
<td>Some noise reduction necessary</td>
<td>Some noise reduction necessary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aesthetics</td>
<td>Less important, except in more upscale stores</td>
<td>Very important, as part of ambience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility Accessibility</td>
<td>Accessibility to plenum important</td>
<td>Less important because of few alterations to a given shop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durability Maintainability</td>
<td>Important, greater exposure to impacts</td>
<td>Important, higher quality material common</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Low-end retail operations, such as this Byerlys Supermarket in St. Louis Park, Minn. (9), frequently use lay-in acoustical tile ceilings because of the system's low cost and accessibility. The fact that such operations often have their ceilings installed before the building is enclosed requires their use of materials such as fiberglass or a humidity-resistant mineral fiber. An increasingly popular ceiling for retail buildings is an exposed (and usually sprinklered) metal deck, such as that used by Benjamin Thompson & Associates in the Fulton Market at South Street Seaport in New York (10). Noise reduction with such ceilings can be accomplished with sound-absorbing banners, panels attached to the roof surface, or insulation inserted in the perforated ribs of the deck itself.

Linear metal pan ceilings, and those of gypsum board or acoustical tile, have become common in shopping malls. These metal ceilings offer not only good sound absorption, durability, moisture resistance, and accessibility to the plenum, but a variety of colors and shapes, as seen in the Padre Staples Mall in Corpus Christi, Texas, by Architecture + (11). The high end of the retail business, in shops such as that designed by Steven Holl for The Pace Collection in New York (12), usually aims at a customized appearance, for which there is almost no substitute for plaster or gypsum board ceilings. Such shops rarely have servicing or flexibility needs.

Other options put the sound absorption back on the ceiling. Concealed grid mineral fiber ceilings, for example, have a monolithic appearance and an absorptive surface. Perforated metal, fabric-wrapped, or wood-faced panels, and the various wood or metal baffle or slat systems available basically serve to hide a sound absorptive material such as fiberglass or wood fiber located just behind their surface. (Depending upon the sound transmission rating of the backing materials, such ceiling systems may require the use of full-height partitions or plenum barriers to insure acoustical privacy.)

Retail

Retail buildings have as varied a set of ceiling requirements as offices. At the low end of the retail business—among strip shopping centers and budget stores—cost, accessibility, and durability rank among the most important selection criteria. The first two factors, low cost and accessibility to the plenum, encourage the frequent use of exposed grid, mineral fiber ceilings. But the need for durability sometimes alters that choice. "Many low-end retail buildings," says Robert Spalding of Armstrong, "have their ceilings installed before they are closed in or fully heated—a high-humidity situation that can cause the standard mineral fiber panel to sag." Fiberglass acoustical tile and metal ceiling panels offer a greater resistance to humidity, although at a higher cost. A fairly recent innovation has been the development of a more moisture resistant mineral fiber panel, capable of withstanding relative humidities up to 85 percent.

While retailers have traditionally not placed much importance on the appearance of ceilings, preferring to put the visual emphasis on their merchandise, that has changed in recent years. "The trend in the retail market," notes Kenneth Walker of The Walker Group/CNI, "is toward the spending of more money for ceilings. Even budget stores have become more interested in creating an up-scale ambience and have realized that the ceiling offers the best opportunity for that." Patterned acoustical tile ceilings, for example, have become popular in such stores to define traffic patterns or delineate various departments. Also, since noise reduction is hardly a factor—"retailers often like a fairly reverberant space," notes Walker—the use of the exposed (and sprinklered) roof deck, with or without acoustical treatment, and metal tile or pan ceilings have become more common in stores.

The concourses in shopping malls present a somewhat different set of priorities for ceilings. Cost, durability, and accessibility remain important considerations, but the aesthetics of the ceiling becomes a much more important factor. In some cases, the ceiling materials such as mineral fiber or gypsum board serve as a neutral background to banners, signs, or lighting that create the image for a mall. In other cases, the ceiling itself becomes the focus. Fiberglass or reinforced gypsum moldings have become common as imitations of ornamental plaster; metal pan ceilings have become popular for the undulating shapes and reflective surfaces they offer; and metal or wood baffle systems have become more frequently used when greater accessibility or sound absorption is needed.

At the high end of the retail business, in the specialty shop or boutique, aesthetics seem to count for everything; the design and decor become a major form of advertising. The relative unimportance of other factors, though, is what allows that aesthetic freedom. Most shops have few services in their plenum that require accessibility. They often have too short a life to demand much flexibility or
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Residential/Lodging

Gypsum board has become the dominant residential ceiling material for just reason. It is modest in cost, about equal to that of the high-end acoustical tile ceilings; has a good sound transmission rating, important in the close confines of most houses; and requires little maintenance, which is what most residential ceilings get. The drawbacks of a gypsum board ceiling—its reverberancy and rigidity—matter little in a building type with small rooms and few services in the ceiling plenum. Wood ceilings have most of the same pros and cons, except that their higher cost makes them accordingly less common.

However, the biggest change to come to the residential ceiling is its potential as an energy-conserving element. The installation of phase change materials above the ceiling allows it to serve as a heat sink, absorbing solar heat from daylight reflected onto its surface and reradiating that heat back into the space when temperatures drop. Phase change materials have hardly become regular household items. But their cost, efficiency, and reliability have improved to the point of any building type, has by far the large t number of people on the backs, staring al the ce ilin g. While the ce ilin g indu stry h as paid attention to the appearance of its products, mu c h of th a t
durability from their ceiling. And they usually demand a live space acoustically, allowing the use of any number of hard-surfa ced ceiling materials.

Hospitals

Hospitals are about as complicated in their ceiling requirements as shops are simple. As in the typical office, hospitals face a conflict between acoustical privacy on one hand and the flexibility and accessibility of ceilings on the other. The large amount of mechanical and electrical equipment needed to service most rooms in a hospital makes easy access to the ceiling plenum mandatory, while the need to alter room arrangements quickly, especially on the diagnostic and treatment floors, makes a ceiling's flexibility equally important. Yet, acoustical privacy, particularly in examination and patient rooms, also is a priority, with recommended STC ratings as high as 50.

The solution in hospitals, unlike that in the typical office, is rarely a single ceiling system. Patient and exam rooms will often have plaster or gypsum board ceilings, since they have fewer servicing needs and undergo fewer rearrangements, or suspended acoustical tile ceilings with plenum barriers or partitions that run up to the floor or roof deck above.

Operating rooms and other spaces requiring strict cleanliness often have plastic-faced acoustical tile ceilings. "The plastics used," says Robert Spalding of Armstrong, "include vinyl, which is heavier and more durable, or Mylar, which is thinner and, more acoustically transparent, allowing more sound absorption." If an absolutely dust-free environment is required, the plastic facing can extend over the ceiling's lay-in grid, but, adds Spalding, "that has the drawback of limiting access to the ceiling plenum." In the kitchens, gypsum board, metal panel, or ceramic-bonded acoustical panels are other options.

Amidst all of these performance requirements for ceilings, aesthetics is often a secondary issue—unfortunate because the hospital, of any building type, has by far the largest number of people on their backs, staring at the ceiling. While the ceiling industry has paid increasing attention to the appearance of its products, much of that has focused on products for offices or retail operations. Certainly one challenge facing that industry as well as the design community is how to both improve and vary the appearance of high performance ceilings such as those required in hospitals.

Hospitals, such as that designed by Albert Kahn & Associates for the University of Michigan (13, 14), have a range of ceiling requirements, from the acoustical isolation needs of patient rooms (13) to the dust- and germ-free conditions of diagnostic and surgical suites (14). The suspended acoustical ceiling remains the most common system in hospitals because of its flexibility, accessibility, and sound absorption, but the type of acoustical panels used varies from fiberglass to plastic-faced or ceramic-bonded mineral fiber, depending upon their location within the building. Perforated tile or linear metal ceilings also have been used with increasing frequency in hospitals, particularly in public spaces, because of the product's durability, sound absorption, and ease of cleaning.

Houses have far fewer ceiling requirements. Sound isolation of one room from another is probably the most important consideration in selecting residential ceilings, with a customized, monolithic appearance running a close second. Gypsum board (15), as used in the Powell apartment in Chicago by Powell/Kleinschmidt, or wood (16) as used in the Brooks-McLan house in Starksboro, Vt., by Turner Brooks are among the most common residential ceiling mate­

durability
Maintainability

Factors in ceiling selection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building type</th>
<th>Hospitals</th>
<th>Hotels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>Low to moderate</td>
<td>Low to moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acoustics</td>
<td>Noise reduction and low sound transmission very important</td>
<td>Low sound transmission very important</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aesthetics</td>
<td>Important, although often not a priority</td>
<td>Very important, monolithic ceilings common</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td>Access to plenum very important</td>
<td>Less important, few room rearrangements except meeting rooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility</td>
<td>Moisture, bacteria and fungal resistance very important</td>
<td>Important, low maintenance materials desired</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building type</th>
<th>Hospitals</th>
<th>Hotels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>Low to moderate</td>
<td>Low to moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acoustics</td>
<td>Noise reduction and low sound transmission very important</td>
<td>Low sound transmission very important</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aesthetics</td>
<td>Important, although often not a priority</td>
<td>Very important, monolithic ceilings common</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td>Access to plenum very important</td>
<td>Less important, few room rearrangements except meeting rooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility</td>
<td>Moisture, bacteria and fungal resistance very important</td>
<td>Important, low maintenance materials desired</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Factors in ceiling selection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building type</th>
<th>Transportation terminals</th>
<th>Industrial buildings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cost</strong></td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Acoustics</strong></td>
<td>Noise reduction very important</td>
<td>Noise reduction very important</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aesthetics</strong></td>
<td>Very important, memorable image desired</td>
<td>Less important</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flexibility</strong></td>
<td>Very important, frequent rearrangements of operations</td>
<td>Very important, frequent rearrangements of operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Accessibility</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Durability</strong></td>
<td>Impact resistance very important</td>
<td>Chemical, moisture, and impact resistance very important</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maintainability</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For hotels, acousticians recommend a floating floor and a gypsum board ceiling, such as that used in the Middleton Inn in Charleston, S.C., by Clark & Menefee (17), ideally mounted on resilient channels.

Mineral fiber ceilings offer a low-cost solution for airports. When patterned tiles are used, as in the new baggage claim area at the Ft. Lauderdale airport (18), they can direct passengers or define functional locations. Metal or wood grids or baffles offer another durable and highly flexible option, as shown in the arrivals area of LAX's international terminal by Pererira/Dworsky/Sinclair/Williams (19). But metal pan ceilings, such as the ceiling used in the new Delta concourse at O'Hare airport by Perkins & Will and Milton Page & Associates (20), have set the standard, offering durability, flexibility, and sound absorption.

In dust-free factories such as in the microchip assembly area of Data I/O in Redmond, Wash., by the NBBJ Group (21), suspended acoustical tiles, often plastic-faced, are frequently used. In buildings aimed at heavier industries, exposed metal decks, such as the speculative manufacturing plant in England designed by Richard Rogers (22), or concrete slabs are the norm. Sound-absorbing materials such as cellular glass or sintered aluminum, which are moisture, chemical, and impact resistant, can be attached directly to the ceiling's surface.

where they may indeed become quite common with the next significant rise in energy prices.

Hotel guest rooms present a very different set of ceiling requirements, with cost and acoustics as important and often conflicting factors. Many hotels use, as the ceilings in their guest rooms, the underside of the concrete floor slab, coated with a paint containing particles that supposedly increase the surface's sound absorption. Often less expensive than even an exposed grid mineral fiber ceiling, such a ceiling does hide the imperfections in the underside of the slab and presents a fairly durable, easily maintained surface. But it does little either to reduce the noise level in a room or, more important, to reduce the impact noise from the floor above.

The solutions to good acoustics in hotel rooms all seem to involve greater cost. Acousticians recommend either the installation of a floating floor or a heavily padded carpeting and/or the installation of a dropped gypsum board ceiling supported on resilient channels.

Transportation

Transportation buildings such as airport, train, or bus terminals suffer most from the noise and abuse of large numbers of people—hence, the durability and sound absorption of the ceilings become critical. In high-ceilinged spaces, sound absorption dominates. It's possible to use an acoustically reflective ceiling material such as gypsum board in such spaces if enough absorption exists in the walls, but in many cases, those surfaces are even more reflective than the ceiling. Sprayed-on acoustical plaster, whether cellulose, gypsum, or fiberglass-based, offers a very low-cost, sound-absorbent option for out-of-reach ceilings, but it makes the ceiling look fuzzy and can pose a maintenance problem since such materials tend to pick up dirt, especially near air registers, and are not easily cleaned. Another low-cost material is wood fiber set in a cement binder. "While not as efficient acoustically as fiberglass," says Mark Holden, "it offers some of the cheapest sound absorption available." Other, more expensive sound absorbent ceilings used in such situations include concealed grid mineral fiber or metal pan systems.

In the concourses and waiting areas of terminals, though, metal ceilings—either perforated tiles or linear pans—have become ubiquitous. They offer considerable resistance to impact or vandalism, the ability to be used indoors and out, and the capacity for sound absorption when backed up with insulation. They also have an aesthetic not inappropriate to the transportation vehicles served by such buildings. While having unit costs two to three times that of mineral fiber panels, these metal ceiling systems have still captured a significant (and the fastest growing) segment of the ceiling industry.

Industrial

In industrial buildings, unlike most other building types, the aesthetics of the ceiling counts for very little. Simply leaving the roof deck and all of the plenum's mechanical and electrical equipment exposed is the least costly and most common solution in most factories. But that is not always the best solution. In high-tech industries, for example, the creation of dust-free manufacturing areas requires an air-tight ceiling; metal or plastic-faced mineral fiber panel systems are among the ceilings most often used in such buildings.

Where machinery is used, the acoustics of an exposed roof deck can become intolerable. Some of the material used for industrial acoustics includes cellular glass or sintered aluminum panels, which
trap sound energy in their open cell structures. Both materials offer considerable resistance to moisture, chemical, or ultraviolet attack, but have a limited size and are not particularly attractive. Open-cell foams also offer considerable sound absorption at a lower price, but their susceptibility to damage and combustion demands that they be located in out-of-reach and controlled locations.

The above materials are usually adhered to the surface of the roof deck. Another approach incorporates the sound absorption in the structural deck itself with wrapped fiberglass insulation in the perforated ribs of the metal deck ceiling or in the space between the ribs, covered by a perforated metal plate.

Selecting Ceilings
This by no means exhausts the possible combinations of building types or ceiling systems. Nor do the five criteria—cost, aesthetics, acoustics, flexibility, and durability—exhaust the measures against which various ceiling systems can be judged; market surveys, for example, indicate that the requirements of local building and fire codes and the reputations of specific manufacturers rank among the major factors that designers consider when selecting ceilings.

What the above exercise hopefully shows is the value of such an evaluative process. Many people, in and out of the ceiling industry, comment upon the wide range of constraints that ceilings must address; problems, they say, arise when ceiling materials or systems are selected without taking all of the relevant issues into account. The above evaluation, in most cases, must be followed by a finer grained evaluation, based upon the specific requirements of a space and its users. But a method such as this at least keeps the number of ceiling options to consider from going through the roof.
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Further Reading
There are few general references on ceilings; the best is the chapter on ceilings in Sweet's Catalog's Selection Data volume. More specialized guides are available from various associations, such as the Ceilings Systems Manual: Air Distribution and Lighting (Technical Manual 10-A), published by the Association of Wall and Ceiling Industries International, 25 K Street NE, Suite 300, Washington, DC 20002. A good monthly magazine on the subject is Walls and Ceilings, 14006 Ventura Blvd., Sherman Oaks, CA 91423.

See Technics-Related Products and Literature, p. 130.
Apollo linear metal ceiling panels are one inch in depth, with rounded corners. Strength of the deeper panel allows longer spans with fewer splices. Splices of the deeper panel allows longer spans. Panels are made of aluminum with rounded corners. Strength and durability of several materials and configurations are offered architecturally. Luminous Ceilings brochure describes installations and shows details of the various ceiling components. Norton Luminous Ceilings brochure offers ten ceiling systems. Product summaries give a description of features, and detailed close-up photos illustrate how components work. Featured systems in the 16-page brochure include narrow face grids, bold face modular systems, metal lay-in panels, and panel integrated lighting units. Chicago Metallic Corporation.

Linear Wood Ceilings GS300 are offered in a wide range of select hardwood and softwood paneling. Simple, fast attachment system allows economical installation and easy retrofit of existing ceilings. Panels can be installed with open joints for enhanced acoustical performance, or as a solid ceiling. All woods are available with a Class 1 fire rating. Forms + Surfaces. Circle 253 on reader service card

The Fullspan® Ceiling System uses tracks that can be cut, joined, twisted, or bent in almost any shape. They can be applied to ceiling or wall construction and curvilinear, three-dimensional shapes such as vaults, domes, cones, or arched ceilings. The track can be attached to almost any solid backing or fur ring system. It is compatible with many fabrics so long as they are of proper weight, without backing, and meet fire safety requirements. Architectural Fabric Systems, Inc. Circle 254 on reader service card

Silent Expressions® custom-embossed, fabric-covered acoustical ceiling panels come in four standard design patterns or can be custom designed to individual specifications. Corporate logos, company names, trade names, or special designs can be produced as subtle embossed panels. Available in 2' x 2' panels, ¾-inch thick, they are offered in a variety of plain, nonwoven fabrics with either recessed grid or rounded radius reveal-edge configurations. USG Acoustical Products Company. Circle 255 on reader service card

Hytone® mineral fiber lay-in ceiling panels have fine to bold textured patterns in a choice of configurations. Noise reduction coefficient ranges from .50-.60 to .70-.80, and light reflectance ranges from .77 to .84. They are manufactured from asbestos-free and urea-formaldehyde-free mineral fibers. Colors are reed, sage, balsa, and heather gray, as well as white, with other colors available on special order. The Celotex Corporation. Circle 257 on reader service card

Panorama® ceiling panel system uses standard grids for new construction and in-place grids for renovation projects. A four-page brochure includes architectural drawings and technical support specifications for this integrated commercial ceiling. Alcan Building Products. Circle 258 on reader service card

Fiberglass ceilings, formerly produced by Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation, are now being manufactured by Armstrong. Among the most popular are Nubby, Shasta, Stonebrooke, and Sculptured. Nubby features a woven cloth facing over a fiberglass substrate. Shasta features a textured vinyl facing. Stonebrooke and Sculptured are vinyl-faced, energy-saving ceilings. Armstrong World Industries. Circle 259 on reader service card

Technics-Related Products
You’ll like the look, because there’s less to like.

This is the Centricitee™ ceiling system. Grid so thin it virtually disappears. It’s the only narrow faced, 2 hour fire-rated grid you can buy. So while there’s a lot to like, there’s also less to like.

Donn Corporation
Westlake, OH 44145

©1986 Donn Incorporated  Donn®, the Donn logo and Centricitee™ are trademarks of Donn Incorporated

Circle No. 343 on Reader Service Card
Fiberglass ceilings for commercial applications are designed for maximum acoustical control, with noise reduction coefficients of up to 1.00. Finishes include nubby fabric, washable vinyl, or custom fabrics. Options include large module sizes and routed or wrapped edges. Capaul Corporation. Circle 262 on reader service card

Donn® Paraline®, Celebration®, and Sculptures® ceilings have been added to the Integrated Ceilings line. Paraline is a linear metal, fire-rated ceiling system available in two widths and more than 100 colors. Celebration 2' x 2' panels tailor individual spaces to specific visual performance and budget requirements. Sculptures offers a classic, three-dimensional embossed effect on dimensionally stable 2' x 4' panels. Integrated Ceilings, Inc. Circle 263 on reader service card

Derako® suspended wood ceilings of all-natural woods install on a patented clip and rail suspension system. There are nine standard hard and soft woods, with a wide range of factory-applied stains, sealers, or color treatments. A four-page color brochure includes photos of installations, details of open or closed systems, and guides for designing ceilings of unusual shapes and contours. Rulon Company, Div. of CRF Industries, Inc. Circle 264 on reader service card

Calme® sintered aluminum products for indoor or outdoor use absorb sound and can be used for swimming pool walls and ceilings, tennis and racquetball courts, and in auditoriums. Acoustical properties can be changed depending on thickness of the product; changing the space or using fibrous materials between the product and the reflecting surface behind it; or using multiple sheets and air spaces. Childers Products Co. Circle 265 on reader service card

The Refractive Grid® Controlens® reduces glare up to 70 percent by producing only half as much light as other troffer light-control devices in the glare zone of 60–90 degrees. It reduces VDU screen reflection and offers high viewing comfort. The Refractive Grid Controlens can be used in luminaires with a shallow configuration, saving inches of plenum space and minimizing plenum interference. Holophane. Circle 266 on reader service card

Mark III, IV, and V ceilings can be furnished in panels up to 60” x 66”, in rectangular or special modules. Panel finishes and materials include painted, vinyl coated, stainless steel, and aluminum in solid or perforated flat or rigidized sheets. They offer high acoustic performance. Industrial Acoustics Company. Circle 267 on reader service card

Kemlite® Sanigrid® fiberglass reinforced plastic grid systems are unaffected by humidity, corrosive atmospheres, or temperature extremes. The smooth, white surface will not rust or corrode. It has heavy-duty classification, is USDA approved, and has a Class I fire rating. Kemlite Glasbord® ceiling panels used in the grid system provide a total ceiling surface that will not pit, peel, retain odors, or support mold. Dyrotech Industries, Inc. Circle 268 on reader service card

See Technics Feature, pp. 124–129.
The day you start designing every house exactly alike, we’ll produce siding like everyone else’s.

Put your stamp on every project with Restoration™ vinyl siding.
For custom homes or a custom appearance, Restoration has what your clients expect. Beauty. Quality. Low maintenance. Its smooth, low gloss finish never blister, peels, or needs painting. That’s a promise.*

But siding is only part of the story.

There’s also the Restoration Collection™ our complete line of vinyl accessories.
And there’s help you can talk to — a technical staff you can call for literature, specs, and even on-site assistance.
Learn about a siding product unlike everyone else’s. Call today.

*Ask for your copy of our Lifetime Warranty.

1-800-521-9020 (in Michigan, call 313-386-0800)

© Wolverine Technologies
1650 Howard Street, Lincoln Park, MI 48146
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Trade Show Case

He designed it for trade shows after one of the biggest embarrassments in his career.

By Joseph Sugarman

Cliff is a friend of mine who attends trade shows and conventions. One day, in the middle of a large crowd, while he was searching for a paper, the entire contents of his briefcase spilled all over the convention floor. "It was the most embarrassing moment of my business career," confided Cliff, "for at the same time, out fell my red underwear."

Determined not to let this happen again, Cliff decided to design a briefcase that he could take to trade shows and that was actually designed for trade shows. "I was going to design a custom case regardless of the cost."

EXECUTIVE TORTURE

Cliff designed a case with all Velcro fasteners so there's nothing to snap or buckle. He also designed it with the lightest yet strongest material he could find—420 denier nylon—material that could withstand torture and still look nice.

To carry the case, he made two provisions. One is a handle on the top of the case and the other is a strap attached to the sides. If you've ever wanted to use both hands to pick up a brochure at a booth or sign a credit card voucher at an airport, the shoulder strap lets you carry the briefcase over your shoulder with both hands free yet the strap is short enough to hang along the side.

The pockets were also designed very cleverly. First, Cliff designed a large brochure-sized pocket on the outside of the case. This way you can easily pick up brochures at a trade show, stuff them into the case's pocket—all without opening the case. This also comes in handy at an airport to hold your tickets—things you want to reach for easily.

TWO POCKETS

On the other side of the case are two pockets for convention programs, glasses or letter-sized documents or brochures. And finally on the inside, there are two compartments for holding your larger papers and documents—and large enough to hold one of those new lap-top computers. The flap that covers the top of the case also has a generous amount of Velcro so that regardless of how much or how little you have in the case you'll always be able to firmly close it and keep it closed.

And that's another point. The case expands up to 4 inches to fit its contents. More importantly, it also collapses automatically so your case never looks too big or too small for what you're carrying. And it's exceptionally light-weight—only 2 pounds 14 ounces compared to the typical 6 pound briefcase. The case measures 12" x 17".

Cliff carried his case with him to trade shows for months but he still wasn't satisfied. He refined it even further by putting a small Velcro tab on the outside pocket to give the case a better appearance while protecting the contents of the open flap and he installed a special inner compartment to hold three pens, his business cards and even a small calculator. Then he framed the entire case with rugged nylon piping—a great looking final touch.

ONLY $3,589

He finally had achieved perfection. Not only for his trade show activities but for his everyday travel and business use. And it only cost him $3,589. "I realize that's a ridiculous price to pay for a personal case but when I put my mind to something, I lose sight of the cost."

Cliff used his case for about 18 months before I met him. "A great looking case," I commented. "Where did you get it?"

Cliff told me the whole story. I was so impressed that I gave Cliff a royalty and sold the same case—not at the $3,589 that it cost Cliff but at only $69.95. I sold thousands. But I wasn't satisfied.

I found that so many people were falling in love with the concept that they wanted to use the case in place of their regular briefcase but found the 4 inch width too limiting. Many also wanted real leather instead of the artificial leather I was using. So I've designed three versions.

The first is the same one I've been offering for the past year that originally sold for $69.95 but I'm dropping the price to $49.95. The second is the version with some real leather in place of the artificial leather and an expanded 6 inch thickness for only $69.95 and the deluxe model is the full leather version for only $99.95—also with the expanded 6 inch thickness. And all versions now come in a beautiful gift box with a $200 price tag attached to the case.

CLIFF REALLY HAPPY

Order your JS&A Trade Show briefcase from me. Use it for a full month. If it doesn't replace what you currently use or if you're not completely satisfied, return the case and we'll send you a full refund. But I'm convinced that you'll really love the JS&A Trade Show briefcase for all your personal and business activities.

Cliff is quite happy now. He's making a pretty nice royalty on his case and he's really quite proud that he was the designer of what will become one of America's best selling executive briefcases. It has even changed his lifestyle. He no longer wears red underwear. Order your case at no obligation today.

To order, credit card holders call toll free and ask for product by number shown below or send a check plus $5 for delivery. Black case (6504WT).............$49.95 Metallic Grey (6505WT)............49.95 Black 6" (6506WT).................69.95 Metallic Grey 6" (6507WT).........69.95 Black Leather 6" (6508WT).......99.95

(Writes for quantity discounts.)

One JS&A Plaza, Northbrook, IL 60062

CALL TOLL FREE 800 228-5000

IL residents add 7% sales tax. ©JS&A Group, Inc.,1986
Enhance Your Design
With The Practical Alternative To Laminated Shingles.

CertainTeed's Horizon Shingle® is the cost-effective alternative to laminated shingles. It was created with a unique design* to give it the appearance of heavier weight shingles. So it can give your projects outstanding looking roofs at a price well below that of laminates.

Horizon is a high-quality shingle. A special patented manufacturing process gives Horizon the deeply textured look of wood shakes or slate as well as excellent granule retention for long-lasting beauty and protection. Horizon is available in both organic and fiber glass composition, depending on geographic area, with U.L. and ASTM ratings for fire resistance. And its wide range of colors can complement any style home. Because of its quality construction, Horizon is backed by a unique 25-year limited warranty, transferable from homeowner to homeowner.

Horizon is easy to install. It goes up as easily as any 3-tab shingle, which can save time and, ultimately, money. And because it is a one-piece shingle, Horizon provides greater protection in valleys than two-piece shingle construction. Its self-sealing adhesive strips are designed to give additional protection by sealing the entire roof using the sun's heat to form a weatherproof shield.

Horizon, with its laminated appearance, high-quality construction, ease of installation and lower cost, presents an outstanding design opportunity. It is a practical alternative to laminated shingles that can add value to your projects.

For more information, contact Horizon Marketing Manager, CertainTeed Corporation, Shelter Materials Group, 1-800-322-3060.

© 1986, CertainTeed Corporation
Product shown is Fiber Glass Based
*Pat. pend.
CELEBRATION...
A new style for old ceilings

Celebrate your newfound ability to economically bring the warmth and updown style of reflective ceilings to new and old buildings alike. Celebration 2' x 2' ceiling panels simply snap into standard Donn "Fineline" grid, leaving an elegantly thin black detail line between. Celebration... the newest, least expensive reflective ceiling surface available from Integrated Ceilings, Inc. Also available in a wide range of painted colors. Send for free details and celebrate your good fortune, today.

Integrated Ceilings, Inc.
1601 Iowa Ave., Riverside CA 92507  (213) 478-0781
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Eiffel's Oeuvre

The title of this excellent book about the great French engineer is somewhat misleading, since it is almost entirely devoted to the work of Gustave Eiffel and hardly at all to the man. However, within this self-imposed limitation, Henri Loyrette has produced a fascinating study of Eiffel's astonishing career. Lavishly illustrated with contemporary photographs, it is a well-written (and well-translated) study of some of the most important constructions of the 19th Century.

The rapid increase in urban populations caused by industrialization posed new architectural problems, for which new technology provided radical solutions. From the building of great new bridges required for railway expansion to strong yet light skeletons for the new monuments for the new world, metal was usurping the dominance of stone. The leader of this development was Gustave Eiffel.

The professional life and work of Eiffel is a metaphor for the 19th Century, with its unbounded optimism for the new technology, its ability to get things done, its indifference to the human costs incurred, and its support of the entrepreneur-businessman.

The idea that the means of support for the buildings and bridges should not be concealed but proudly revealed was first popularized, though not yet made acceptable, in England, by Paxton and the railway builders Fox and Henderson in the Crystal Palace of 1851. Eiffel followed this tradition, and his work affected many who came after him. His constructions achieved a kind of rough beauty simply by following the dictates of the material and its practical demands. Throughout his career he tackled more and more difficult projects, in each of which he developed original and creative techniques, many of which are still in use today.

His true genius was as an administrator, a businessman, and a leader of men. He opened his own firm in 1866. This was a time of social and political unrest in France, and several similar companies, in one of which he had been employed, had gone bankrupt. Nonetheless, his courage, his innovative ideas, his great organizational skills, his business acumen, and his ability to lead and inspire colleagues allowed him to become, in a period of 20 years, the most famous and successful iron-worker in Europe. He assembled around him a variety of talented engineers, designers and draftsmen, and by the time he, acting as a private individual, signed the contract for the famous tower with the City of Paris, he was one of the only men who had the resources and ability to tackle the construction. The Eiffel company lasted a hundred years.

Loyrette's book leads us through a detailed consideration of Eiffel's early work, which was to prepare him so well for his magnus opus. The variety and appropriateness of many of these early constructions is fascinating, from portable bridges to the skeleton for Bartholdi's Statue of Liberty, several, such as the Douro bridge and the Garabit viaduct, are masterpieces.

The Pest station in Budapest, one of his architectural works, is noteworthy for the way in which it combined metal and masonry, and foreshadowed his later work in the open and unabashed statement of iron's industrial nature.

The Douro bridge on the rail line between Lisbon and Oporto is justly the most famous of Eiffel's many bridges. The difficulties, which were enormous, necessitated the construction of the largest clear span in the world at that time (160 meters). The solution was ingenious, producing an elegant and unusual bridge. Many of the plans are reproduced in the book, and there are a series of photographs of the two sides of the arch reaching out from either bank like two lovers reaching to touch across the gulf between them. So accurate was the design and so careful the construction that the two halves of the arch, cantilevered over 80 meters each, required a horizontal adjustment of less than one centimeter as they met. The form of the Douro bridge is an outstanding argument against the fears of the day, that metal constructions would only "spoil" the landscape. As a result of this prowess, he was awarded the contract for the Garabit viaduct; the French State engineers considered him to be the only contractor who could satisfactorily construct what was to be known as "le plus gigantesque travail du monde."

The Eiffel Tower is a reification of the 19th Century, and the contrast between it and the Classical architecture of the rest of central Paris enhances its importance and interest. Built for the Exhibition of 1889, it was to demonstrate to the world that the recent political unrest had not affected France's industrial ability. For over 40 years it was the tallest structure in the world.

The idea for a tall tower was not unique, and several other suggestions were circulating before the decision was made to hold a competition. Two of Eiffel's colleagues, acting on their own, drew up preliminary plans. Once Eiffel was convinced that the project was worth while he launched himself into it and had little difficulty in securing the contract over a variety of alternative proposals. Prefabricated to astonishing precision, it required so few on-site workmen that it almost appeared to grow from day to day without human intervention. There was only one death during its construction, and one incident of labor unrest, with which Eiffel dealt with a directness and cunning that seems somewhat brutal to our 20th Century sensibilities. Visitors flocked to ascend the tower, and its construction cost was recovered from the entrance fees.

Of course the tower initiated artistic controversy, which continues to this day. One of Eiffel's...
detectors was Charles Garnier, whose fierce defense of architectural tradition caused him to support the “Artists’ Protest.” One of the strongest points in the tower’s defense, however, and one that allowed it to remain after the exhibition, was its utility as a scientific observatory. This debate—Art or Industry—foreshadowed similar controversies, such as that between Photography and Painting, which were brought into focus by advancing technology.

A third of the book is devoted to the construction of the tower and the controversy surrounding it. Included in the wealth of photographs are an astonishing series of 19, that represent one for each month of construction.

Although Eiffel remained active to within two years of his death at the age of 91, he never again tackled a work of such scale and importance. After the failure of the Panama Company, which had contracted with him to construct the canal, and three abortive projects (the Paris Metro, the underwater Channel bridge, and an observatory on Mont Blanc), he devoted his energies to an exploration of some of those scientific principles that had been the basis of his engineering. Among other achievements, he built a wind tunnel in which some of the earliest research on aerodynamics and propellers was carried out.

The book has one shortcoming; readers who wish for details of Eiffel’s life or times, the wellsprings of his creativity and huge success, or the personalities of his many collaborators will seach in vain. This is due in part to the very size and scale of Eiffel’s achievements; just as the Eiffel Tower dominates the rest of his constructions, the monumentality of those constructions dwarf their human creator. However, Loyrette has given in too easily to this problem. We put down this otherwise excellent book with the feeling that we know the work but not the man behind it. John His

The reviewer is a Toronto architect and author of The Glass House (MIT Press).

The Political City

Pierre Clavel wrote The Progressive City, case studies of Hartford, Cleveland, Santa Monica, Berkeley, and Burlington, Vermont, because he claims the press and his academic colleagues failed to tell how “progressive urban politics” succeeded in the 1970s and 1980s. “It was as if,” writes Clavel, “some orthodox model comfortable to, say, the readers of The New York Times had to limit the way we see things, to protect us from the unexpected.”

He smarts at elitist astigmatism on the part of the Times and many others. In 1978, while doing research during a coal strike in the West Virginia mountains, he saw poverty; people had palae complexities and dressed shabbily in towns that showed little public or private investment. Yet he felt national coverage of the strike stressed the miners’ high salaries, neglecting their black lungs and dim futures.

Bourgeois reporters aren’t Clavel’s only gripe. Government officials also wear elitist blinders, he says. In West Virginia, for instance, they set up a relief office, an inconvenient two hours from a flood-disaster site. According to a community organizer, a federal official justified its location far from the flood-devastated town because there was no Holiday Inn there.

Clavel says these experiences and examples “typified for me the way our nation handles the efforts at social organization and innovation that tend to spring up in our communities.”

Clavel, who teaches urban planning at Cornell University, attempts in his book “to correct this drift toward uniformity, this avoidance of the unexpected, and to encourage concepts tolerant of diversity.” But we finish the book wondering what his five cities have in common, not to mention the relevance of Holiday Inns.

Clearly, local governments did change in Hartford, Cleveland, and Berkeley in the 1970s, and in Santa Monica and Burlington in the 1980s, shifting power to community-based leaders in city halls, council chambers, and city managers’ offices. But these changes, he argues, had little to do with conventional notions of reform or socialist politics, without explaining how reformers differ from progressives. Rather, he speaks of a new urban populism, the beginnings of a movement toward innovation in other American cities. And what happened politically in the 1970s and 1980s surely did differ from the strong-armed control of political potentials like Richard Daley in Chicago, Robert Wagner in New York City, and Jean Drapeau, Montreal’s mayor of 29 years. Today few enjoy their autocratic styles and influence.

But are the experiences of Hartford, Cleveland, Santa Monica, Berkeley, and Burlington part of a broad changing of the guard, or vibrant, new alternatives? Clavel contends they are different. As politics moved to the right, progressive coalitions championed neighborhood power, the poor, and the working class against “suburban, absentee, and property-owning factions.” Most important, they followed American participatory democracy—of, for, and by the people—encouraging and organizing people first to fight city hall, and then to take it over.

His case studies document how progressive politics were put into action. Santa Monica and Berkeley passed rent control laws. Hartford negotiated for limited partnerships in new projects with developer concessions such as construction jobs and part-time employment for city residents. Cleveland successfully defeated a private takeover of its municipal power system. Berkeley sponsored housing cooperatives and collective social services, while Hartford began a community food system.

Yet Clavel gives little attention to the central role played by minorities, particularly blacks, in political life. Indeed, he omits his progressive coalitions and leaders suffered because they lacked minority support. He admits even though the influential Berkeley Citizen Action “sought to convince black voters that its programs were in the interest of blacks,” blacks chose the Democratic organization because they believed it gave them more “immediate rewards of political participation.”

But similar things seem to have occurred in other cities. Although Clavel believes Berkeley’s outcome in the 1970s, one wonders how it differs from Madison, Wisconsin’s political experiences, where progressive politics bloomed during this time. Or San Francisco where George Moscone, Harvey Milk, and other reformers fought for community concerns and won.

Even New York City, sometimes considered too big to change much, was transformed during the 1970s in what Clavel would presumably call progressive directions. From the mid-1960s until the early 1970s, John Lindsay, the mayor the might have been in 1970s, was elected on a liberal Republican ticket in a town long dominated by a Democratic machine. As a popular reformer, he revamped city agencies, put aside civil service lists, and called community support for projects. By the mid-1970s, charter reformers mandated neighborhood input for many city approval processes.

Clavel asserts that, although a “tempting” comparison, his cities’ experiences differ from their often more ideological predecessors, too. In a par

(continued on page 141)
Unlimited Editions.

Color from Sherwin-Williams, the color expert. Unlimited choices in paint, floorcovering, wallcovering, and window treatments. As a member of the Color Marketing Group, we keep up-to-date on the newest color trends and incorporate them into our products. Which makes it easy for you to select the newest trends. All readily available through our national network of 1,700 stores. For expert assistance, call 1-800-321-8194 (in Ohio, 1-800-362-0903).

Ask Sherwin-Williams. Architects Do.
"The DPIC education program has caused us to do continuing education, at the most basic contract level, that we probably wouldn't have gotten around to doing as a whole group. There may have been a person here or there that would have been enthusiastic about it, but their premium credit program requires all partners and technical staff to participate and take the exams. So, without the program, I think it would have been unlikely we would have gotten 100% participation. But because it is required, we do get it. In fact, we are considering making the DPIC tests, including reading the book, a requirement for all staff.

I can't imagine anybody not participating in the educational program, because of the cost savings aspect of it. I mean, let alone the fact that it can help your practice.

I think we've saved on the order of $30,000 over two or three years. We've found DPIC's premiums, with and without the education program, to be generally competitive, so we do regard it as a savings.

You might find another carrier that could provide the same insurance for that net amount. But I think DPIC has been conscientious, in not saying, 'OK, we'll lower our price and forget about the educational program,' and I think that speaks well for them."
New! An extraordinary group of AutoPilot and TouchButton warm air dryers featuring solid state reliability, elegant low profile design, vandal resistance, and amazing durability. Want that good warm feeling? Specify Bobrick's new AirCraft™ Warm Air Dryers in your next washroom design. AutoPilot models with touch free operation, and TouchButton models with on-off feature (for energy savings), both with automatic shut off. Seven gorgeous cast iron vitreous enamel cover colors, 5-year field proven electronics. HandCraft™ Hand Dryers have a unique 2-position nozzle for drying hands and face. HairCraft™ Hair Dryers are ideal for health clubs.

All with low noise levels, even-flow air volume void of hot spots, vandal-resistant cover and nozzle, low profile silhouettes, 5 and 10 year warranties, and competitive prices. For further information contact your local Bobrick representative, or write Bobrick, 11611 Hart Street, North Hollywood, CA 91605-5882. 818/764-1000.

BOBRICK AirCraft™ Dryers
New York Los Angeles Toronto

Look mom, no hands.
Highly figured matched French walnut veneers, quartered borders and inlay lines mark this executive desk as a particularly fine example of Georgian period design at the Baker level of craftsmanship. The collection is available in multiple configurations appropriate for the executive office.

For a Baker Executive Office brochure write Baker Furniture, Dept. 439, 1661 Monroe Avenue, N.W., Grand Rapids, Michigan 49505.
NEOCON 19, the international contract furnishings market and congress on environmental design, will take place Tuesday, June 9, through Friday, June 12, at the Merchandise Mart in Chicago. Among the many events scheduled, there are several seminars and workshops of interest to architects. Paul Goldberger will moderate a distinguished panel of internationally known architects in a symposium on Modernism, exploring the way in which current submovements contribute to the overall definition of contemporary design. Design for healthcare, emerging talent, and the future of design are other topics of interest.

Another architectural highlight is the Architects Luncheon on Friday, June 12, when the Chicago Architectural Award will be presented to Denise Scott Brown of Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown; Harry Weese, Harry Weese & Associates; and Leon Krier.

As in past years, the showrooms in the Mart will be complemented by the displays of contract furniture manufacturers from outside the United States in the NEOCON International Pavilion at the Expocenter/Chicago, across the street from the Mart. New this year at NEOCON, the Environmental Planning Exposition at the Expocenter/Chicago will display technologies and services, other than furnishings, that complement the interior designs. The Institute of Business Designers will hold its Third Annual National Conference, "The Business of Design," on Tuesday, June 9, at the Holiday Inn Mart Plaza.


Please consult the following guide for details of time and place for seminars and workshops.
Seminars and Workshops

Tuesday, June 9

8:30 A.M. Workshop
"Design on the Runway: Contract Installations as Design Statements." Ronald Van Gelderen, Chairman, Carpet & Rug Institute; Harry Milli, President, Certified Floorcovering Service; Vice Chairman, Commercial Floorcovering Association.

10:30 A.M. Workshop

4:00 P.M. Seminar
"Leading Edge Technology: Processes and Materials that will Shape the Future." Richard Hess, Research Manager, Technical Planning, E.I. DuPont de Nemours & Co.; Thomas Wolfiner, Vice President, Research and Development, Industrial and Consumer Sector, 3M.

10:30 A.M. Workshop

2:30 P.M. Workshop

4:00 P.M. Seminar
"Emerging Voices: The Young, the Bright and the Talented Minds in American Design." Katherine McCoy, Industrial Designer, Cranbrook Academy of Art; Adrian Smith, Architect, Partner, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; Michael Vanderbyl, graphic designer; Kevin Walz, furniture designer.

Wednesday, June 10

8:30 A.M. Keynote Address
"The High-Flex Society: Meeting Economic Challenge." Pat Choate, Director, Office of Policy and Analysis, TRW, Inc.

2:30 P.M. Workshop
"Design in Search of Productivity: Coping with the Complexities of the Electronic Office." Dan Sachar, Vice Chairman, Environetics International, Inc.

10:30 A.M. Workshop

Thursday, June 11

8:30 A.M. Seminar
"The Continuing Revolution in Lighting: Compact Illumination." Dan Thomas, Manager of Commercial Engineering, GTE Lighting Products; Terry McGowan, Manager of Application Engineering, General Electric.
8:30 A.M. Seminar
“The Corporate Facility: Options and Issues that Affect the Planning Process.” John J. Dues, Director, Corporate Real Estate, The Mead Corporation; Edward Lewis, Corporate Director of Real Estate, Motorola; William Agnello, Vice President, Real Estate and Facilities Planning, Baxter Travenol Laboratories, Inc.; Joseph E. Healey, President, Industrial Development Research Council and Senior Project Manager, AMOCO Corp.; Edward J. Carr, First Vice President, Industrial Development Research Council and Vice President, Asset Management, Baxter Travenol Laboratories, Inc.

Noon Luncheon

10:30 A.M. Workshop

2:30 P.M. Workshop
“How Dealers Meet the Marketing Challenge: Setting Your Firm Apart from the Crowd.” A. John Dodson, Sr., President, Color Art Inc.; James Dailey, President, Dailey’s Office Productivity Center; Don Griesdorn, President, BKM Total Office Today; James L. Newman, President, JLN Furniture Systems, Inc.

4:30 P.M. Seminar
“How Dealers Meet the Marketing Challenge: Setting Your Firm Apart from the Crowd.” John J. Dues, Director, Corporate Real Estate, The Mead Corporation; Edward Lewis, Corporate Director of Real Estate, Motorola; William Agnello, Vice President, Real Estate and Facilities Planning, Baxter Travenol Laboratories, Inc.; Joseph E. Healey, President, Industrial Development Research Council and Senior Project Manager, AMOCO Corp.; Edward J. Carr, First Vice President, Industrial Development Research Council and Vice President, Asset Management, Baxter Travenol Laboratories, Inc.

Monday, June 11
8:30 A.M. Seminar
“The Corporate Facility: Options and Issues that Affect the Planning Process.” John J. Dues, Director, Corporate Real Estate, The Mead Corporation; Edward Lewis, Corporate Director of Real Estate, Motorola; William Agnello, Vice President, Real Estate and Facilities Planning, Baxter Travenol Laboratories, Inc.; Joseph E. Healey, President, Industrial Development Research Council and Senior Project Manager, AMOCO Corp. See Noon Luncheon, Friday June 12, for ticket information.

Noon Luncheon

10:30 A.M. Workshop
“How Dealers Meet the Marketing Challenge: Setting Your Firm Apart from the Crowd.” A. John Dodson, Sr., President, Color Art Inc.; James Dailey, President, Dailey’s Office Productivity Center; Don Griesdorn, President, BKM Total Office Today; James L. Newman, President, JLN Furniture Systems, Inc.

2:30 P.M. Workshop
“How Dealers Meet the Marketing Challenge: Setting Your Firm Apart from the Crowd.” A. John Dodson, Sr., President, Color Art Inc.; James Dailey, President, Dailey’s Office Productivity Center; Don Griesdorn, President, BKM Total Office Today; James L. Newman, President, JLN Furniture Systems, Inc.

10:30 A.M. Workshop
“How Dealers Meet the Marketing Challenge: Setting Your Firm Apart from the Crowd.” A. John Dodson, Sr., President, Color Art Inc.; James Dailey, President, Dailey’s Office Productivity Center; Don Griesdorn, President, BKM Total Office Today; James L. Newman, President, JLN Furniture Systems, Inc.
BEAUTY SECRET
A stunning range of functional and decorative tiles contribute to the beautiful versatility of Ethospace interiors. Modular and interchangeable, the tiles are the skin of the Ethospace wall system. This sturdy steel frame is the structural element of Ethospace walls, and it too is versatile. The frame comes in three heights and three widths, with double-sided baseline power factory installed or added later if needed. Hinged side covers give easy access to electrical wiring. And because the tiles attach to both sides of the frame, you can design one side of a wall without affecting your design on the other side.

Beauty is Only Skin Deep.

Like all real beauty, the beauty of Ethospace interiors comes from inside. From strong steel frames that support work surfaces and storage, and accept an incredibly varied assortment of modular tiles.

Those tiles are the Ethospace skin. You choose it from colors and patterns in vinyl or fabric, and from various wood finishes. And the tiles needn’t be the same on both sides of an Ethospace wall.

But the beauty of Ethospace is not just how the tiles look but what they do. A rail
Ethospace is nice. People like it for that. Ethospace is lovely. People love it for that. But the real beauty of Ethospace is what it lets you do and what it lets us do for you. People specify it for that.

To learn more, call 1-800-851-1196.

tile holds tools for organizing paper, for storage and display. An adjustable shelf tile adds horizontal surface. A picture frame tile displays art and photographs. A marker tile provides a vertical writing surface. A radiant heat tile generates warmth where the user is cold, and — economically — only there. An acoustical tile improves the acoustics precisely where needed, and only there. A beltline wire management tile puts wires, cables and outlets at worksurface height. Open tiles improve air circulation and allow paper and equipment to be passed between offices. Window tiles let the light in (and the user's vision out).

Face tiles, shelf tiles, display tiles. Tiles that hold tools and tiles that are tools. Unlike panel systems, Ethospace never requires that one surface (like a tackboard) wastefully cover up another surface (like the panel that the tackboard has to be attached to). This is because Ethospace tiles don't go on the wall. They are the wall. That's the beauty of Ethospace.

herman miller
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Quality.
We've been perfecting it for more than a century.

It was a time of great artisans. And a new company named Alma was absorbing the lessons of the 19th century craftsmanship. Pride in design. Patience in construction. Care and attention to the fineries of detailing.

Today more than 100 years later, that heritage reverberates at Alma Desk Companies.

Though the workmanship in the product is firmly rooted in an earlier century, we haven't lost sight of the needs of the present one. Or the next one, for that matter. Every piece of finely crafted furniture by Alma is fully adaptable for today's total office requirements. Whether the requirement demands the performance of a system, the luxury of a free standing desk, the confidence of computer capability or a wealth of finishes, woods, design styles or options.

Tradition. Some measure it in time. At Alma, we prefer to view it as a measure of quality.

Showrooms—Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, High Point, Long Island City, San Francisco.
Corporate Headquarters • The Alma Companies.
1301 Lincoln Dr., High Point, NC 27260 • 800-633-3391

ALMA
Insight into tomorrow.
Adam James Textiles
Laura Deublet Mercurio styled Ballad and Folksong, part of the new Pastoral Collection of wool and silk upholstery fabrics for executive office seating. Each is available in 15 colorways.
Circle 102 on reader service card

Adanlock
In-office offices consist of ceiling-high walls, ceilings, floors, lighting, work surfaces, seating and integral storage units. A choice of ceilings can accommodate direct, ambient, or task lighting.
Circle 103 on reader service card

Adden Furniture
A contemporary beveled top design distinguishes the Beveled Desk series. All surfaces are select plane-sliced, red oak veneers with solid red oak edges. The companion High Back Executive Chair and Pull-Up Chair offer contoured back support.
Circle 104 on reader service card

Alma
The Chancellor side armchair, also available in a swivel version, is offered in solid walnut, oak, or new high gloss black, burgundy, sangaree, teal, and gunmetal finishes.
Circle 106 on reader service card

American Seating
New and expanded fabric and finish options highlight a host of aesthetic refinements for System R, an open office furniture system.
Circle 107 on reader service card

American Seating
New and expanded fabric and finish options highlight a host of aesthetic refinements for System R, an open office furniture system.
Circle 108 on reader service card

Arc Com
Classica & Moire are two patterns of wool upholstery fabrics for executive management areas. Each is available in 15 colorways.
Circle 109 on reader service card

Armstrong
Classic White and Classic Black join the Excelon Imperial Texture line of vinyl composition tiles. The through-grained patterns combine with uniform dispersions of color and texture for a range of applications.
Circle 110 on reader service card

Arconas
Designed by Conrad Marini, the Conrad Collection of ergonomically designed chairs offers forward tilt and position locking standard features on the high and medium series, which includes full arm chairs.
Circle 111 on reader service card

Artemide
The base of this fully adjustable task lamp is black die-cast metal alloy. The lamp is polished aluminum. The Tolomeo table is by Michele De Lucchi and Giancarlo Fassino.
Circle 112 on reader service card

Atelier International
The Diva wall scone, designed by Ezio Didone, consists of two semi-circular frosted glass plates that produce dual reflected and diffused lighting effects.
Circle 113 on reader service card
Azrock
Two new patterns, Century Marble in luxury vinyl tile, and Classic Granite in vinyl composition floor tile, will be introduced at NEOCON. Century Marble is offered in four colors and Classic Granite may be specified in white, coral, or gray.
Circle 113 on reader service card

Baker
Executive office NEOCON introductions will include this chair, by French designer Pierre Paulin.
Circle 114 on reader service card

Beylerian
The Halo series chair offers enameled color finishes, scratch-resistant coatings, and upholstered inserts. Designers can complement the chair with Halo Series stools and tables.
Circle 116 on reader service card

Brayton
Flagstone, an English cloth woven to create a dimensional impression, is composed of 100 percent worsted wool. Designers may choose from nine colorways including wineberry, teal, lapis, and rosewood.
Circle 120 on reader service card

Brickel
The Bankers® Series now includes the original conference chair designed by Ward Bennett, a low-arm side chair, lounge chair, swivel chair, sofa and the new high-arm side chair. The Bankers® Series is hand carved from American white ash, hand-sanded and offered in a variety of finishes.
Circle 119 on reader service card

Brunschwig & Fils
The Constellations program features six functional contract fabrics. URSA is a versatile, solid color wool ottoman offered in 15 colors.
Circle 121 on reader service card

Charvoz
Network II seating, offered with or without arms, contains the latest ergonomic technology within its enclosed underseat. The base finish is a new smoke black matte.
Circle 123 on reader service card

Gretchen Bellinger
Streetcar®, ideal for high traffic upholstery applications, joins a growing collection of quality pile fabrics. Colors include neutrals, blanch, stella, and desire.
Circle 115 on reader service card

L.E. Carpenter
New from Vortex is this selection of 65 unique natural fiber woven and warp lay wallcoverings. A range of contemporary colors is offered.
Circle 122 on reader service card

Andre Bon
Embroiding gives Super Velours upholstery velvet additional depth and texture. The fabric is 55 inches wide and 100 percent Chlorofibre.
Circle 117 on reader service card

Borroughs
Unimetrics office systems offer a wide variety of freestanding work surface sizes with vertical storage units, pedestal drawer systems, and effective task lighting.
Circle 118 on reader service card

Beylerian
The Halo series chair offers enameled color finishes, scratch-resistant coatings, and upholstered inserts. Designers can complement the chair with Halo Series stools and tables.
Circle 116 on reader service card

Brickel
The Bankers® Series now includes the original conference chair designed by Ward Bennett, a low-arm side chair, lounge chair, swivel chair, sofa and the new high-arm side chair. The Bankers® Series is hand carved from American white ash, hand-sanded and offered in a variety of finishes.
Circle 119 on reader service card

Bruschwieg & Fils
The Constellations program features six functional contract fabrics. URSA is a versatile, solid color wool ottoman offered in 15 colors.
Circle 121 on reader service card

L.E. Carpenter
New from Vortex is this selection of 65 unique natural fiber woven and warp lay wallcoverings. A range of contemporary colors is offered.
Circle 122 on reader service card

Gretchen Bellinger
Streetcar®, ideal for high traffic upholstery applications, joins a growing collection of quality pile fabrics. Colors include neutrals, blanch, stella, and desire.
Circle 115 on reader service card

L.E. Carpenter
New from Vortex is this selection of 65 unique natural fiber woven and warp lay wallcoverings. A range of contemporary colors is offered.
Circle 122 on reader service card
Progressions + Freestanding Cas goods.

New expectations about design, craftsmanship and the needs of people and the way they work.

Designed by Nicola Balderi.

A higher expectation.
The fiber with authority? (Associated Space Design relied on Zeftron 500® nylon.) High-performance fiber for an energy efficient office complex? Associated Space Design put down versatile carpet tiles and matching broadloom with Zeftron 500 nylon because it met toughest specifications for color.

Zeftron 500® is a registered trademark owned by BASF Corporation.
consistency and performance. Zeftron 500 nylon tiles are solution dyed for long-lasting color. Dye lots are limitless. Tiles can be easily interchanged and replaced. Zeftron 500 nylon keeps Tennessee Valley Authority running very smoothly. Fibers for every way of life.
Collins & Aikman
Five new patterns ranging from small-scale pin dots to large geometric shapes join the Colon­
nade contract broadloom collection. Each pattern comes in six colorways as well as custom colors.
Circle 124 on reader service card

Condi
Richmond Series seating includes high- and low-back classic bentwood chairs designed for com­
fort. A choice of spindle or fully upholstered back is offered.
Circle 125 on reader service card

Corry Hiebert
The Altair Series, in three basic models, has lumbar support, knee­
tilt and auto-height controls for the executive. The Cygnus Series, in open or closed arm models, has a con­toured frame in a variety of woods.
Circle 126 on reader service card

Cramer
The Tech Space panel system con­
sists of a group of steel-frame panels upon which modular compo­
nents, such as drawers or shelving, may be attached. Panels are avail­
able in six heights and seven widths, and feature a laminated surface or an open frame.
Circle 128 on reader service card

Cumberland
Trio conference tables are offe­ned with round, rectangular, racetrack oval, and boat-shaped wood tops in a choice of woods and finishes. Bases are black steel with red stretchers or chrome steel with black stretchers.
Circle 127 on reader service card

Donghia
The Graniti collection of textural wallcoverings, produced through a technique comparable to air brush­ing, is offered in a palette of 12 faux finishes.
Circle 132 on reader service card

EOC
The 1820 Series sofa collection, available in 60- or 84-inch lengths, adapts well to individual and multi­ple groupings. It is constructed of a hardwood interior frame with revers­ible zippered cushions.
Circle 133 on reader service card

Fixtures Furniture
The Clock folding chair’s exclusive design permits the back frame to slot into special grooves in the seat, which in turn folds down on the legs. The steel frame is finished in black epoxy or optional bright chrome.
Circle 134 on reader service card

Corry Hiebert

 Fixtures Furniture

The Clack folding chair’s exclusive design permits the back frame to slot into special grooves in the seat, which in turn folds down on the legs. The steel frame is finished in black epoxy or optional bright chrome.
Circle 134 on reader service card
50 new chairs from Fixtures!

delos™ office, conference, visitor & lounge chairs
rondo™ stack & gang side, arm & tablet chairs
bravo™ thermoplastic stack chairs
crack™ thermoplastic folding chairs
signa™ ergonomic office seating
rhombus™ stack-gang chairs

FIXTURES FURNITURE®
1642 Crystal, P.O. Box 6346, Kansas City, MO 64126-2825 • Telephone: 800/821-3500 • 816/241-4500
Telex: 434218 Fixtures KSC, Telefax: 816/241-4027
Showrooms: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Houston, Kansas City, Los Angeles, New York, Philadelphia, St. Louis

Circle No. 348 on Reader Service Card
Formica
Papercraft, designed by Alessandro De Gregori, is part of the new collection of high-pressure laminates. Designers may select haze, vicuna, heather, or antique white in matte and polished finishes.

Forms + Surfaces
The Great Benches Series of wood bench slabs and several new concrete elements, with four new concrete colors, is offered in a selection of VX wood surfaces for interiors, or in solid wood assemblies for exterior applications.

GF Furniture Systems
Major product enhancements and additions to the Stratum Desk and Storage System, designed by Charles Schreiner and Travis Randolph, will be introduced at NEOCON.

Gunlocke
GEVA, a new concept in management desks and casegoods, combines the beauty and solidity of fine wood casegoods with the modularity and changeability of panel systems.

Habitat
The design of the Intracase casegood system from the Intrex division is based on interchangeable pedestals that fit into desk, return, or credenza “envelopes.” Mahogany and oak finishes are offered as well as three hi-gloss color finishes.

Harden
Traditional Custom Conference Tables are constructed of solid cherry hardwoods. Two base styles, cherry panel with raised panel detailing and cherry pedestal with four Queen Anne legs, are available. Custom-sized tops may be ordered in seven standard and “U” or “L” shapes.

Hardwood House
The Hanover Guest Chair from the European Design Collection can be specified in a variety of new colors and fabrics now offered.

Haskell
Canterbury seating is available in high-back and regular-back executive swivels as well as guest chairs with or without arms in a choice of two base designs. Upholstery options include brown or black leather or wool/viscose fabric in a choice of 41 colors.

Hastings Tile & Il Bagno
Oblo vanity, designed in Italy, is equipped with washbasin and faucet, accessory shelves, towel bars, mirror, adjustable spotlight and built-in switch and socket. Oblo is made of high-gloss lacquered wood in three striking color combinations.

Greeff
Angelique, a 100 percent cotton fabric, is from a collection of tapestries taken from European mills’ archives. Angelique may be selected in Old Rose or Indigo.
Color...Marquesa Lana is a step ahead of the competition.

Marquesa Lana offers color coordinated carpet yarns that are perfect for your office or home. Marquesa Lana is colorfast, stain-resistant, and durable. For color that is beautiful and elegant, the choice is Marquesa® Lana. Still...a step ahead.
Data-Trak: A highly efficient method of isolating low-voltage communications and data cables in a top raceway to prohibit any electrical interference from baseboard power. Complies with stringent government requirements for the separation of communications and electrical cables.

Top: A special adapter for Comm-Pak voice and data outlets snaps into any Powr-Pac knockout location.

Left: Data-Trak's vertical cable manager. Used for routing cables to Powr-Pac or the bottom raceway.
It takes a company like Westinghouse to take control of the electronic office.

A company that understands technology on every level. A company that has the knowledge to develop a file management system which includes top raceway, baseboard and most importantly work surface abilities.

At hand. Because what good is power if it's difficult to get to? Powr-Pac attaches directly to the back of the work surface, placing power and communications lines within easy reach of employees. Lines can be fed from top or bottom raceway channels. Work surfaces remain clean and uncluttered for maximum utility. And with connections at the surface, computer hardware and telephones can be rearranged quickly and easily.

Westinghouse... the comprehensive range of integrated, yet interdependent subsystems from the total quality leader, Westinghouse. More than 100 years of delivering quality you can be sure of. Let us help you take control. Write Westinghouse Furniture Systems, 4300 36th Street, S.E., Grand Rapids, Michigan 49508, or call 1-800-445-5045.

Circle No. 401
You can be sure... if it's Westinghouse
**Haworth**

Composed of geometric glazed and fabric-covered panels, fanlights, and single and French doors, Architectural Elements™ for the open plan office are available with a choice of two electrical systems.

Circle 146 on reader service card

**Helikon**

New MGC Chairs, the Vienna and the Tao, are available in mahogany, oak, walnut, and cherry finishes. The Vienna Chair is composed of a hardwood frame with curved arms. Tao, with radiused arms and tapered legs, offers upholstered or wood back options.

Circle 147 on reader service card

**Hesco**

New for NEOCON is a seating line that includes a tilt/swivel and a side chair. Specifiers may choose from several upholstery fabrics and a range of standard finishes for the exposed wood.

Circle 148 on reader service card

**Hickory Business Furniture**

The solid cherry Lafayette Chair is available in HBF hand-rubbed lacquered finishes for the contemporary corporate environment.

Circle 149 on reader service card

**Howe**

A mahogany wood veneer has been added to the Cherner Collection of tables. Designed by Norman Cherner, the tables are available in light and dark oak wood veneers, as well as in seven standard colors of plastic laminate tops.

Circle 151 on reader service card

**ICI Fibers**

Tactesse combines the look and feel of a natural fiber with the soil resistance, durability, and resilience of a synthetic fiber.

Circle 152 on reader service card

**ICF**

Tad Williams designed The Tavern Chair to combine classic grace with modern abstraction. It is crafted of solid oak in bleached, ebonized, or natural finishes.

Circle 153 on reader service card

**iil**

Selected Editions is a comprehensive collection of office furniture including desks, chairs, and workwalls offered in a select range of woods, colors, metals, fabrics, and leathers.

Circle 154 on reader service card

**Interna Designs**

New to the line of contract chairs, Normal is constructed of steel and bentwood. Both materials are offered in several colors and stains.

Circle 155 on reader service card

**JG**

The Springbok seating series, designed by John Behringer, consists of a task stool and operator's version. All are offered with or without arms and are fully adjustable.

Circle 156 on reader service card
Take A Closer Look
System R™ for the office.

Refined detail.
Revitalized colors, textures and finishes.
Retained responsiveness and integrity.

Take A Closer Look
at a rising star... American Seating.
Up the Corporate Ladder with Lees.

We know our way around the corporation. Lees carpets more corporate corridors, offices, and boardrooms than any commercial carpet company in the world. More carpet and carpet tile for more corporations, from start-up operations to the Fortune 500, from the elegance of the executive suite to the utility of the bullpen.

We can give you the corporate look in broadloom and also in modular systems that match in color and texture. The result: greater design flexibility.

As the world's leading resource for commercial carpet, we give you lots of choices: forty different products, every imaginable color, and virtually unlimited custom pattern capability. In commercial carpet or carpet tile of advanced generation Antron® nylon by DuPont with soil and static protection built-in.

Our corporate bottom line is performance. We've made a career of it. That's why so many corporate ladders stand on Lees.

Lee Jofa
The Hampstead sofa, for executive suite seating, is available in 5-, 6-, and 7-foot sofa lengths and has a matching armchair in standard and continental seat heights.
Circle 157 on reader service card

Katzenbach & Warren
The Flowering Tree wallcovering from the Golden Age of Williamsburg® Collection has a repeating pattern of peonies, roses, tulips, and poppies.
Circle 158 on reader service card

KCR
Ravenna, a 54-inch jacquard weave creating mosaic patterns, offers specifiers six standard colorways as well as custom colors. A range of fabric and texture choices is also available.
Circle 159 on reader service card

Kimball
The Laureate contract furniture collection features extensive options including a variety of pedestals for desks and choice of kneepace and storage credenzas. Mahogany veneer or formal mahogany finish may be specified.
Circle 160 on reader service card

Kinetics
Designed by Paolo Favaretto with Giancarlo Bisaglia, the Neon chair is constructed of a cantilevered frame, in chrome or 24 kinkote colors, and molded structural urethane back and seat finished in kinkote or black.
Circle 161 on reader service card

Kirk-Brummel
Princeton, Davos, and Choate represent a new contract line of woven fabrics. Princeton and Choate, both 51 inches wide, are available in eight colorways. Davos, available in four colorways, is 55 inches wide.
Circle 162 on reader service card

Knoll
The Mandarin side chair, designed by Sottsass Associati, changes character through a range of finishes and upholstery. The legs are black matte tubular steel. Optional arms are rattan with two wood finishes, or tubular steel with glossy paint.
Circle 200 on reader service card

Koch + Lowy
The Mageia Table Collection comprises unusual tables of stone and slate, available in many styles and shapes, and in most cases, for immediate delivery.
Circle 201 on reader service card

Boris Kroll
New for NEOCON is a collection of inherently flameproof panel fabrics offered in four styles and 124 colorways. All of the fabrics can be used for direct glue application on walls or panels.
Circle 202 on reader service card

Krueger
Hardwood veneers and plastic laminate or resin surfaces with wood, vinyl, or resin edge treatments are among the new system of table tops designed to be integrated with existing table base designs.
Circle 203 on reader service card

Kusch
Simon Desanta engineered a unique stretching system for the Desanta Chair; the seat elongates when the occupant leans back, to provide complete comfort. It is available with or without arms.
Circle 204 on reader service card

Jack Lenor Larsen
The Associate’s Chair, designed by Paul Tuttle, may be selected as an armchair or side chair. Both are available in black-on-black and are crafted of fine ash natural beech legs with a textured seat and back.
Circle 205 on reader service card
boss collection . . . make a lasting impression

headquarters brayton international collection 255 swathmore avenue, high point, north carolina 27264 919/434-4151 telex 578-431
The world is filled with examples of the fusion between function and beauty. We take such things seriously. By merging the useful with the aesthetic, we are becoming a company capable of bringing the workplace to a new level of sophistication. Formerly Hiebert and Corry Jamestown, we are now Corry Hiebert. We have blended exacting craftsmanship with exquisite design. We have united structure with flexibility. As a result, we are creating that which not only is perfectly adapted to contemporary needs, but is the supreme example of classic endurance. We have molded our philosophy and our product into a form best suited to the marketplace. And, in an industry where moving forward depends upon creating the right kind of environment, we will continue to build upon a pattern of excellence.
**Lehigh-Leopold**
Rondo seating is available as an upholstered side panel closed chair or an open-arm version that stacks four high. Many fabrics and finishes may be selected. Circle 206 on reader service card

---

**J.M. Lynne**
Cocoon Cloth is the new spun-silk collection of wallcoverings and upholstery fabrics. Plain and classic Bedford cord weaves, which make up the collection, are each available in 15 colorways. Circle 207 on reader service card

---

**Madison Systems**
Jerome Caruso designed leather-upholstered Software seating with a special tilt-swivel mechanism and articulated shell for a dual-action, self-adjusting seat. Circle 208 on reader service card

---

**Maharam**
Panel/Systems Fabrics and Woven Surfaces compose a new collection of polyester blend COM fabrics consisting of eight patterns and 96 colorways in a 66-inch width. Circle 209 on reader service card

---

**Marden**
Designed by Dick Tremulis, this new line of upholstered seating features curved design detailing. Variations of the Lounge Chair include a two-seater sofa. Circle 210 on reader service card

---

**Meridian**
The File Cube/Space Divider meets filing and storage needs through a range of interchangeable lateral files and storage components. Pass-through units allow visual contact between spaces. Constructed of heavy-gauge steel, all exterior surfaces are available in 37 baked-enamel colors. Circle 211 on reader service card

---

**Metropolitan**
Designed by Brian Kane, the 710 Chair and Loveseat can be used in front of a desk, in a lobby area, or as perimeter seating. Optional casters add to the group's versatility. Circle 212 on reader service card

---

**Herman Miller**
A new desk group designed by Tom Newhouse includes pedestal desks, linking desks, stand-up desks, credenzas, and a variety of storage elements for use as freestanding furniture with systems environments, in enclosed offices, or as standalone pieces. Circle 214 on reader service card

---

**Modern Mode**
Conventional casegoods combine with flexible components to create the Tek 3 system. Hardwood finishes with a selection of ModeColor accents change Tek 3's character from fanciful to formal. Circle 213 on reader service card

---

**Mueller**
Made of anigre veneers with solid maple edge and base details and highlighted with antique brass hardware, Century Series casegoods will be available in a broad selection of finishes and lacquers. Circle 216 on reader service card

---

**Monel**
The Barrel chair, from the Carina side/arm chair series designed by Bert Lieber, is hand-crafted of solid wood. The removable seat pad may be covered with Monel fabric, leather, or COM. Circle 215 on reader service card
THE IMAGINATION OVERFLOWS.
Practicality aside.
High quality resilient Radial II rubber flooring lends itself to even the most imaginative design applications.
In a vast array of contemporary colors and crisp patterns.
Call 1-800-633-3151. Or write P.O. Box 553, Tuscumbia, AL 35674.
Then let your imagination go.

Circle No. 349 on Reader Service Card
It was grounds for separation. We had two companies, Kimball and Artec. Kimball was well-known for casegoods and seating. Artec for office systems. But Artec also offered casegoods and some seating, which it wasn't so well-known for. And Kimball ventured into office systems. Also not common knowledge. So we did some logical corporate restructuring. We moved Artec's casegoods and seating over to Kimball. And made Artec the office systems specialists. So now it's simple. When you need the industry's most comprehensive range of casegoods and seating, call Kimball. When you need the office systems
And Artec is in pieces.

that offer you the most options, call Artec. And when you need to create an entire office—from executive to reception areas—mixing casegoods and office systems, call Kimball or Artec. Because everything from Kimball works with everything from Artec. At Kimball International, we may have reorganized Kimball and Artec slightly. But we didn’t alienate them from one another. In fact, they’ll both be at Neocon, Space 825, with some great new introductions.
**Myrtle Desk**
Alpha is a full line of director's tables offered in three sizes with standard mahogany tops and panel bases.
Circle 217 on reader service card

**Nemschoff**
This all-upholstered, 826 Series group of chairs, sofas, and settees features Flip-Loc construction, allowing on-site renewal. Cushions, arms, and rails can be replaced or re-covered in minutes.
Circle 218 on reader service card

**Normbau**
Nylon lever handles make up the injection molded tubular nylon builder's hardware systems. The handles are offered in 15 fade- and scratch-resistant colors.
Circle 219 on reader service card

**Office Specialty**
Storage Centers™ Lateral Files can be customized to house all combinations of shelves and drawers. A total of 41 case heights are available including the new 10⅞-inch and 13⅞-inch sizes.
Circle 221 on reader service card

**Pace Collection**
G. Faleschini designed The Elite executive office group, consisting of a desk, a credenza, a bar, a wall system, and seating. Every component is covered with saddle leather.
Circle 222 on reader service card

**Partek Tile**
Quattro Tile, designed by Lena Anderson, is dry-pressed and glazed to achieve a glossy finish for long life and easy cleaning, for a range of residential and commercial wall applications.
Circle 223 on reader service card

**Nucraft**
The Executive Series computer furniture line features Chippendale styling, in walnut wood and wood veneer, with locking casters or wood bases. Forty different models meet a variety of custom computer needs.
Circle 220 on reader service card

**Patterson, Flynn & Martin**
Custom woven to size and color, the Monkey Border wool rug with leopard center field is part of the new collection of animal-inspired rugs. The border is a hand-knotted Savonnerie weave.
Circle 224 on reader service card

**PCI/Tandem**
The 1100 series includes high- and low-back Tilt/Rotary chairs, side and armchairs, and a secretarial and task chair. Exposed wood frames are available in oak, walnut, or mahogany in seven finish options.
Circle 225 on reader service card

**Partek Tile**
Quattro Tile, designed by Lena Anderson, is dry-pressed and glazed to achieve a glossy finish for long life and easy cleaning, for a range of residential and commercial wall applications.
Circle 223 on reader service card

**R- Way**
Double and single pedestal desks, open and closed credenzas, executive and secretarial desk returns, and lateral file cabinets make up the Lafayette collection of office furniture. Featured accessories include mitered corners, solid hardwood bases, and brass grommets.
Circle 226 on reader service card

**Ron Rezek**
The Orbis dual-intensity halogen task lamp is constructed of a stainless steel and brass arm and heavy-walled cast aluminum black base. The arm is offered in flat black, or flat black with red enamel.
Circle 227 on reader service card
NEMSCHOFF: THE QUALITY SOURCE

Lounges...patient rooms...dorms...retirement homes or conference rooms. Nemschoff is the finest source for furniture that fits the specification. That's because Nemschoff casegoods and seating groups are designed for the end user—influenced by the specific needs for comfort and durability. Easy maintenance, too.

Like flip-lox designs for instant renewal of fixed cushions, or casegoods with dry construction for on-site part replacement. That's just part of the Nemschoff story. For a complete view of our line, call or write for the name of your nearest Nemschoff representative.

NEMSCHOFF

General Offices: 2218 W. Water Street, Sheboygan, WI 53081  Phone 414-457-7726
Showrooms: Chicago, 1193 Merchandise Mart; Dallas, 605 Oak Lawn Design Plaza; New York, 150 East 58th Street

Circle No. 375 on Reader Service Card
EVEN UNDER THE HARSHEST CONDITIONS DU PONT ANTRON THRIVES.

Whatever the problems your interior environment poses, DuPont Antron can weather them all. Du Pont Antron nylon is specifically designed for tough conditions. It gives the best protection against crushing and matting. And it handles soil and stains like no other carpet fiber can.

What's more, Antron handles all your design needs, too. By offering the widest range of colors, textures, and styles, Antron can help you find precisely what you want.

Maybe that's why so many architects and designers put their trust in Antron. And why they've made Antron the number one specified carpet fiber in the country.

Find out more about the Du Pont Antron family of fibers in the Du Pont Antron Specifiers Guide. For your free copy, call 1-800-448-9835.

THE ANSWERS COME EASY WITH ANTRON®
Ben Rose
Limelight, a rib-woven, woolen upholstery fabric, is available in twelve colorways, with custom colors in sufficient yardage.

Schumacher
The Alpha Series includes Alpha Dot in 12 colorways, and Alpha Diagonal, available in 11 colorways. Both fabrics are 100 percent wool and 55 inches wide.

Shaw/Walker
Volante seating may be selected in either spinlift manual or pneumatic height adjustments with swivel and swivel/tilt options.

Smokador
The Wall Clock, designed by Ole Mathiesen, is battery operated with Swiss quartz movement and hand-formed matte black aluminum frame in three diameters.

Karl Springer
The kidney-shaped desk, finished in goatskin, is available through designers, architects, and specifiers in custom finishes.

Stark Carpet
Olten and Sarnen carpet lines feature a heathered yarn blend in two Wilton weaves: herringbone and basketweave. Multiple stock colorways may be specified; both carpets are 100 percent wool.

Spacesaver
High density, mobile storage/filing S-Line Systems are available in a push-button-controlled, electric-powered design, and a compact mechanical-assist model with glass partitions separating it from the office work area.

Scalamandre
Vendure, from the Gobelin collection of upholstery fabric and wallcoverings, is 100 percent cotton cloth woven in France. One striking colorway combining browns, burgundy, and teal is offered.

Schafer Bros.
The Chesterfield 9049-30 lounge chair features balanced diamond button tufting, a choice of welt or brass nailhead trim, and finished bun feet or sculptured pedestal feet.

Shelby Williams
Contemporary can be classic, as shown in the No. 1960 model armchair constructed of a foam-padded seat and back.

Samsonite
New add-on and shared workstations for the prepackaged 28-Minute Office workstations are available in task and information-processing configurations, and four designer colors. The new stations feature the same panel assembly system as the basic units.

Spacesaver
High density, mobile storage/filing S-Line Systems are available in a push-button-controlled, electric-powered design, and a compact mechanical-assist model with glass partitions separating it from the office work area.

Karl Springer
The kidney-shaped desk, finished in goatskin, is available through designers, architects, and specifiers in custom finishes.

Stark Carpet
Olten and Sarnen carpet lines feature a heathered yarn blend in two Wilton weaves: herringbone and basketweave. Multiple stock colorways may be specified; both carpets are 100 percent wool.
EUROPE
SENDS YOU ITS BEST

From Italy, the Castelli® Collection. From Holland, the Artifort® Collection. And from Germany, the Casala® Collection. The choicest items from the renowned furniture companies of Europe, selected and offered by the new Krueger International Division.

Krueger International is now a single source for the finest in overseas furniture design; offering simplified ordering, reliable delivery, and a recognized commitment to customer service. Now, the best designs of Europe are available here, without the uncertainties.

For information on our new European collections, call us at (414) 468-8100, or ask your local Krueger representative.

Selections from abroad. Now brought to you by the Krueger International Division.
Power to the people of Virginia

When companies need special solutions, Shaw-Walker's there ... with ingenuity, know-how and a commitment to doing whatever it takes.

Take Virginia Power's new Technical Center in Richmond. This busy public utility has tremendous data requirements, resulting in a larger-than-usual density of computer cabling — all of which has to run through their panel system. Because of our unique 3½-inch-wide panel, Shaw-Walker did everything it could to help Virginia Power serve its people better. We'll do the same for your company; just call and find out how.

1-800-345-9404.

Typical Tempo 3 Radius workstation

See us at NEOCON 19, Suite 868, The Merchandise Mart

Circle No. 395 on Reader Service Card
Steelcase
Sensor is the next generation of high-performance ergonomic seating. Designed by Wolfgang Muller-Deisig, Sensor is offered in five new fabrics and over 40 colors.

Stendig
Mirabile, designed by Reto Frigg for DeSede of Switzerland, is a two-seat sofa with seat cushions that can be raised to become armrests, or rotated 90 degrees to form a chaise longue.

Stroheim & Romann
Garrison, from the new line of contract fabrics, is offered in 10 colorways, is 54 inches wide, and is woven from textured tweeds.

Storwal
Imported marble, exotic wood, and laminates will be featured along with a new color palette revised by designer Jackson Boren.

Stow & Davis
Both high- and low-back models of Breton executive ergonomic seating are hand-upholstered and offered in a range of 28 European leathers. Specifiers may choose from three base treatments.

Stendig
Mirabile, designed by Reto Frigg for DeSede of Switzerland, is a two-seat sofa with seat cushions that can be raised to become armrests, or rotated 90 degrees to form a chaise longue.

SunarHauserman
Architect Robert Kleinschmidt designed this modular Lounge Seating Collection, which includes a single chair and ottoman, and two-, three-, and four-seater sofas.

Trendway
Floor-to-ceiling movable walls are designed to integrate with existing lines of open office panels and furniture components.

Tuohy
Daniel Cramer's Cedilla Program is a component-based design constructed of hardwood frames, crossrails, seating units, and tables that can be combined in multiple assemblies. Chair frames are available with or without arms.

Westinghouse
Soma Seating, designed with Charles W. Pelly, compensates for the worker's every move. Height, tilt, tension, and locking or free-float adjustments are easily controlled on each of the 19 models available.
"The next morning in the papers our new theater complex was lauded with rave reviews... especially for the outstanding performance, aesthetics and style of our Anso IV®, Anso®-X and Anso® nylon carpets."

Allied-Signal Inc.
Allied Fibers
1411 Broadway
New York, NY 10018

Circle No. 315 on Reader Service Card
Introducing Cordura® for upholstery. Made tough to survive the corporate jungle.

Contract upholstery will never be the same, now that DuPont brings CORDURA® to the office. CORDURA nylon has proved itself tough enough for backpacks and luggage, durable enough for hunting gear and boots.

It exceeds the standard Wyzenbeek Double Rub Abrasion Test by such a wide margin that an even more stringent Wyzenbeek Test had to be developed (see results at right).

And CORDURA is a soft touch indoors. We've given it a luxurious hand, a satisfying touch and a smart look that make the most of fabrics for contemporary or classic furniture.

Fabrics of CORDURA nylon are available in a whole range of colors, styles and weaves. In 1000/280 denier, or newer 2000/560 with an even softer surface.

For good looks with strong character, ask about CORDURA. Contact DuPont at (215) 855-7765, and let us give you samples, specifications and names of suppliers.

CORDURA. The survivor.

*Registered trademark of the DuPont Company for its air-textured, high-tenacity nylon fiber. DuPont makes fiber, not fabric.
ALL THE BEST PEOPLE
WILL BE THERE

Come see
what's new at the new GF
GF Furniture Systems
Space 916 NEOCON 19
Circle No. 405 on Reader Service Card
Roofing Electrically

The use of modified bitumen roofing grew faster than that of any other single-ply system last year. The material's success, though, has been clouded by its torch application, which has led to a number of fires in buildings, especially around flashings and other joints. Promising relief from both the fire hazard and liability is a recently introduced set of electrically heated hand-tools designed for the installation of modified bitumen roofing.

The tools provide a more easily regulated and less concentrated heat than torches. Nickel-plated to resist the build-up of bitumen, the hand-tools consist of a seaming trowel, a flashing plate, and a dual-handed parapet tool, all of which are connected by cables to a solid-state control unit and storage box. The tools were developed for use with most brands of modified bitumen roofing.

MWELD.

Circle 100 on reader service card

Model-building Electronically

A combination of computer graphics, lasers, and radiation chemistry now enables architects to create, in minutes, highly detailed, three-dimensional acrylic models of buildings. Called "stereolithography," the system uses a computer graphics terminal to operate a laser aimed at a vat of light-sensitive acrylic resin. As a three-dimensional model of a building is sectioned in the computer, each section profile is transferred via the laser to the surface of the acrylic, a thin layer of which cures wherever the light beam strikes. A computer-controlled platform within the vat then descends the thickness of one section and the process continues until a three-dimensional model of a building is formed. The system is capable of creating a model to a level of detail that includes the placement of furniture and equipment within spaces. 3D Systems, Inc.

Circle 101 on reader service card
NEW PRODUCTS AND LITERATURE

Versatrac® interior aluminum framing systems can be used in new construction, remodeling, and retrofit installations. They are easily demountable and are engineered for fast, trouble-free installation and disassembly for future remodeling to accommodate changing needs of modular office plans. VT Industries, Inc. Circle 447 on reader service card

Entrance Accessibility catalog provides general information on designing entrances accessible to the handicapped and information on handicapped-related door control products. The catalog includes minimum clear-width opening requirements, reduced opening force calculations, conditions that affect door closing function, and special building codes. The 16-page catalog covers product features and details, suggested specifications, drawings, and application photos. LCN Closers. Circle 272 on reader service card

ELAN® knobs and pulls are offered in several contemporary colors for 32mm production cabinets as well as for traditional hole spacing. The selection is made from high-strength ABS engineered plastic in gloss finish colors of red, black, brown, and white or a combination of colors using stripes and inserts. The 32mm grouping colors are black, almond, and white. Amerock Corporation. Circle 269 on reader service card

Duette Commercial, a flame-resistant version of the Duette soft fabric shade, features a permanent flame-resistance treatment that meets high safety standards. It is an effective energy-saving insulator against heat transfer because of its air-trapping honeycomb construction. Hunter Douglas, Inc. Circle 270 on reader service card

The Custom Office for executive and home office installations has wraparound storage and custom cabinetry available in a variety of styles and finishes. The system is available in 12 styles and 13 wood finishes: Mahogany, Black Oak (shown in Alpha Series), Teak, Walnut, Rosewood, Cherrywood, or gray, ivory, and white lacquer. Planum, Inc. Circle 276 on reader service card

Versatrac® interior aluminum framing systems can be used in new construction, remodeling, and retrofit installations. They are easily demountable and are engineered for fast, trouble-free installation and disassembly for future remodeling to accommodate changing needs of modular office plans. VT Industries, Inc. Circle 447 on reader service card

Entrance Accessibility catalog provides general information on designing entrances accessible to the handicapped and information on handicapped-related door control products. The catalog includes minimum clear-width opening requirements, reduced opening force calculations, conditions that affect door closing function, and special building codes. The 16-page catalog covers product features and details, suggested specifications, drawings, and application photos. LCN Closers. Circle 272 on reader service card

ELAN® knobs and pulls are offered in several contemporary colors for 32mm production cabinets as well as for traditional hole spacing. The selection is made from high-strength ABS engineered plastic in gloss finish colors of red, black, brown, and white or a combination of colors using stripes and inserts. The 32mm grouping colors are black, almond, and white. Amerock Corporation. Circle 269 on reader service card

Duette Commercial, a flame-resistant version of the Duette soft fabric shade, features a permanent flame-resistance treatment that meets high safety standards. It is an effective energy-saving insulator against heat transfer because of its air-trapping honeycomb construction. Hunter Douglas, Inc. Circle 270 on reader service card

The Custom Office for executive and home office installations has wraparound storage and custom cabinetry available in a variety of styles and finishes. The system is available in 12 styles and 13 wood finishes: Mahogany, Black Oak (shown in Alpha Series), Teak, Walnut, Rosewood, Cherrywood, or gray, ivory, and white lacquer. Planum, Inc. Circle 276 on reader service card

Custom-designed cabinetry has face frames, doors, and drawer fronts of solid cherry. There is a choice of hardware and hand-rubbed finishes. Two door designs are available: Legacy, with raised cathedral-paneled wall units and rectangular-paneled base units; and Brentwood, with both wall and base units having raised rectangular panels. Decor, Beatrice Companies, Inc. Circle 248 on reader service card

Custom masonry is shown in color in several installations in an eight-page brochure. Buildings shown range from restaurants and banks to apartments and churches. Drawings show the various face configurations of the blocks, which are available in 4-, 8-, and 12-inch depths. Featherlite. Circle 277 on reader service card

Loading Dock Safety Guide, prepared with technical assistance from the National Safety Council, outlines procedures for establishing a loading dock safety program. Topics covered in the 32-page brochure include vehicle restraining, dock levelers and plates, dock and traffic doors, dock seals and shelters, dock bumpers, trailer lifting, and lighting. Rite-Hite Corporation. Circle 278 on reader service card

Metal building components catalog covers factory-insulated systems, field-assembled and insulated systems, exterior profiles, curved profiles, and structural members. A color chart shows several coatings available. The 16-page brochure illustrates and describes the components and provides load span data where applicable. Moncrief-Lenoir Manufacturing Co. Circle 259 on reader service card

A low-voltage lighting control system for residential applications switches lights on and off and allows full and dimming from any number of different locations. Switching and dimming for fluorescent and low-voltage loads are also available. The switch stations are available in a range of finishes, including chrome, brass, bronze, copper, or prime coat. A single gang wall station can provide up to nine points of control. LiteTouch. Circle 449 on reader service card

Plastrglas is a combination of specially formulated high strength gypsum cement and glass fiber reinforcement. It is used in conjunction with drywall, conventional plaster systems, or for ceiling material. It is a high density product with comparatively high tensile strength that is sprayed into molds to meet shape requirements. It is used in schools, hospitals, offices, auditoriums, museums, banks, and similar areas—in new construction, restorations, remodeling, and renovations. Plastrglas. Circle 280 on reader service card

Topridge® 100 percent wool jacquard weave for medium to heavy upholstery applications is custom woven in Switzerland. Colors are camel with blue, red, and green; medium gray with dark gray, red, and yellow; medium gray with dark gray with red, yellow, and blue. The fabric is .5 inches wide. Gretchen Belling. Circle 429 on reader service card

Tiger Tough Roof System comprises Technibase base sheet, Techniheat modified bitumen membrane, and Thermosto premium white acrylic roof coating. The system qualifies for extended warranty periods that cover labor and material for 15 years. TechniCorporation. Circle 421 on reader service card (continued on page 194)
CLEARSEAL III™ PROTECTS WALLCOVERINGS FROM GREASE, GRIME, AND PUPPY LOVE.

Clearseal III provides lasting protection against dirt and stains. And does it invisibly. Clearseal III is available now on a custom basis on most Guard® commercial wallcoverings. Compared to untreated wallcoverings, those with Clearseal III are significantly easier to clean. And because there's no loss of texture or definition in the embossing detail, Clearseal III protects without any compromise in styling or design flexibility, and without affecting installation. That's why, with Clearseal III, you won't even know it's there — until you need it. Contact your nearest distributor for more information.

Columbus Coated Fabrics • 1280 N. Grant Ave. • P.O. Box 208 • Columbus, Ohio 43216
That can seat over 1,000 for dinner

World-class Saddlebrook Resort has expanded its award-winning meeting facilities to 60,000 flexible sq. ft. including 35 meeting rooms and some of the most exciting theme party and function space in the country. The versatility of our magnificent facilities and the creativity of our service-oriented convention staff enable us to produce extravagant events for 1,000, and still make groups of 10 feel quite at home. Our facilities are self-contained and within easy walking distance around our half-million-gallon Superpool. This makes Saddlebrook unique: with all this interesting space, 700 luxurious bedrooms, 36 championship holes of golf, 27 tennis courts and a complete health spa we have all the ambiance and convenience of a small, intimate resort.

Visit Saddlebrook and see for yourself why Tampa Bay's Great Golf and Tennis Resort is now the Ultimate Meeting Planner's Resort! For details call our sales department at (813) 973-1111.

Saddlebrook
Tampa Bay's Great Golf and Tennis Resort
100 Saddlebrook Way, Wesley Chapel, Florida 34249
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Finally, A Practical Way To Integrate Drawings And Data.

Introducing Drawbase™.

In today's architectural marketplace, you need more from a CADD system than just pretty pictures. You need precise, up-to-the-minute graphics and data.

Drawbase is the first system of its kind. The standard by which future CADD systems will be measured. That's because Drawbase is the only PC-based system to integrate advanced color graphics and powerful data management into one interacting system. So changes you make graphically are automatically reflected in the database, and vice versa. You get better information, so drawings and reports are more complete. All at a cost that will keep your business manager smiling.

The data management screen, responding to changes in graphics, provides current reports, calculations, and system information...

...while the full color graphics screen provides the user with advanced drawing creation and manipulation tools.

Drawbase Gives You The Whole Story.

Drawbase helps you analyze and report on your designs. You give your clients the kind of valuable data they need to understand the whole picture. Accurate square footage, cost analysis, conformance to the program, income projection, and more. Plus, information is updated automatically as the design evolves according to client and market demands.


More information. Better information. Drawbase is a complete, standalone package, with unequaled functionality. Get it as software alone, or in a package featuring the IBM AT, HP Vectra PC, Compaq Deskpro 286 or selected compatibles.

Drawbase from SKOK. For a personal demonstration call 1-800-225-SKOK to find the name of the dealer nearest you. Or write SKOK at 222 Third Street, Cambridge, MA 02142.

SKOK
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**NEW PRODUCTS AND LITERATURE**

**30H Series locksets** offer improved security. A patented roller bearing knob mechanism (arrow) allows improved knob action through lower and consistent torque value. The case is heavy gauge steel, and solid machined cylinder rings are tension spring mounted. Knob hubs and locking mechanisms are heavy steel. Optional high security cylinder on 36H/37H series complies with ANSI 156.13. Best Lock Corporation.

*Circle 422 on reader service card*

**Luce Selection** catalog offers 20 pages of halogen and incandescent lighting. There are floor lamps, wall sconces, pendants, and table lamps. Several Italian designers are represented. VeArt International, Inc.

*Circle 423 on reader service card*

**Colored compression seals** made from EPDM polymer-based thermorubber are ideal for large, uniform façade joints that require color matching. They are available in beige, gray, white, red, blue, and black. Emseal Joint Systems, Ltd.

*Circle 428 on reader service card*

**Model 6802 retail traffic doors**, described in a two-page color brochure, have nonrise hardware to eliminate unsightly gaps often found around these doors. The brochure explains features and operations of the doors and hinges, and provides specifications and color options. Frommelt Industries, Inc.

*Circle 433 on reader service card*

**Linen Classics** wallcovering collection is offered in natural colorations typical of Belgian linens and a spectrum of pastels. All 78 patterns are Class A fire rated, paper-backed to insure against distortion of the fabric face during installation, and Scotchgard® finished for protection against staining and soiling. Vicvert WALLCOVERINGS.

*Circle 434 on reader service card*

**Real Brick Perma-Panel** can be installed by semiskilled workers, typically 2½ times faster than conventional brick masonry. EPS foam backer provides an R-factor of 3.2, seven times that of 4-inch brick, says the manufacturer. The panels weigh only 6 pounds per square foot and require neither footings nor steel angles for support. The fired clay units are said to exceed ASTM C-216 standard for severe weather grade brick. U.S. Brick.

*Circle 435 on reader service card*

**Corian Sierra** offers a textured stone look, available initially in two colors: Sierra Dusk, a light gray, and Sierra Midnight, a dramatic dark gray. Available by mid-1987, Sierra will be marketed in 1/4- and 3/8-inch sheets for use on horizontal surfaces such as countertops, slab vanity tops, and window sills. Sheets 3/8-inch thick will be available for vertical surfaces, including shower walls, tub surrounds, and wallcoverings. Du Pont Company.

*Circle 436 on reader service card*

**Spherical door pulls** HG 130 Series are made from 1¼-inch diameter tubing. Finishes include brass, bronze, and stainless steel. Hiawatha, Inc.

*Circle 432 on reader service card*

(continued on page 196)
With the new HolguinCAD MountainTop™ Solution you’ll reach no limits. EVER.

MountainTop™ is the best way to expand your horizons, without your costs going sky high. When you think you've reached your peak, simply expand your system with fully-integrated add-on modules, and keep on climbing.

MountainTop™ applications include:
Architecture/Engineering, Civil, Mechanical, Facilities Design and Management.

MountainTop™ runs on a standard UNIX™ operating system in either a Hewlett Packard or IBM™ hardware platform.

MountainTop™ by HOLGUIN. The CAD Solution that's the fastest way to the top... And beyond.

To get your PEEK at the MountainTop Solution, call 1 800 351-1061.
Image-Maker 2000, a complete punching and plastic binding system, allows quick and efficient conversion of loose papers into professional-looking reports, catalogs, handbooks, presentation flipcharts, and other documents. It punches, then binds documents up to 12 inches long in one simple operation. Binding capacity is 425 sheets. Among supplies for Image-Maker 2000 are report covers and color-coordinated plastic bindings in a wide range of colors, textures, and sizes. General Binding Corp. Circle 437 on reader service card

Midway and Rockport are vinyl wallcoverings for restaurants, corporate dining facilities, hotels, and other hospitality installations. Midway has 22 patterns in 153 colorways; Rockport has 21 patterns in 145 colorways. Most styles are available in 54-inch widths, and all are Class A flame rated, highly durable, and washable. J.M. Lynne Company. Circle 438 on reader service card

Alpia Excellence filing systems hold up to 2900 3-mil-thick D-size drawings in just 7.2 square feet of floor space. An exclusive identification method allows the user to locate and remove a drawing laterally quickly and to refile it in its correct place just as quickly. Alpia, Inc. Circle 439 on reader service card

Monogram built-in appliances are intended for the high-end, professional custom kitchen remodeling market. The new line includes a built-in, counter-depth refrigerator 42 inches wide; a double-wall oven, induction and solid-disk cooktops, a dishwasher, and a pair of microwave ovens. Refrigerators and microwaves will be available in the first and second quarters of 1987, other items in the third quarter. General Electric Co. Circle 440 on reader service card

Exterior insulation and finish systems manual provides a description of types of EIFS available. The ten-page manual discusses quality assurance practices and materials, all phases of installation, and application of reinforcement coatings. The technical manual costs $12 each for 1–5 manuals for members; $20 each for 1–5 manuals for nonmembers of The Association of Wall and Ceiling Industries. Copies can be ordered from the association at 15 K Street, NE, Washington, D.C. 20002.

Fiber-Con glass fiber reinforced concrete panels are produced from a matrix of Portland cement, fine aggregate, and special alkali-resistant glass fibers. Typical applications are interior or exterior fascia and accent panels. The line is available in eight standard panel designs. Lake Manufacturing Company. Circle 441 on reader service card

Perforated Metals handbook describes a wide range of perforated metals for industrial, architectural, and ornamental applications. Among architectural uses are ceilings, dividers, grilles, and acoustical surfaces. Illustrations show the variety of perforations available. National Perforating Corporation. Circle 442 on reader service card

Amofoam®-SB extruded polystyrene insulation is lightly scored on 16- and 24-inch centers for simplified on-site application. It is available in 4' x 8' boards and in 1-, 1½-, and 2-inch thicknesses. The insulation is recommended for foundation, perimeter, and cavity wall installations in commercial construction projects. Amoco Foam Products Co. Circle 443 on reader service card

(continued on page 198)
No matter what your curtainwall needs are, you can look up to Kawneer. For design. For performance. For timely response.

Kawneer has a wide variety of engineered systems to meet a full range of building and design requirements. Low rise and high rise systems. Stickwall and unitized. Custom designed. And, energy saving. Performance-boosting thermal systems.

Extend the reach of your curtainwall specs, without going far. Call on Kawneer. We can meet your goals. From top to bottom. From idea to reality.

For complete information about Kawneer Curtainwalls contact: Kawneer Company, Inc., Department C, Technology Park/Atlanta, 555 Guthridge Court, Norcross, GA 30092

Circle No. 360 on Reader Service Card
NEW PRODUCTS AND LITERATURE

Ornamental lighting posts of heavy-duty cast iron in 20 different styles are illustrated and described in a full-color, four-page folder. The posts are shown installed in parks and squares, malls, college campuses, historic sites, and esplanades. In many cases, posts take their name and style from a historic person or place. Light sources include incandescent, mercury vapor, metal halide, or high-pressure sodium. Spring City Electrical Manufacturing Company. Circle 444 on reader service card

The Coriandoli Series of faucets and fittings is offered in black, beige, blue, and polished gold in addition to the existing color line of white, red, yellow, and polished chrome. There are 25 color combinations possible as standard finishes. Watercolors. Circle 445 on reader service card

Washroom/shower room design kit contains over 90 pages of practical planning aids and design ideas for all types of high-usage washrooms and shower rooms. Included is a design template in 1/8- and 1/4-inch scales and problem solving design solutions, including barrier-free accessibility, efficient traffic flow, water/energy conservation, and user satisfaction. Bradley Corp. Circle 446 on reader service card

Building Materials

Major materials suppliers for buildings that are featured this month as they were furnished to PA by the architects.


We light the American dream with track.

You design the American dream, we light it. Malls, museums, hotels, offices, restaurants. All are part of the American dream, and you play a dynamic role in its realization. We at Progress are proud of our supportive role, and build that pride into the industry's widest selection of fixtures for commercial and residential installations. Our quality track lighting is a prime example... it's a system that is second to none... engineered to help make your dream, a reality. For our new track catalog, contact Progress or your local distributor.
To anyone trying to break into business, we say, "Tough."

No matter how well you design a building for security, your work could still be picked apart. Right at the front door.

But now, you can put an extraordinary line of defense in the hands of your clients. And out of the reach of criminals.


It can check identification. Refuse unauthorized keys. And keep itself virtually pick-proof.

It uses keys that are magnetically coded. Keys that make unauthorized duplication impossible.

And for added security, they're the first electronic keys that can throw a deadbolt from the outside.

The Gibraltar system requires no special designing or wiring. And its increased levels of control and cost efficiency will impress your clients. For a long time to come.

So find out more about how the Gibraltar 2000 system can give your clients a tougher line of defense.

Send the attached card today.

And you'll have new designs on a system that's tough to beat.
Special Issue: Young Architects

An issue on a subject rarely published in the architecture press, the June P/A will profile some 30 young architects, ten years or less out of school. The result of a call for entries that drew nearly 350 responses, this issue will focus on the people, their practices, and their viewpoints, as well as their work. The architects featured are located all over the U.S., and their works selected for this issue range from houses to factories. A section of the issue on "alternative careers" will spotlight young architects applying their professional knowledge in nontraditional roles.

P/A Technics: Plastic Laminates

The material and fabrication, as well as the design and application of high-pressure decorative laminates is both described and illustrated.

Future Issues

The July P/A will be a Special Issue all about Paris and what is happening there right now. A P/A Technics feature will examine architectural uses of steel.

You won't have to replace this panel — it's a Tectum® panel

Tectum Acousti-Tough® Ceiling System — WARRANTED AGAINST BREAKAGE FOR FIVE YEARS!

Specially designed to take abuse in school halls, gyms and other areas where ceiling tile damage is a problem, this suspended acoustical ceiling system features Tectum panels, the only hard surfaced, durable panels that can take repeated blows from basketballs, volleyballs and soccer balls without cracking and breaking. The integral Tectum Keep Clip allows a panel to rise when struck and then reposition itself. Each system comes with a limited five-year warranty on panels cracking, breaking or falling out of the ceiling. Call, write or see Tectum in Sweets Architectural File.

TECTUM INC. 106 S. Sixth Street • P.O. Box 920 Newark, Ohio 43055 • (614) 345-9691

Redwood

Natural beauty and performance. Free folio of literature for Architects.

CALIFORNIA REDWOOD ASSOCIATION 591 Redwood Highway • Mill Valley, CA 94941 • 415-381-1304

Circle No. 331 on Reader Service Card

Progressive Architecture 5:87 201
Architecture/Interior Design: University of Cincinnati searching for outstanding leader in Architecture and/or Interior Design to be Administrative Head of School of Architecture and Interior Design. Director reports to Dean of College of Design, Architecture, Art, and Planning. A Master’s or Doctorate degree, teaching and administrative experience, and professional accomplishment in an architecture or interior design discipline required. Review of completed applications will begin July 15, 1987. Search will continue until a suitable candidate is found. Interested persons write for job description and application requirements to: Chairman, School of Architecture and Interior Design, Director Search Committee, DAAP College, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH 45221-0016. Affirmative Action, Equal Opportunity Employer.

LEADING ARCHITECTURAL FIRM IN COLORADO ROCKY MOUNTAIN SKI COMMUNITY SEEKING MOTIVATED PERSON with degree, registration, and proven experience in all phases of practice. Projects include multi-family, small commercial, planning, and custom residences. Partnership potential for right person. Reply to Progressive Architecture, Job Mart, Box 496.

ARCHITECT. Req. B.S. Architecture and 2 yrs. verifiable experience in the structural design of healthcare facilities for the elderly. A degree in civil engineering with appropriate courses in structural engineering may be substituted for the 2 yrs. experience; required: $500/Wk. 40 hrs./Wk. Job site & interview; Santa Ana. Please send resume to Job #102348, P.O. Box 9560, Sacramento, CA 95823-0560 no later than 5/31/87.

PROJECT MANAGERS/ENGINEERS

Established, but rapidly expanding, midsize A/E/P firm located in Roanoke, Virginia, has immediate openings: 5+ yrs. experience, desires management or business development of design broad range of commercial and institutional projects. Career positions for Architects/Design, proj. mgrs., const. docs., EE’s (power, light, comm., MES, HVAC, building, fire prot., CEC/USGBC). Send resume and salary requirements to SFCS, 14 W. Kirk Ave., Roanoke, VA 24011-EOE.

JOB OFFER for Project Designer/Manager in architectural studio. Directly oversees & conducts planning, designing & construction of diverse construction projects. Designer/Manager will be charged with managing & coordinating all aspects of the project team in order to insure successful completion. Successful candidate will possess a Bachelor’s degree in architecture or building construction, will have 3 yrs. of experience in the position being offered, 1 year experience in building engineering & 6 months experience in construction contract administration, must possess superior knowledge of skills & design, graphic representation, report writing & strong interpersonal skills. 40 hour week, $27,000/year salary. Job Order No. 5152687. Apply Job Service of Florida, 2312 Gulf-to-Bay Blvd., Clearwater, FL 33575-8898, Attn: Pat Gannno.

ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEER Responsible for the design for construction, remodeling, or repair of office buildings, private residences, hotels and restaurants. Responsible for consulting with client and other staff members in order to determine needs and in-house capabilities with regard to functional and spatial requirements of client, and budgetary, scheduling, materials and equipment information preparation. Plan the design elements of project allowing for the integration of the specific engineering necessities into a unified project design. Prepare drawings for client, engineers and contractors. Responsible for assisting client and staff members with construction contract bids and the final award. Responsible for overseeing actual construction of projects on spot check basis in order to determine necessity for changes in plan. Work under licensed architect. Bachelor’s degree in Architecture 3 yrs. exp. $2,900/Mo. Job Site interview in Los Angeles. Send this ad and your resume to Job #DC-2786, P.O. Box 9540, Sacramento, CA 95823-0560, not later than May 31, 1987.

The new COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE at TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY is looking for four dynamic design teachers, each with specialized expertise in one or more of several areas: theory, urban design, technology and structures. Computer skills are desirable in urban design and technology/structures. Great potential for personal and professional growth can be found within a large, diverse and rapidly changing college in a major Southwestern University. Salary and rank are negotiable. Terminal degree required, registration preferred, and record of current scholarship and or research activity. Write to Search Committee, College of Architecture, Texas Tech University, P.O. Box 4140, Lubbock, TX 79409, for resume and format. Deadline for submission of format and portfolio: June 1, 1987. Positions commence September 1, 1987. An AA/EEO Employer.

The new COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE at TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY is looking for four dynamic design teachers, each with specialized expertise in one or more of several areas: theory, urban design, technology and structures. Computer skills are desirable in urban design and technology/structures. Great potential for personal and professional growth can be found within a large, diverse and rapidly changing college in a major Southwestern University. Salary and rank are negotiable. Terminal degree required, registration preferred, and record of current scholarship and or research activity. Write to Search Committee, College of Architecture, Texas Tech University, P.O. Box 4140, Lubbock, TX 79409, for resume and format. Deadline for submission of format and portfolio: June 1, 1987. Positions commence September 1, 1987. An AA/EEO Employer.

The new COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE at TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY is looking for four dynamic design teachers, each with specialized expertise in one or more of several areas: theory, urban design, technology and structures. Computer skills are desirable in urban design and technology/structures. Great potential for personal and professional growth can be found within a large, diverse and rapidly changing college in a major Southwestern University. Salary and rank are negotiable. Terminal degree required, registration preferred, and record of current scholarship and or research activity. Write to Search Committee, College of Architecture, Texas Tech University, P.O. Box 4140, Lubbock, TX 79409, for resume and format. Deadline for submission of format and portfolio: June 1, 1987. Positions commence September 1, 1987. An AA/EEO Employer.

The new COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE at TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY is looking for four dynamic design teachers, each with specialized expertise in one or more of several areas: theory, urban design, technology and structures. Computer skills are desirable in urban design and technology/structures. Great potential for personal and professional growth can be found within a large, diverse and rapidly changing college in a major Southwestern University. Salary and rank are negotiable. Terminal degree required, registration preferred, and record of current scholarship and or research activity. Write to Search Committee, College of Architecture, Texas Tech University, P.O. Box 4140, Lubbock, TX 79409, for resume and format. Deadline for submission of format and portfolio: June 1, 1987. Positions commence September 1, 1987. An AA/EEO Employer.

The new COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE at TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY is looking for four dynamic design teachers, each with specialized expertise in one or more of several areas: theory, urban design, technology and structures. Computer skills are desirable in urban design and technology/structures. Great potential for personal and professional growth can be found within a large, diverse and rapidly changing college in a major Southwestern University. Salary and rank are negotiable. Terminal degree required, registration preferred, and record of current scholarship and or research activity. Write to Search Committee, College of Architecture, Texas Tech University, P.O. Box 4140, Lubbock, TX 79409, for resume and format. Deadline for submission of format and portfolio: June 1, 1987. Positions commence September 1, 1987. An AA/EEO Employer.
Today, a new generation of advanced gas cooling equipment brings to commercial air conditioning the same economy and reliability that gas brings to heating. Before you design your next project, let your gas company show you how right gas cooling can be. Gas. America’s best energy value.
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QUALITY & INTEGRITY —
the logical reasons to specify SUNBILT™

Sunbilt™ Creative Sunrooms are architectural additions designed and built to last by an affiliate of J. Suessman, Inc., a highly regarded, internationally renowned company known for quality and integrity for over 80 years.

Service, Cooperation, Delivery and above all QUALITY are the hallmarks of Sunbilt Solar Products by Suessman. Specify Sunbilt for trouble free glass enclosures that meet or exceed snow and wind load code requirements. Don’t settle for anything but the best — Sunbilt.

Write or call for a FREE color catalog.

SUNBILT DEALERSHIPS AVAILABLE
See us in Sweet’s — sec. 13/17/SUS
SUNBILT™ SOLAR PRODUCTS by SUSSMAN, INC.
109-10 180th St. Dept. B. Jamaica, N.Y. 11433 • 718-297-6040
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Public Notice

HEALTH FACILITIES CONSULTANTS
The New York City Health and Hospitals Corporation, a public benefit corporation operating the municipal hospitals and ambulatory health centers, is seeking to prequalify planning, architectural, engineering, construction management, and design build firms for consulting work related to the Corporation’s capital building program. Our annual capital budget is $150 million. Project fees range from several million dollars. Projects involve planning, design and construction related services for renovations, major alterations, additions, and new buildings at our facilities and medical centers. Major types of work will include inpatient areas, diagnostic and treatment areas, outpatient areas and ambulatory health centers, and plant and equipment improvements. Both acute care and nursing care facilities are in our capital program. Firms with previous health facility experience or related architectural, engineering, or construction management experience are encouraged to apply. Interested firms must complete the HHC A/E prequalification questionnaire (HHC 1165). This form may be obtained by contacting:

Leon Dunkley, Director
Planning and Consultant Services
N.Y.C. Health and Hospitals Corporation
346 Broadway, 12th Floor West
New York, NY 10013
(212) 566-0686
HHC - An Equal Opportunity Employer

Educational Opportunities

ATLIES
MARINA MASCHERONI STUDIO
COMPUTER DESIGN COURSES, TUTORIAL
212-5803804
20 WEST 84th ST. NEW YORK, N.Y. 10024

Services

Architects/Architectural Students
Now you can have your presentation drawings/documents and models professionally photographed with reproduction quality. Fee: $350. No need to carry valuable originals around anymore. By appointment only.

Chris Lypides Commercial Photography
119 W. 23rd St., NY, NY 10011
(212) 741-1991

Rita Sue Siegel Agency™
A recruiting service to find architects, interior, graphic and industrial designers, marketing and sales support people for consultants and business. Confidential. Nationwide. International.

60 W. 55 St., New York, NY 10019
212/566-4750

Get out of the Dark.

Open your eyes and see just how many subjects are covered in the new edition of the Consumer Information Catalog. It’s free just for the asking and so are nearly half of the 200 federal publications described inside. Booklets on subjects like financial and career planning; eating right, exercising, and staying healthy; housing and child care; federal benefit programs. Just about everything you would need to know. Write today. We’ll send you the latest edition of the Consumer Information Catalog, which is updated and published quarterly. It’ll be a great help, you’ll see. Just write:

Consumer Information Center
Department TD, Pueblo, Colorado 81009

Situation Wanted

Master of Architecture, CADD specialized, building technology background, foreign experience, U.S. resident, looking for a position. Please, write to: Domin Frank Minick, 282 Lisbon Ave., Buffalo, N.Y. 14215, or call: (716) 832-7849.

Notice

Please address all correspondence to box numbered advertisements as follows:
Progressive Architecture
Job Mart—(Assigned Number) P.O. Box 1361
600 Summer Street
Stamford, Connecticut 06904

Advertising Rates

Display style $160 per column inch, per your layout. Maximum 6 inches. Commissionable to recognized advertising agencies. Approximately 35 words per inch. Column width approximately 1/4". No charge for use of box number. Situations wanted advertisements: $65 per column inch. Noncommissionable.

Check or money order should accompany the advertisement and be mailed to Mary Miller, P.A. Classified, 1100 Superior Ave., Cleveland, OH 44114 (Telephone 216/696-7000, Ext. 2584).

Display style advertisements are also available in fractional page units starting at 1/4 page and running to full page.

Insertions will be accepted no later than the 1st of the month preceding month of publication. Copy to be set due seven days earlier.

To find out more, call 1-800-328-KROY or 1-602-948-2222. Or mail this coupon to Kroy Inc., P.O. Box C-4300, Scottsdale, AZ 85261.
NAME ___________________________
TITLE ___________________________
COMPANY _______________________
ADDRESS _______________________
CITY ___________________________
STATE __________ ZIP __________

KROY

In Canada call (416) 495-9330 Ext. 303. Kroy* is a registered trademark of Kroy Inc. Merlin Jr** is a trademark and Merlin* is a registered trademark of Varitronics Systems Inc. 2544-A
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(continued from page 202)
Trust your roof to the time-tested reliability of Koppers coal tar built-up roofing systems and the professional roofing contractors who apply them.

TIME-TESTED COAL TAR.
For almost 125 years only one roofing material has been used continuously—coal tar! Koppers built-up roofing systems have always been coal tar based because we believe the superiority of coal tar—its natural resistance to moisture and oxidation, its cold-flow self-healing properties—is unsurpassed.

THE PROVEN PERFORMANCE OF PROFESSIONAL ROOFING CONTRACTORS.
Even with the best of materials, roofing a building is a complex job. It takes professional roofing contractors using their years of experience and proven techniques to do the job right. That’s why we urge our customers to use only professional roofing contractors for best results.

For more information on Koppers coal tar built-up roofing and waterproofing systems use the accompanying coupon.

Send to:
Koppers Company, Inc.
Dept. 63A
1901 Koppers Building
Pittsburgh, PA 15219

□ Please have a Koppers representative contact me.
□ Please send more information.

Name
Company
Address
City
State
Area Code
Phone
Zip
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Coil Anodized Architectural Aluminum for Premier Interiors

Premier Performance:
- Metallic beauty
- Color uniformity
- Unsurpassed durability
- Broad finish and color selection
- Extensive inventory
- Available in slit coil and flat sheet

Premier Benefits:
- Low maintenance
- Extended wear life
- Formability without flaking or delaminating
- “J.I.T” delivery
- Ideal for wall panels, decorative trims, ceilings and reflector sheet

Specify anodized finishes for beautiful interior systems that will last.

Visit us at Lighting World V/New York, May 11, 12, 13/Booth No. 261
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Borden Decorative Finishes and Wallcoverings
Enhance Your Office System's Output

How you finish your partition or load bearing walls matters as much as the ideas you started them with. The same goes for your metal and wood furniture elements. Fortunately, with Borden's input, you can coordinate those new ideas with the widest selection of compatible colors, textures and patterns in metal and wood vinyl laminates and wallcoverings — for an office system that really puts out, whatever the substrate!

This synergy between your systems and our finishes has been largely responsible for creating today's simple, unified, more productive office interior. Together, that's quite an output. It's also made Borden your number one source for decorative finishes. For further input contact: COLUMBUS COATED FABRICS, Division of Borden Chemical, Inc., Columbus, Ohio 43216. Phone (614) 297-6060.
Wherever quality is the name of the game.
Kentile Rustic Clay Solid Vinyl Tile.

Introduce your clients to a bold new look: Kentile® Rustic Clay. Solid vinyl tile at its very best, it combines the casual look of clay with richly textured wood borders.

Easy to maintain, beautiful to look at, comfortable to walk on. And exceptionally durable—even when the business day goes into overtime.

Available in a choice of Rust, Champagne, Camel or Pearl; 9" x 9" and 18" x 18"; 1/8" thick.

For retail interiors, other high traffic public areas, as well as residential use, specify Kentile Rustic Clay. Play to win with quality. See your Kentile representative now.
Actually, we're not sure just what Daisy the elephant in our picture thinks. But, we do know that elephants are very careful about where they'll put their considerable weight. And, we weren't the least bit surprised to see Daisy standing just as comfortably on S-Floor, as on the slab adjacent to it. That's because amazing S-Floor feels just like a concrete slab.

The secret of S-Floor's immense strength is its two-foot square steel-grid reinforced panels of Innocrete, the tough space age silicate compound that's the strong silent type — like concrete but a lot lighter. Its stability is the result of an ingenious system of integration that eliminates ordinary access floor "wobble."

Strength, stability and wobble-free performance are just some of the features that make S-Floor uniquely qualified to stand up — not only to normal office floor loads, but to particularly menacing rolling loads as well. So if you want a strong, wobble-free access floor, call Innocrete Systems, Inc. at 1-800-225-2153.

Some manufacturers are filling their metal panels with concrete. But only S-Floor is solid Innocrete with engineered reinforcement all the way through. Play safe. Specify S-Floor, the access floor developed exclusively for offices.